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A study of the promoter (trp Pi) of the trp operon in E.coli 
has been made by the isolation and characterisation of 
mutations that alter the maximal level of expression of the 
operon.

A reduced maximal_level of expression of the trp operon is 
seen in two trp P~ mutations, trp P18 and trp P32, selected 
from the parental strain W3110 trp R, trp/lac W205, (lac)del 
str-r as nitrosoguanidine-induced mutations that grow in 
the presence of ortho-nitrophenyl-^ -D- thiogalactoside, and 
thus have become phenotypically leaky lac y~, whilst retaining 
some lac z and trp function. The mutations result in a 
reduced level of trp mRNA and trp operon enzymes, are cis- 
specific and are unaffected by the presence of the polarity 
suppressor mutation SuA. Regulation of the operon is main 
tained and the mutations are located adjacent to trp 0, distal 
from trp E. For both mutations, derepressed, but not repressed 
cultures grown in liquid medium show discoordinate expression 
of the trp operon; trp D, trp B and trp A are expressed at 
a higher rate than trp E. This is not the case when cells 
are grown on rich solid media. Anthranilate synthetase, 
prepared as a crude extract from a strain carrying trp P18 
has altered properties compared with that from a wild type 
strain; the enzyme has an increased Km value and is hyper 
sensitive to the feedback inhibitor, tryptophan.

An increased maximum level of expression of the trp operon 
is seen in two trp PSmutations, trp P112 and trp P312, 
selected from the parental strain X5131, trp R, trp/lac 287, 
(lac_)$^, thi, str-r as mutations induced by ultra-violet 
irradiation that will use melibiose as sole carbon source 
at 42°C and thus have become phenotypically lac y + . The two 
mutations, introduced into a trp + strain result in a coordinate 
pleiotropic increase in levels of enzyme of the trp operon, 
are c_is_-specific, show maintained regulation and are located 
within the promoter/operator region of the trp operon. One 
of the mutations, P312, is, moreover, shown to be insensitive 
to the presence of the SuA mutation and to be almost certainly 
outside of trp 0, on the trp E distal side.

These two sets of mutations establish the gene order trp 
pl-O-E...., indicate that trp 0 is not a very large region, 
indicate that promoter mutations can give rise to either 
coordinate or discoordinate pleiotropic effects on the level 
of expression of an operon, and may even affect the primary 
structure of gene products.

The alteration in promoter function due to the mutations can 
be further characterised by measuring the initial rate of 
expression of the operon after synchronous derepression of 
a culture. An alteration in the number of RNA polymerase

Use other side if necessary.



molecules initiating rounds of transcription is 
inferred for trp P32 and trp P312, with no alteration 
in the actual frequency of rounds of transcription. 
For trp P18 it is possible that this periodicity is 
abolished. Such experiments also demonstrate that 
discoordinacy in trp P18 and trp P32 is stimulated by 
transcription initiation: discoordinate expression 
remains synchronous.

The current state of knowledge regarding the trp 
operon and the current status of the promoter in relation 
to the Jacob-Monod operon model are reviewed and related 
to the results reported here.
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genfctie, biochemical and other abbreviations are used 

ttUfotighout the text. Also, the following abbreviations are used;

^rp/lac s febjfcs indicates a mutation in which the trp operon

is fused with the lac operon (see p. 3.12) 

SuA : sup A 

su 3 : sup III

am (subscript): amber nonsense mutation 

oc (subscript): ochre nonsense mutation 

del (superscript): deletion mutation 

Asase : anthranilate synthetase 

PRTase : phosphoribosyl transferase 

TSase : tryptophan synthetase 

RNAP : RNA polymerase (holoenzyme)

CAP 

3H-Ur 

PRRP 

BCIG

tONPG

CAKP

NG

tris

5-MT

IP

IA

ACH

LT

LMcC

: catabolite gene activator protein

3: H-5-uridine

: 5-phosphoribosyl-l-pyrophosphate

: 5-brorao-4-chloro-3-inclolyl-^ -Li-galatoside-

: ortho-nitrophonyl-/3 -D-thiogalactoside

: cyclic 3', 5' adenosine monophosphate

: N-methyl-i'J '-nitro-N-riitrosoquanidirie

: tris(nydroxymethyl )awinomethane

: 5-methyl-iJL-tryptophan

: indole-3-propionic acid

: indole-3-acrylic acid

: casein acid hydrolysat<.-

: plates containing lactose anu 2, 3, ':. -. -  

	tetrazolium chloride as indicator (see p. 

: plates containing lactose- and licConkey ••••_...:

VB minimal medium: Vogel Bonner ..;in;u:ial a.o-diai..

I'-.. iVl-

-i. 6 )

- (c^e p.4.6.) 

. .2.)
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Abstract

A study of the promoter (trp Pi) of the trp operon in E.coli 

has been made by the isolation and characterisation of 

mutations that alter the maximal level of expression of the 

operon.

A reduced maximal level of expression of the trp operon is 

seen in two trp P~" mutations, trp P18 and trp P32, selected

from the parental strain W3110 trp R, trp/lac W205, (lac)del
X74 

str-r as nitrosoguanidine-induced mutations that grow in the

presence of ortho-nitrophenyl- /s-D- thiogalactoside, and thus 

have become phenotypically leaky lac y"~, whilst retaining 

some lac z and trp function. The mutations result in a 

reduced level of trp mRNA and trp operon enzymes, are cis  

specific and are unaffected by the presence of the polarity 

suppressor mutation SuA. Regulation of the operon is main 

tained and the mutations are located adjacent to t-pp 0, 

distal from trp E. For both mutations derepressed, but not 

repressed cultures grown in liquid medium show discoordinate 

expression of the trp operon; trp D, trp B and trp A are 

expressed at a higher rate than trp E. This is not the case 

when cells are grown on rich solid media. Anthranilate 

synthetase, prepared as a crude extract from a strain 

carrying trp P18 has altered properties compared with that 

from a wild type strain; the enzyme has an increased Km 

value and is hypersensitive to the feedback inhibitor, trypto- 

phan.

An increased maximum level of expression of the trp operon 

is seen i* two trp Ps mutations, trjs P112 and trp P312, 

selected from the parental strain X5131, trp R, trp/lac 287,
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thjl. qtr-r as mutations induced by ultra-violet 

irradiation that will use melibiose as sole carbon source at 

mflc «nd thus have become pheno typically lac y + . The two 

mutations* introduced into a trp* strain result in a 

coordinate pleiotropic increase in levels of enzyme of the 

trp operon, are cis~specific« show maintained regulation and 

are located within the promoter/operator region of the trp 

operon. One of the mutations, trp P312, is, moreover, shown 

to be insensitive to the presence of the SuA mutation .and to 

be almost certainly outside of trp 0, on the trp. E distal side.

These two sets of mutations establish the gene order trp 

Pl-O-E... , indicate that trp 0 is not a very large region, 

indicate that promoter mutations can give rise to either 

coordinate or discoordinate pleiotropic effects on the level 

of expression of an operon, and may even affect the _ primary 

structure of gene products.

The alteration in promoter function due to the mutations can 

be further characterised by measuring the initial rate of 

expression of the operon after synchronous derepression of a 

culture. An alteration in the number of RNA polyrnerase 

molecules initiating rounds of transcription is inferred for 

trp P32 and trp P312, with no alteration in the actual 

frequency of rounds of transcription. For trp P18 it is 

possible that this periodicity is abolished. Such experiments 

also demonstrate that discoordinacy in trp PIS and trp P32 

is stimulated by transcription initiation: discoordinate 

expression remains synchronous.
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Abstract continued

The current state of knowledge regarding the trp operon and 

the current status of the promoter in relation to the Jacob- 

Monod operon mode}, are reviewed and related to the results 

reported here.
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INTRODUCTION

The intention of Chapters 1, 2 and 3 is to demonstrate why 

the characterisation of the putative promoter of the trp 

operon in Escherichia coli is, given present knowledge, both 

desirable and technically feasible. Consequently, I wish to 

review the current state of knowledge regarding the organis 

ation and regulation of the trp operon and also regarding the 

initiation of transcription in various systems in E.coli. A 

consideration of technical matters regarding the isolation 

of E.coli strains with trp promoter variants is then presented.

Chapter 1

THE TRP OPERON

The isolation of auxotrophs of E.coli K 12 requiring the 

amino acid o( -L-tryptophan permitted the identification of 

five structural genes clustered on the linkage map of E.coli 

at 25 minutes (142). These genes are named trp A, trp B, 

trp C, trp D and trp E, reading in a clockwise direction. 

Characterisation of Trp mutations, combined with the isolation 

of the enzymes involved in tryptophan biosynthesis allows the 

following functional correlations to be made;

- trp E determines Anthranilate synthetase component I 

(60, 7)

- trp D determines Anthranilate synthetase component II 

(phosphoribosyl transferase) (51, 46)

- trp C determines Indoleglycerol phosphate synthetase 

(28, 137)

- trp A and trp B determine components Of and /3 

of Tryptophan synthetase (147, 44)
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Henc«» the gene order, read anti-clockwise corresponds to 

the order of chemical reactions from chorismate to tryptophan 

(149), as in Fig. 1.

The absence of tryptophan from the growth medium in which 

was growing was observed to cause a marked increase

in the specific activity of enzymes from the trp operon (90). 

Derepression had occurred (66). The co-ordinate increase 

in the specific activity of the five enzymes (58), infer 

ences from studies on polarity in the trp operon (58, 148), 

and the detection of mRNA corresponding to the trp operon 

and sedimenting very rapidly (at 33s) on sucrose gradients 

(56) allow the deduction that the trp operon is transcribed 

from trp E to trp A as a single mRNA molecule. The direction 

of translation was shown to be the same as that for trans 

cription by consideration of the time after derepression of 

the operon taken for anthranilate synthetase and tryptophan 

synthetase specific activity to start increasing (94, 59). 

These data strongly support the contention that the five 

trp genes mentioned constitute (or at least partially con 

stitute) the structural genes of an operon, as presented in 

Fig. 1. Knowing the rate of transcription of the trp operon 

and measuring the time taken to transcribe the entire operon, 

Rose et al. (120) conclude that trp E and trp A are the 

delimiting structural genes of the operon.

Careful studies (99, 57) showed that anthranilate synthetase 

and phosphoribosyl transferase are synthesised in equimolar 

quantities as are indole glycerolphosphate synthetase and
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the (A and A subunits of tryptophan synthetase, but that 

the ratio of specific activities in repressed cultures to 

derepressed cultures was higher for the first two enzymes, 

than for the last three (99). This lead to the concept of 

an internal, constitutive low-level promoter within the trp 

operon situated between the beginning of trp D and the 

beginning of trp C, from which transcription is initiated 

at 2% of the maximum level for the operon. Deletion 

mapping has given a more precise map position to this 

region at the trp C proximal end of the trp D gene (64). 

The region is named trp P2, thereby distinguishing the 

region from the putative promoter close to trp E responsible 

for transcription of the entire operon and subject to regu 

lation at trp 0, the operator for the trp operon.

How large is the operator?

By analysing mutations that give rise to constitutive 

expression of the trp operon, two loci have been identified 

as being involved in the extent of derepression of the 

operon. Cohen and Jacob (24) described mutations at a 

locus trp R, unlinked to the trp operon, but linked to thr 

by PI transduction, which resulted in constitutive 

expression of the operon. Later an operator locus was 

described by Matsushiro et al. (81) and by Hiraga (47, 50) 

who isolated spontaneous mutants that grow in the presence 

of 10 yUg/ml of 5-Methyl-DL-tryptophan (5-MT). This 

chemical is a structural analogue of tryptophan that inhibits 

protein synthesis, inhibits the enzymic activity of anthran- 

ilate synthetase (105) and represses the trp operon (34, 62).
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01 022? B9802 A2
-H——H-1———I———I———I———M-H—————I—

trp B Jbgg D trg C trp B torn A ton B

The distances are compared by measuring the rate of loss of 

co-transduction frequency of either 01 or E9802 with A2 by 

a lysate of the generalised transducing phage PI which is 

irradiated with ultra-violet light for different lengths 

of time and which was originally grown on a trp ton B 

strain. In the experiment, trp^A2 is selected and ton B 

and either trp O or trp E9802 + are scored among the trp A2 

transductants for each uv dose given to the transducing 

lysate. Hence in each case the linkage of A2 to 01 and to 

E9802 can be determined and then normalised to the observed 

linkage between trp A2 and ton B, this linkage constituting 

an internal standard in the experiment. Hiraga concludes 

that the relative distance trp Ol - trp A2 to trp E 9802 - 

trp A2 is 1.4 to 1. From this ratio the size of the trp 

opeuator is calculated. However, the conditions of the 

experiment are such that the linkage of trp E 9802 to trp A2 

will tend to be underestimated (trp E mutants require 

anthranilate for growth, and thus growth on anthranilate 

can allow one to score for trp E , but anthranilate, above 

extremely low concentrations, will inhibit the growth of 

trp E strong polar mutants). If this linkage is under 

estimated, then the ratio 1.4 to 1 is overestimated, and 

the size of the operator is therefore overestimated by the
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Cells growing in the presence of 5-MT must therefore 

exclude 5-MT from the cytoplasm (such mtr mutants are 

described by Hiraga et al. (49)), or have an alteration in 

the structure of anthranilate synthetase so that the enzyme 

is not inhibited by 5-MT (105, 139) or produce large amounts 

of the trp operon enzymes, thereby raising the cellular 

concentration of tryptophan and competing out 5-MT. This 

latter class will be constitutive for the trp operon, and 

Hiraga (47) has investigated the properties of 23 such 

mutants which are tightly linked to trp. Under conditions 

that in the wild type, give repression of the trp operon, 

these mutants are derepressed for anthranilate synthetase 

and tryptophan synthetase by varying amounts, as is the case 

observed for the lac operon in strains carrying lac oc 

mutations. Grown under conditions where the wild type is 

derepressed, the 23 mutants have comparable levels of 

enzyme to the wild type. The mutations have a map position 

outside the structural genes for trp, located close to 

trp E. On the basis of quantitative mapping experiments, 

it would appear that the trp operator, trp O is some 20% 

to 30% of the length of the trp operon (i.e. about 2000 

base pairs in length). Hiraga reaches this conclusion on 

the basis of three point crosses which suggest that the

mutation named trp Q 1 is the 0 mutation most distal 

from trp E. He attempts to confirm this observation by 

comparing the distance trp 01 to trp A2 (a nonsense 

mutation in the middle of the trp A gene) to the distance 

trp E 9802 (a very strong polar mutation in trp E located 

at the distal end of trp E from trp D) to trp A2.
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same factor. Moreover some Important control experiments 

are omitted from Hiraga's report. For example, the ratio 

could usefully be determined for a different trp Oc 

mutation like trp 0 227 which is, apparently, the most 

trp E-proximal mutation obtained. It would also be inter 

esting to investigate the nature of the trp 01 mutation 

since an alteration in the represser recognition site is 

not the only type of mechanism that can be postulated to 

lead to partial constitutivity.

If all, or most of the operator is transcribed (see p.'.'1 ), 

then Hiraga's estimate of the size of trp 0 is too great. 

Results presented in this thesis, not requiring any 

assumption about the location of the start site for trans 

cription, are also inconsistent with Hiraga's estimate.

Is trp R the structural gene for the represser?

By ana logy with the la.ci gene, the trp^ R mutations 

mentioned previously (24) were presumed to synthesize a 

defective protein apo-repressor molecule. The mutations 

isolated were traps-acting but recessive in a merodiploid 

of the type trp R/F * trp R , as was the case generally 

observed with laci mutations (see ref. 66). Since Cohen 

and Jacob (24) had noted that the rate of synthesis of the 

enzymes of the trp operon was related to the inverse of the 

concentration of tryptophan in the medium, it was a reason 

able conclusion that a trp R gene product exists that is 

non-essential and that is involved in a negative control
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of the trp operon, as opposed to the positive control

observed for expression of the lac operon. It is worth
lit

noting that some trp R mutations also result in constutive
A.

synthesis of the enzyme 3-Deoxy-D-Arabino- heptulosonate- 

7 phosphate synthetase (trp). (19, 114).

The trp R gene product is a protein. Mutations located close 

to thr that have the property of expressing the trp operon 

constitutively only at high temperatures (42°C) and in 

consequence are able to grow in the presence of 5-MT at 

those temperatures, but not at lower temperatures were 

isolated by Ito et al. (61). The simplest hypothesis to 

explain this observation is that the trp R gene product is 

a protein. This was, however, established beyond all 

reasonable doubt by Morse and Yanofsky (101) who isolated 

trp R mutations that could be suppressed to the wild 

phenotype by lysogenisation with a temperate phage carrying 

the suppressor gene su 3. The su 3 mutation suppresses 

amber nonsense mutations, and thus the trp R mutations were 

amber nonsense mutations. Clearly, the trp R gene must be 

translated (125). The extent of constitutivity of the trp R 

amber mutation varied depending on the particular nonsense 

suppressor introduced into the strain. This, again, 

confirms that trp R is translated. The different 

efficiencies of different suppressors allowed the concen 

tration of the trp R protein to be varied within the cell 

by genetic manipulation and, hence, Morse and Yanofsky (101) 

were able to initiate a study of the in_ vivo properties 

of the trp R protein. Thus, a PI lyate was prepared on a 

trp R strain and used to transduce a thr recipient,
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selecting Thr* and scoring for trp R. The apparent linkage 

was measured at different times after adsorption of PI 

phage was complete, during vigorous growth of the recipient 

cells. The time until the apparent linkage of thr to trp R 

was maximised is measured. Knowing the generation time it 

is possible to calculate the dilution of the trp R product 

required to give the trp R~~ phenotype. In the recipient 

cells wherein recombination has occurred with the incoming 

trp R~~ allele, a 10 to 20 fold excess of trp R product is 

calculated, with respect to the 5-MT resistance phenotype.

However, the excess in a trp R cell suppressed by su 3
am 

is much smaller (about 2 fold), as one would predict.

Nonetheless, the basal level of trp operon enzymes is the 

same in such a strain as in the wild type. Thus, a 10 fold 

increase in the amount of trp R product, in the presence of 

excess fSyptophan, does not decrease the basal enzyme level,

If the trp R protein is the apo-repressor , what is the co- 

repressor? The partial purification of the trp R protein 

(52), assayed by its property of inhibiting the in vitro 

expression of an operon containing trp 0 as its sole 

operator (of E.col i origin), should provide an answer to 

this question directly. However, if the candidates con 

sidered are small molecules, as is the case with the 

natural inducer of the lac operon, allo-lactose (ref.lGa), 

then trp-tRNA L , tryptophan itself and metabolically 

closely related analogues of tryptophan must be considered. 

The evidence against trp- t RNAtr as the co-repressor is 

summarised;
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1) A mutant trp S, that only poorly allows amino-acylation 

of t-RMA^ by tryptophan, grows poorly in rich growth 

medium, compared with a trp auxotroph (34), yet the 

tprp operon is repressed. If the concentration of 

tro t-RNAt is growth rate limiting in this mutant, 

then one would predict that tzrp should be derepressed 

if trp t-RNA. is the co-repressor.

2) 5-raethyl tryptophan, a close analogue of tryptophan 

causes repression (34, 62)^ but t-RNA. is not 

charged with 5-MT by the tryptophan specific tRNA 

synthetase either jji vivo or in vitro (ref . 104a).

3) Under conditions where t-^A*..-,, is presumably fully 

charged, the derepression in a trp S mutant of the 

trp opAg&n seen on applying conditions of tryptophan 

starvation is comparable to that seen for wild type 

cells. This derepression is less than that seen for 

a trp auxotroph (34). One would predict a greater, 

degree of derepression in the trp S mutant, since it 

is not able to recharge t-RNA. as rapidly as the 

wild type.

It should, however, be pointed out that the properties of 

some trp S mutants are consistent with the involvement of 

jkgft S product in the process of repression of trp operon, 

by the synthetase synthesising the co-repressor, or by 

destroying it, br by the enzyme itself constituting a part 

of the represser (61, 62, 48).
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The in vitro system, based on a cell extract, for trans 

cription and translation of added DNA, developed by Zubay 

and co-workers (see ref 151) contains all the components 

that might cause repression of trp operon expression from

trp DNA. However, using a cell extract from a trp R~~

A 80 ~»,~«-~. onv* -«.. ^^j.,^^ ^.A.^... * h d trp/lac Wl phage

(this hybrid phage is a specialised transducing phage which 

contains DNA from the .trp-lac fusion strain Wl, a strain 

in wttich trp PI and trp O are intact, but in which trp E 

is fused to lac p, leaving the rest of the lac operon, 

including laco intact (for a description of trp-lac fusions 

see p i.fiL )), the synthesis of /3 -galactosidase is 

enhanced compared with an extract from a trp R strain 

(152). Since in this phage, /3 -galactosidase production 

is controlled in vivo by the trp operator and promoter 

(116), it is possible that trp R protein is, indeed, the 

apo represser. The addition of increasing amounts of trp R 

extract to a trp R extract causes reduced amounts of

« -galactosidase synthesis from in d trp/lac Wl DNA.
+ 

A similar result is seen with a fraction of the trp R

extract obtained from cell proteins partially separated on 

a phosphocellulose column. This may constitute a partial 

purification of the trp R protein. However, it is 

necessary to demonstrate the absence of such a fraction from 

a trp R extract. Moreover, it remains to be shown that 

the inhibition of fy -galactosidase synthesis by a single 

protein purified from the fraction is specific to the 

operator (using DNA from a i h d trp 0°/lac Wl phage) 

and acts nowhere else between the site of initiation of 

transcription and the trp O-distal end of lac z.
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Using the Zubay system, the trp R product is more difficult 

to positively identify as the apo-repressor than the lac 

represser, since no trp R protein over-producing strains 

exist and since known inducers of the trp operon also 

inhibit protein synthesis.

A different approach to the problem of isolating the 

represser is made by Shimuzu et al. (130). The DMA from 

a hybrid p trp phage carrying the entire trp operon is 

purified and used as a template for transcription in a 

purified system. The H-Ur labelled RNA synthesised is 

estimated by hybridisation to separated strands of^SO p 

trp phages. A fraction from a DNA-cellulose column to 

which a trp R cell extract has been applied is found to 

inhibit the synthesis of trp mRNA 2 to 5 fold if tryptophan 

(at 100 ug/ml) is present in the in vitro transcription 

system. Bio-Gel P60 chromotography indicates that trans 

cription-inhibitory activity in the DNA-cellulose fraction 

is due to a protein with a molecular weight of about 60,000. 

SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis indicates 2 bands 

(with molecular weights of 30,000 and 26,000) associated 

with the Bio-Gel fraction. These experiments assume that 

trytophan is a co-represser, or is, at least, sterically 

closely related to the co-repressor. 5-MT is found to mimic 

the inhibitory effect of trytophan, whilst indole-3-acrylic 

acid relieves this inhibition. This is an agreement with 

the observed in vivo effects of these analogues.

One of the problems in using these phage systems is that 

transcription start signals for the trp operon are not
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restricted to the fcrp promoter. Apart from non-specific

initiations (which may be common ip vitro), the N. operon 

promoter is an obvious candidate. This complicates the 

study of interactions in the trp promoter and trp operator 

region, owing to readthrough transcription (116).

Dynamics and Statistics

The study of the translation of the trp operon has been 

facilitated by the availability of sensitive enzyme assays, 

and the study of transcription by the availability of plaque- 

forming or defective specialised transducing phages carrying 

segments of the E.coli chromosome, including the trp operon, 

080 ptrp and 080d trp phages have been isolated (80, 82, 31) 

as a consequence of faulty excision following induction

oftt-lysogen of 080 whose attachment site, where the phage 

integrates during lysogenisation (attSO), is fairly close 

to the trp O-distal end of the trp operon. These phages can 

readily be prepared in large quantities, the DNA extracted 

from them and this can be used, after denaturation, with or 

without strand separation to measure, by hybridisation,

radio actively labelled trp-mRNA prepared from bacterial 

cultures.

Knowing the molecular weights of the five enzymes of the 

trp operon, it is possible to calculate the approximate 

length of the operon, in nucleotides, as 6700. (56). If 

the time for transcription or translation of the operon, or 

a known fraction of the operon can be measured, then the 

rate of RNA polymerase or of ribosome travel can be cal 

culated. The number of trp m RNA molecules per cell can be
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calculated if, during a radioactive labelling experiment, 

the specific radioactivity, as well as the total radio 

activity of entire trp mRNA molecules (or Jcnown fractions 

of them) is Jcnown. The rate of enzyme synthesis can now 

be introduced into the calculation (knowing the rate of 

increase of enzymic activity in a culture), giving an 

estimate of the number of ribosomes that translate a trp 

m RNA molecule before it is inactivated and degraded.

Imamoto (59) and Baker and Yanofsky (3) measured the rate 

of mRNA and enzyme synthesis after synchronous derepression 

of cultures of trp ^ cells. Synchronous derepression is
 5

induced (simultaneously with the addition of H-Ur, if 

mRNA is being measured) by either removing tryptophan from 

the medium and adding 19 other amino acids, or by adding 

one of the tryptophan analogues indole-3-propionic acid 

(IP) or indole-3-acrylic acid (IA). At different times 

thereafter aliquots are taken, and, to these, tryptophan 

is added at a concentration that stops further trp trans 

cription initiation (53, 54, 59). Growth is continued 

(unless mRNA is being measured) so as to permit maximal 

expression of the trp mRNA existing within the cells at 

the time of addition of tryptophan. The trp enzymes thereby 

synthesised are subsequently assayed after killing the cells 

and preparing an extract of the cells.

Imamoto (52) observes a transcription time for the trp 

operon of 8 - 10 minutes at 30°C, with initiation not 

occurring continuously, but, rather, at regular intervals 

of 3.5 - 4 minutes. Under very similar conditions, Baker
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and Yanofsky (3) observe a transcription time of 6.5 minutes 

with initiations every 2.5 minutes. This gives an elongation 

rate for mRNA synthesis of 17 nucleotides/sec. A faster 

elongation rate (25 - 28 nucleotides/sec.) is obtained using 

a more sensitive method (119). This rate is constant for 

different growth media.

The periodicity of initiations observed is not always repro 

ducible (103). It remains possible that the phenomenon of 

periodicity is an experimental artefact. This might be 

tested by the use of a method other than tryptophan starvation 

as a means of achieving synchronous derepression. For 

example, it might be possible to perform a temperature-shift 

experiment on a temperature-conditional trp R mutant 

strain (61).

If the observed periodicity is not an artefact, then one 

must postulate the existence of some cyclic phenomenon 

causing the periodicity. Timing might arise from the distance 

travelled by the previous RNA polymerase molecule. Some 

evidence against this simple possibility comes from the 

observation that the same periodicity exists in strains in 

which large segments of the trp operon have been deleted 

(52) so that the transcription terminus may be presumed 

to be at a different distance from trp PI. Since it is 

reasonable to assume that the process of the initiation of 

transcription is probably involved in the causation of 

periodicity, it would clearly be of interest to investigate 

the effects of promoter mutations on this phenomenon. A
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report exists of a similar phenomenon occurring on induction 

of the lac operon (28).

The calculation of the number of ribosomes that translate 

each fcrp mRNA molecule requires an accurate estimate of the 

absolute number of trp mRNA molecules initiated in each round 

of transcription. It seemed reasonable (94) that this 

figure should be unity, but an indirect calculation of this 

quantity (4) gives a different result. This calculation is 

based on labeling trp mRNA with H-Ur under conditions where 

the intracellular UT'P and cjP pools are controlled. This 

is achieved by steady state labeling of a culture of a 

trp R strain which is also pyrimidine requiring (pvr CA158). 

Quantitative, exhaustive hybridisation, and knowledge of 

the trp mRNA half-life and tjhe gene dosage of the trp operon 

gives a result of 2.6 initiations/operon/minute in an expon 

entially growing culture at 37°C. From the rate of tryptophan 

synthetase synthesis, a figure of 30 ribosoroes/trp mRNA is 

obtained. In trp R cultures, during the first minute of 

derepression, 5.1 initiations/operon/minute are observed. 

If this figure represents the first round of transcription, 

then we are forced to conclude that about 5 RNA polymerase 

molecules move along the trp operon in a cluster immediately 

on derepression. If this figure is used to recalculate the 

figure of 100 ribosomes/trp mRNA obtained (94) by assuming 

that there is one initiation/round of transcription, then we 

obtain a figure of 20 ribosomes/trp mRNA for the first round 

of transcription and translation, which is in agreement 

with the later results of Rose et al. (119).
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The appearance of enzyraic activity lags slightly behind the 

time when transcription of the corresponding gene is com 

plete. Thus, transcription time to the 3* end of trp D is 

2 minutes, and to the 3* end of trp A is 4 minutes (giving 

an elongation rate of 25 - 28 nucleotides/sec.). But enzymic 

activity is detectable for anthranilate synthetase at 3 

minutes and for tryptophan synthetase at 7 minutes after 

derepression (this apparent lag may be an over-estimation 

due to a lag in the time taken between the addition of IP 

and its action to give derepression, a continued partial 

inhibition of ribosome travel after tryptophan addition to 

IP-treated aliquots, the possibility of post-translational 

processing, and the difficulties of detecting initial, very 

small increases in enzymic activity). Hence, probably, 

ribosomes traverse trp mRNA a short distance behind the RNA 

polymerase molecule transcribing the operon. The rate of 

polypeptide elongation (see ref. 72 for ft -galactosidase; 

ref. 119 for the trp operon enzymes; ref. 76 for Salmonella 

typhimurium) corresponds closely with the mRNA elongation 

rate (expressed as codons/unit time).

The study of the degradation of trp mRNA is closely tied 

to the problem of polarity. Unlike the mechanism of 

degradation, however, the mechanism of polarity is probably 

not related to the normal regulation of transcription 

initiation and of transcriptional yields. Imamoto holds a 

differing opinion, which is discussed (see p. 0'^ ).

What is the fate of the trp mRNA molecules synthesiser! in a
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round of transcription? This question is approached (97) 

by performing a H-Ur pulse and chase experiment. At the 

time of derepression of the culture, H-Ur is added. After 

a short period of time, the culture is repressed by the 

addition of tryptophan to a high concentration, and at the 

same time, an excess of non-radioactive uridine is added 

thereby effectively terminating the labeling of trp mRNA

being syntheslsed. Such an experiment shows a sequential

3 accumulation of H-Ur in the mRNA corresponding to genes

trp E to trp A. This labeled mRNA rapidly disappears in 

the same sequence. Hence, the overall direction of degrad 

ation of the trp mRNA molecule is from its 5' end to its 3* 

end (96). Degradation of trp E mRNA is initiated whilst 

trp A and trp E mRNA is being synthesised. The degradation 

of a given segment of the trp operon is initiated, on 

average, 2 minutes after that segment had been synthesised. 

Clearly, on average, a trp mRNA molecule will not be larger 

than from 30% to 50% of the length of the trp operon.

In this type of experiment, it may also be shown that 

tryptophan starvation, starvation for histidine, chemicals 

like chloramphenicol and sodium azide, tryptophan analogues 

such as IP, IA, 5-MT and 6-methyl tryptophan are able to 

reduce the rate of initiation of trp mRNA degradation. In 

such experiments, transcription is blocked at the time of 

addition of excess uridine by the use of rifampicin (104). 

This, incidentally, verifies that at least the p subunit 

of RNA polymerase is involved in the transcription of the 

trp operon. The stabilisation of trp nRNA acts at the 

level of the onset of degradation, since the specific rate
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of degradation of a given trp mRNA molecule, once degradation 

has started, is unaltered by the treatments mentioned.

A more detailed investigation of the degradation of trp mRNA 

teas been performed by Forchhammer et al. (40). The E.cQJL.i 

strain used was RNase I (42), a mutation introduced in 

order to reduce the non-specific mRNA degradation during 

RNA extraction procedures. Unfortunately, use of this 

strain may limit the general validity of their conclusions, 

since the in vivo role of RNase I is unknown. When a trp R 

strain was labeled with H-Ur for different periods of time,

the trp mRNA was extracted and hybridised to the DNA of

X 80
different i h p trp phages, and it was found that in the

first minute of labeling, there was more incorporation of

H-Ur into trp E mRNA than any other segment of the message, 

but that at longer times of labeling, there was more 

incorporation into trp BA mRNA than trp CD mRNA than trp E 

mRNA. This can be explained by two considerations: in a 

genetically derepressed culture, at short times after labeling 

is initiated, degradation of trp mRNA has not been initiated, 

so that incorporation of label reflects the rate of synthesis 

of mRNA; at late times, on the other hand, all labeled seg 

ments of the message are being degraded, so that any 

differences in specific incorporation of H-Ur reflect, by 

and large, differences in stability of different segments 

(i.e. differences in mean life). From this simple experi 

ment, Forchhammer et al. conclude that the mean life of trp. E 

mRNA is about 60% of that of trp BA mRNA. This is confirmed 

by measurements of the half-life of different segments of 

trp mRNA by following the exponential decay of the amount
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of label in those segments with respect to time, after a

pulse of derepression by IA, synchronous with addition of

3 H-Ur. Here, these workers observe that trp E transcription

terminates after one minute, the mRNA decaying with a 58 

second half-life; trp D transcription terminates at 2 

minutes, the mRNA decaying with a 75 second half-life; 

trp A and trp B transcription terminates at 3 - 4 minutes, 

the mRNA decaying with a 95 - 114 second half-life (compare 

116, 119). However, when internal deletions of the trp 

operon were used in derepression and labeling experiments, 

it was shown that the half-life of trp BA mRNA was dependent 

on the extent of the deletion so that the closer trp BA 

mRNA was to the 5 1 end of the trp mRNA molecule, the 

shorter its half life and the more closely this corresponds 

to the half life of the trp E mRNA from Trp + cells. There 

is no correlation between trp BA mRNA half-life in these 

strains and translational polarity. Thus, in the trp 

operon, the half-life of any segment of the message depends 

not so much on the base sequence of that segment, but on 

the position of that segment in the message. Degradation 

is initiated more rapidly the closer that segment is to 

the 5' end of the message.

Partial nucleotide sequences from mRNA transcribed from the 

operator-proximal portion of the trp operon, in one of the 

internal deletion strains used above, have been obtained (25), 

and these results are discussed on p. l-l-ty . The study 

involves a high degree of purification of steady-state, 

32P-labeled trp mRNA by hybridisation to DMA. The hybrids 

are then melted, the RNA isolated and analysed. This
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procedure reveals that the 5' region of trp E mRNA is 

cleaved at specific points within it into large fragments 

from 20 to 120 nucleotides long. These specific fragments 

are observed on polyacrylamide gels using both a crude cell 

lysate and melted hybrids. Thus, such fragmentation 

probably represents a feature of the normal process of 

degradation. Some minor components are also found representing 

non-specific cleavage of the mRNA.

Thus, trp mRNA degradation occurs in the 5' to 3' direction 

(91, 96), disappearing exponentially, the time of onset of 

degradation of a given molecule being random (103). The 

half life of a segment depends on its position in the message 

(40), yet specific cleavage sites are observed in at least 

part of the operon (25). The enzymes responsible for these 

features of degradation are unidentified. Endonuclease A 

(98, 95) which is implicated in trp mRNA degradation in 

nonsense mutants, does not affect trp BA mRNA half life (25), 

and thus probably is not involved in the normal process of 

degradation.

Represser-independent requlation

i. Metabolic regulation

If the expression of the trp operon is constitutive, as a 

consequence of a trp R mutation, then a naive prediction is 

that, at a constant temperature, there will be no constraints 

on transcription initiation, the rate of which p6r genome 

should therefore be constant in all growth media. Hence the 

specific activity of trp enzymes should be directly proportional 

to the doubling time of the cells in different growth media.
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Rose et al. (119) observed that this was not the case, and 

that anthranilate synthetase and tryptophan synthetase 

specific activities are almost constant over a 6 fold 

range of doubling times, in media containing one of glucose, 

glycerol or L-proline as sole carbon source. Clearly, some 

form of metabolic regulation may be operating. Interestingly, 

enzyme levels in trp R cultures were inversely proportional 

to the doubling times. This result can be rationalised by 

noting that the rate of consumption in protein synthesis etc. 

of tryptophan is less during growth in poor carbon sources, 

and that therefore a constant concentration of tryptophan 

within each cell can be maintained by a smaller quantity 

of the trp operon enzymes. The constancy of specific 

activities in trp R cells was shown not to result from an 

alteration in the mRNA elongation or degradation rates: the 

value of these rates was independent of the carbon source. 

In a subsequent paper (121), the additional observation 

was made that if the doubling time is reduced beneath that 

observed in glucose minimal medium (e.g. in L-broth or 

glucose casein hydrolysate), then the specific activities of 

the trp operon enzymes are depressed. This suggests the 

existence of another component in the metabolic regulation 

of constitutive expression of the trp operon.

If the enzymic activities on single carbon sources are 

constant, and if transcriptional rather than translational 

regulation is occurring, then, we expect the number of 

copies of trp mRNA per genome to be inversely proportional 

to the doubling time. To a first approximation, this is 

observed. Similarly, the translational yield per trp mRNA
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molecule remains constant. The simplest interpretation is 

that the frequency of initiations by RNA polymerase of 

transcription of the trp operon is metabolically regulated. 

In shift-up experiments from L-proline to glucose, the rate 

of stable RNA synthesis increases 6 fold in 2 minutes, but 

the rate of trp mRNA synthesis increases 6 fold in 70 minutes. 

We conclude that not all genes are affected identically by 

the metabolic regulation of transcription initiation 

frequency.

The co-ordinate depression in mRNA and enzyme levels in 

L-broth is not due to altered mRNA elongation or degradation 

rates. In glucose to L-broth shift up experiments, the 

rate of trp mRNA synthesis falls quite rapidly, but the 

rate of stable RNA synthesis rises.

Is the depression in rich medium unique to the trp promoter, 

or to the trp R mutation The internal trp promoter, P2 

and a new promoter introduced by mutation into trp E (1°° ) 

also show a similar depression. Different trp R 

mutations show an identical depression with the trp R 

mutation used in this study.

Is the depression medium-dependent osr growth-rate dependent"' 

By using trp S and qly S mutants with similar doubling times 

in glucose and L-broth (presumably the growth rate is 

limited by the rate of charging of either the tryptophan or 

glycine tRNA), Rose et al. observed that depression was 

actually dependent on the increeise in growth rate. Thus 

there is not a specific inhibitor in rich medium respon 

sible for reduced transcription initiation frequency.
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All these observations can he accommodated by a model in 

which one (or more) pools of RNA polymerase are competed 

for by at least two classes of promoter. In one of these 

classes is trp PI and in the other are the promoters con 

trolling the transcription of genes determining stable RNA. 

This type of experiment may therefore be useful in the 

investigation of the regulation of RNA polymerase synthesis 

and activity. The identification of the components involved 

requires either the isolation and characterisation of 

mutations affecting this metabolic regulation (procedures 

for this are not obvious from these results), or the develop 

ment of fairly sophisticated in vitro systems.

ii^ A control site between trp 0 and trjj E

Jackson and Yanofsky (64, 65) have suggested that the region

between the operator and trp E may have a regulatory function,

since some deletion mutations that remove at least part of

this region have raised maximal levels of the remaining

trp mRNA and corresponding enzymic activities. The deletions

are selected for growth on indole from a trp E trp E trp A3 f- am r oc  K-

deletion parent, or from a trp E trp E parent. The trp E 

nonsense mutants used are strongly polar on trp expression. 

Hence trp B expression is very low. The trp A mutation 

results in a requirement for high level expression of trp B, 

since tryptophan synthetase fi> only poorly synthesises 

tryptophan from indole. The two mutations in trp E prevent 

the growth of revertants to trp E + , and external suppressors 

will only be isolated at a low frequency. The principal 

mutational mechanism that can result in increased trp B 

expression is the elimination of the polarity effect, by
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deletion. Deletion mutations were obtained that extend 

outside of trp E towards trp 0 (8). However, all the 

mutations reported (65) have derepression ratios for 

tryptophan synthetase similar to that for the wild type. 

Therefore the operator is (largely) intact in these strains. 

For two of these deletion strains, trp ED 2 and trp ED 102,
(**

it was possible to construct trp 0 trp (ED) deletion
£ 

double mutations, proving that oi\fe trp 0 mutation is distal 

to the deletion termini from trp E. Moreover, in these two 

deletion strains, the genetically derepressed specific 

activities of tryptophan synthetase are 3-3.5 fold and 

7.4-8.3 fold raised above those in the Trp control strain. 

Both the initial rate of incorporation of H-Ur into trp BA 

mRNA (an index of the rate of transcription) and the steady 

state level (an index of the relative rate of synthesis 

and degradation) are raised by similar factors compared with 

a control strain (which, unfortunately, is not a trp strain), 

suggesting that these strains have an increased transcription 

initiation frequency and not a reduced rate of degradation 

of trp mRNA. This increase in initiation frequency accounts 

for the increase in enzyme levels and therefore no trans- 

lational control need be invoked. Hence , Jackson and 

Yanofsky conclude that these deletions raise the transcription 

initiation frequency in these mutants. Sequencing data 

(65, 18, 25) indicate that these deletions have not removed 

the 5' terminus of trp mRMA. Hence, it is possible, but not 

necessary, that the operator is transcribed.

Clearly, the deletions must involve either the creation (or 

insertion) of a new promoter (which, somehow, is still
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regulated by the trp represser) or have removed a site 

prior to trp E which is transcribed and which has the function, 

normally, of reducing the rate of trp mRNA synthesis to 

that observed in the wild type. If this site involves a 

nucleic acid-protein interaction, then it should be possible 

to isolate mutants mapping between trp 0 and trp E with an 

up-promoter phenotype. The mechanism could act either 

directly through the DNA or through the RNA transcript to 

block or disrupt effective transcription of the operon.
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Chapter 2

THE PROMOTER

"Comma 1'operon Lac semble etre transcrit d'une 

piece de messager, il doit exister sur le DNA une 

 ponctuation 1 determinant le point de depart de 

la transcription de 1'operon en messager par la RNA 

polymerase. "

" .... le promoteur correspond au point oy la 

polymerase commence la transcription des ge"nes de 

structure en messager ......"

These two quotations from the paper by Jacob et al. (68) 

which introduced the concept of the promoter into the operon 

model (66) demonstrate the imprecision that has always 

surrounded the description by the model of the initiation 

of transcription. Knowledge of the entire DNA sequence of 

the promoter and operator regions is a necessary but not a 

sufficient condition to a full understanding of the processes 

of transcription initiation and regulation.

The first quotation suggests that the promoter is the site 

where transcription initiation is determined. Clearly, this 

site can involve all of the following processes that may be 

presumed to occur (128, 14, 17) in all cases before formation 

of the first phosphodiester bond of the nascent mRNA chain:

- primary recognition (128) (or, antenna and entry 

region (15))
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- binding (74) (or entry 17)

- storage (128) (or drift 17)

- activation for the initiation process (or start site 0*))

Each step may be associated with conformational changes in 

RNA polymerase and in the DNA, and the efficiency of each 

step may be affected by many factors, including, especially, 

other regulator molecules.

The second quotation defines the promoter as the point of 

transcription initiation, i.e. as the first base that is 

transcribed in give the 5' terminus of the nascent mRNA 

molecule. This corresponds to the 'start site 1 of Blattner 

et al. (17). It is less useful as a definition, since it 

does not clearly suggest the possibility of mutations at 

this point having regulatory effects, unless the start site
 

involves at least some of the functions mentioned previousl
y.

The definition of the promoter by genetic lesions in it 

that leave the operon regulated in the same way arid that 

lead to cis - specific,co-ordinate, pleiotropic alterations
 

in the maximal rate of enzyme and mRNA synthesis (26), 

avoids all mechanistic assumptions (except that base sequen
ce 

determines the rate of initiation of transcription) and 

allows the description under one heading of a class of 

mutations that are of importance to the biochemist.

It is, perhaps, too optimistic to hope that each step from 

primary recognition to 'start' will be dissected genetically, 

since the promoter 's responsible for E process rather than 

a structure. Therefore the direct consequences of a specific
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base change may be more complex and the possibility of com 

pensating secondary alterations in the process is not 

excluded. The definition of the promoter by mutations in 

it, although restricted by the necessity of a distinguishable 

phenotype from wild type, and by the predictions that theory 

makes regarding the phenotype involved in defining the 

promoter of an operon, has the great advantage of allowing 

the identification of factors other than RNA polymerase 

holoenzyme that regulate the maximal rate of transcription 

initiation.

The principal question we wish to address ourselves to in 

this section is "to what extent has the geaetic analysis of 

promoter regions helped in giving a clearer understanding 

of transcription initiation in general?".

The lac promoter

Jacob and Monod (66) originally proposed that the lac o 

region was the site of represser action and at the same time 

the site of the initiation of transcription. Thus, the lac o 

class of mutations defined the first function, and the lac o 

class the latter. Beckwith showed (10) that this lac o class 

is located outside lac o, and that lac o mutations were 

suppressible by nonsense suppressors (17) and were probably 

strong polar mutations in lac z.

Where, then, was the site of transcription initiation." 

Amongst the Pasteur mutant collection were a group of Lac 1" 

mutants that were lac i~oc . If these were deletions between
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laci and lag o (68), then presumably the site essential for 

transcription had not been deleted, suggesting a gene order 

rlac i o p z y a. Moreover, selecting for the class of (o - z)

deletions (growth on melibiose as sole carbon source at 42°C

s 
in lac i diploid strain) was unsucessful, confirming by a

negative result the gene order proposed. However, the i  oc 

mutants have since been shown (31, 106), to result from a 

single mutation to trans-dominant i , or from a double 

mutational event (Beckwith, J. R. unpubl; Davies, J. 

unpubl., quoted in ref. 83). The (e - z) deletion class of 

mutants have since been isolated (37).

Screening amongst uv-mutagenised cultures for colonies on 

lactose-tetrazolium (109) that appeared to ferment lactose 

less efficiently, Scaife and Beckwith (126) isolated three 

distinct, independent mutations, Ll, L8 and L29 with the 

properties expected of mutations in the lac promoter (down- 

promoter mutants):

- cis-specific pleiotropic lac negatives (between 2% 

and 10% of the maximum levels of ft -galactosidase 

and galactoside permease)

- not suppressible by any polarity suppressors

- virtually normal regulation (except M)

- map position: high linkage to lac z.
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The "i"~ oc deletions" gave detectable recombination with 

these mutations, apparently confirming the order lac i o p z.. 

Reciprocal three-factor crosses with a strong lac z polar 

mutation gave ambiguous results (86), and only the isolation 

of new, overlapping deletions (entering the lac operon from 

each end) has allowed unambiguous ordering of the lac 

promoter as distal to lac z with respect to lac o (86, 63). 

These deletions are obtained as 080 d lac derivatives 

(129, 84). The level of lac mRNA in indue .ed cultures of 

L8 is about 10% of wild type (27).

Given these data, the only anomaly regarding these promoter 

mutations is the lack of regulation in LI. This was resolved 

by demonstrating that whereas L8 and L29 recombined with eac
h 

other, both failed to recorabine with LI (86). The inference 

that LI is a deletion mutation is strengthened by the obser 

vation that the lac i product is defective in repression in

the LI strain. Hence the deletion extends from within lac i,

Q 
and since LI recombined with lac o mutations, the deletion

must end on the lac z distal side of the lac o. The 

induction ratio for /i -galactosidase of LI is the same as

M>T ^>T .)_

that of lac LI, z /F' lac i , z (87). Hence the regulation 

observed in LI is a property of the alteration to the 

C-terminal peptides of the lac represser, rather than a 

property of deletion of (part of) the promoter. L8 and L29, 

on the other hand, are probably point mutants, as suggested 

by analysis of revertants (2).

The isolation of promoter mutations was an important confir
 

mation of the (modified) Jacob-Monod hypothesis and suggested
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three further types of experiments:

i If the efficiency of the promoter is defined by its 

base sequence, and if a single base change can abolish 90% 

of its functional activity in a down-promoter mutation, then 

some other mutational event should given an up-promoter 

phenotype.

11 The study of the interaction of the promoter and the 

operator.

iii The isolation and characterisation of external mutations 

affecting transcription of the lac operon.

i. Up-promoter mutations

The map position of a down-promoter mutation in an operon 

expressed from just one promoter defines a point proximal to 

the first structural gene from, or the point of, the most 

distal determinant of transcription initiation for the 

operon. This, however, is not the case for the map position 

of up-promoter mutations, which, although they may have a 

map position close to the promoter, need not map to one 

side or the other of the determinant most distal to the 

first structural gene. Thus, although the chemical mechanism 

involved in initiation in up-prornoter mutations may cast 

light on the normal initiation process, even a large number 

of such mutations cannot define the order of the promoter 

with respect to the operator and the structural genes.
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In the lac operon, a large number of up-promoter mutations 

have been isolated as revertants of L8, L37 and LI (ref.2 

and Scaife, J.G. and Miller unpubl.). The mutations have 

a map position within the promoter (except some LI revert 

ants that are due to lesions at the lactfdistal end of lac i 

which presumably give rise to an increased level of read 

through from the lac i promoter) and although they have 

helped towards an understanding of catabolite repression (see 

P i- 1 ^ ), they may not reflect the normal process of trans 

cription initiation in the lac operon. Thus, the mutant 

L8.UV5, a revertant of L8, is a catabolite-insensitive 

revertant which expresses the lac genes at about 60 - 70% 

of the wild type level (132 and see 77). The L8 mutation 

can be rescued from L8.UV5 (recombination frequency = 0.02%), 

whereas with L8.2AP64, a revertant that restores the com 

plete wild phenotype, this is not possible. Beckwith et al. 

(12), have shown that UV5 has a map position outside of the 

LI deletion. W. Gilbert and co-workers (un$i.) have obtained 

mRNA sequence information for lac mRNA from UV5 and from 

the wild type. There is no sequence homology between the 

tv.'O RNA molecules at the 5' end. Therefore in the mutant 

strain UV5, transcription initiation is not normal. If 

UV5 is a point mutation this result casts doubt on any 

simple interpretation of promter mutations.

Up-promoter mutations have also been obtained in the lac i 

gene. Starting with a strain synthesising a temperature- 

sensitive lac represser, iT° S (122), Muller-Hill et al. (106J- 

selected an i mutation synthesising ten-fold more repressor
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and situated in the presumptive lac i promoter to give an

increase in the rate of transcription (85). A further mutant,

SO 
i synthesises about 50 fold more represser than wild type

(83). A naive interpretation of these results is that the 

efficiency of a promter can be modified by simple changes
A

in its sequence.

ii. Interaction of the promoter and the operator 

We may ask three questions:

A. Does an altered ability to bind represser affect the 

maximum level of transcription Smith and Sadler isolated 

a large number of lac o mutations, determined maximal and 

basal levels of ft -galactosidase (138) and established the 

map position of the mutations (123). Their procedure 

involved the isolation of a large number (about 800) of 

lac °C/as sole carbon source to select for constitutive 

expression. Cis-specificity was established and tests were 

made to establish that the rnutational event involved was a 

single base change. In a few mutants, an attempt to 

establish pleiotropy was made by measuring th dogalactoside 

transacetylase (the gene product of the lac a gene). 

Strict pleiotropy is not adhered to, but it is difficult to 

interpret this, since some controls are not mentioned. No 

measurement of the rate of synthesis or degradation of 

l_ac_ mRNA was made. The mutants vjere ascribed to 8 classes 

on the basis of their induction ratios, and each of these 

classes could be divided into 2 sub-classes within which both
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basal and maximal levels were identical. In no lac oc 

mutation was the uninduced level the same as the wild type 

maximal level. Hence, no single lesion can totally prevent 

represser binding. The maximal levels for the lac: oc 

mutations lie in the range ^50% of the wild type maximal 

level. Thus a lesion in the operator can affect the 

efficiency of gene expression. It is simplest to suggest 

that the mechanism for this is by a reduction in the rate 

of initiation of transcription from lac p. Second site 

revertants of lac o mutations can have an even more drastic 

effect on the efficiency of gene expression.

What is the map position and order of these 16 groups (8 

classes each with 2 subclasses)? Do different members of 

the same group have the same position? All the lac o 

mutations used to construct the lac o map are tightly

linked to lac p L8 and lac z,^^ 0 . None were shown to have ^i i> "  " """""* u i _LG

a map position on the lac z distal side of L8, or to be in 

lac z. Extensive four-factor crosses suggested that 

representatives from each group of mutants have a unique map 

position in lac o, so that in the operator, individual base 

pairs can be identified which when changed by mutation to 

another base pair result in a specific change in the efficiency 

of represser binding and of gene expression. The properties 

and map position of the mutations suggest a two-fold symmetry 

in the operator with respect to its function.

The "promoter effects" of lac o' mutations are not consistent 

with the original Jacob-Monod irr del involving an identical
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site for regulation and for determination of transcription 

initiation. A better understanding of these effects must 

await precise measurements of lac mRNA in the lac. oc 

mutations. The second site revertants with large "promoter 

effects" may give some insight into promoter-operator inter 

actions.

B. Does an altered interaction of RNA polymerase with the 

promoter affect the efficiency of represser interaction with 

the operator? In the presence of wild type lac represser, 

the induction ratio of Ll is 100, and of LQ and L29 is 

200 - 250, compared with 1000 for the wild type promoter. 

A_ priori this result favours a promoter-operator inter 

action, since the Jacob-Monod model predicts that a promoter 

mutation should have no effects on the induction ratio. 

However, such an interaction is just one type of explanation 

of the phenomenon.

Miller (83) suggests that if the operator is transcribed 

(which it undoubtedly is; U. Gilbert unpubl.), then the 

alteration in the induction ratio could be ascribed to a 

secondary effect of the promoter mutation in causing an 

alteration of the secondary structure of the ribosorae binding 

site for translation initiation of lac z on the lac niKNA. 

Although this hypothesis could be invoked to explain a 

promoter mutant which had non-co-ordinate effects, it is 

difficult to see how this secondary effect v/ould affect the 

induction ratio for the entire operori.
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Another type of explanation would involve a low level 

expression of the operon. This could derive from read 

through from the lac i promoter, giving a relatively high 

basal level. Thus, i LI has a higher level of expression 

of ^ -galactosidase than i"1" Ll (83). This a most unlikely 

explanation for L8 and L29 (see ref.116 and p 2.11 ). 

Here one might postulate that the lac promoter involves two 

types of determinant of transcription initiation, each 

making a different contribution to the observed basal level, 

so that if one of these determinants is mutated, the basal 

level is mainly attributable to the other of those determin 

ants, thus, conceivably, resulting, again, in a relatively 

raised basal level.

Again, another explanation would be that the mutations are 

not in the lac promoter. For example, one can postulate 

that the 5' end of the lac mRNA is altered to reduce the 

functional half-life of the message through some inactivation 

process, where one would make no strong preduction about the 

induction ratio. Alternatively, the mutation may have created 

a partially functioning transcription stop (ref. 31*- )  

Here, it would be difficult to precict the effect of this on 

the induction ratio.

Given these alternative explanations of the induction ratio 

in the prontter mutations, it is clear that one cannot con 

clude from those figures alone that the mutations affect 

operator function. Measurement of the binding constant of 

the lac represser to lac o might not give a clear result in 

this regard, since one need predict only a very small change
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in the constant to give a proportionately raised basal level. 

One might predict that second site revertants of L8 and L29, 

restoring promoter function would show raised basal levels 

and a still smaller induction ratio, due to a second effect 

on 3LLac_ o. Revertants indeed show a raised basal level (between 

50% and 100% of the wild type basal level), but the induction 

ratio does not fall. No firm conclusion on either functional 

or genetic overlap of the promoter and the operator is 

possible.

It could well be that these promoter mutations are of the 

wrong class to expect to see clear effects on the operator. 

Eron and Block (38) and Beckwith et al.(12) have suggested 

that the promoter contains a site distal to the RNA polymerase 

binding site and to lac o where a positive regulatory 

protein, the catabolite gene activator protein (CAP) binds, 

and it is known that L8, L29 and LI affect the site of action 

of this protein (132, 134, 129). Thus, one could argue that 

it is the "RNA polymerase binding site" part of the lac 

prorrtter wherein one might expect to see, more clearly, 

phenotypic overlap of down-promoter and operator-constitutive 

phenotypes.

It lias been possible to select mutants that restore lac 

expression in a cgp strain (that fails to synthesise functional 

CAP (l)). Among such mutants, 9G were found that involved 

mutations located in or close to the _lac operori. of those, 

only three were found to be fully constitutive, and these 

were shown to involve more than one mutation. In a crp 

strain, all the other mutations reported shov an induction
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ratio only slightly less than that for wild type lac 4 

crp . If some of these mutants involve point mutations in 

the "RNA polymerase binding site", then clearly they do not 

affect markedly the normal functioning of the operator.

C. Does the physical proximity of the promoter to the 

operator affect the efficiency of repression? An answer to 

this question would indicate whether the configuration of RNA 

polymerase actively transcribing its DNA template is the 

same as that of RNA polymerase involved in the initiation of 

transcription at the promoter. Some in vitro experiments 

(72) indicate that RNA polymeraso and lac represser do not 

compete for binding to lac operon DMA. This allows one to 

infer that any effect of physical proximity of the promoter 

to the operator may result from the dynamics of RNA poly 

merase action, rather than the presence alone of an RMA poly- 

meraae molecule close to the operator.

One way to vary this proximity is by deleting the lac promoter 

and fusing the 1 ac. operon to another gene or operon which is 

oriented for transcription in the same direction. The method 

of fusing operons to investigate regulation was first used 

by Jacob et al. (69) when lac z was fused to pur £. However, 

the operator was entirely deleted in these strains, and it 

required the isolation of fusions of the lac operrn with the 

trjp operon (see p. 3.12 ) to allow a controlled experiment. 

The class of deletions used by Resnikoff et al. (l:!C) i:as 

that class which left the promoter/operator region of the 

trp operon intact, but deleted part of lac i. The assumption 

was made, and subsequently verified, that the Ll deletion
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removes a transcription stop signal at the lac promoter 

proximal end of the lac i gene, and hence the presence of 

the LI deletion in the fusion strains allows transcription 

to proceed from trjg E to lac a.

B .%1S Bo lao 080

POBDCBA ipozya 
I ' I i i i I I I I | I I i i -t 

fusion LI

An episome bearing a functioning lac i gene is introducedand 

the specific activity of p -galactosidase is assayed in the 

presence and absence of the gratuitous inducer of the lac 

operon, IPTG. When the expression of the trp operon is 

constitutive due to a trp R mutation, the repressibility of 

the lac operon, after correction for residual expression 

from the mutated lac promoter itself, is between tv/o and ten 

fold, compared with a 1000 fold in the wild type. Although 

there are some anomalies in the results, the principal con 

clusion is that efficient repression by the lac represser 

requires a nearby promoter. If transcription, is proceeding 

normally as RNA polymerase approrchor; c reprearor/operr tor 

complex, then a substantial proportion of the ^NA poly: erase 

molecules are not prevented from transcribing the lr^ operon
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ill. External mutations affecting lac expression

The lac represser is the most specific regulator of the lac 

operon. Induction allows, but does not, however, necessitate 

transcription. This is because the activity of RNA poly- 

merase in transcription of lac is itself regulated. If 

follows therefore, that, in principle, mutations giving 

reduced lac expression should be isolable in genes connected 

with RNA polymerase synthesis and in genes connected with 

regulation of RNA polymerase transcription of lac. Mutants 

in the latter class have been isolated and the lac promoter 

mutations have been most useful in their characterisation.

To understand the basis of this regulation, we need note that 

the lac operon specified enxymes involved in the catabolism 

of lactose and that in terms of generation time, lactose is 

a poorer carbon source than glucose. This leads to a 

teleological prediction that if the cell is presented v/ith 

glucose and lactose, then it will prefer to utilise the glucose 

first. This is, indeed, observed: glucose inhibits the 

synthesis of ft -galactosidase (89, 36). In fact the 

expression of a large number of genes whose products are 

connected with catabolism is sensitive to glucose. Further 

physiological observations have identified three associated 

phenomena:

- inducer exclusion (growth in glucose reduces tue 

permeability of the cell to inducers of th. I a c 

operon (26, 75))
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- transient repression (glucose causes temporary, 

complete repression of /3 -galactosidase synthesis 

when added to a culture growing on another, poorer 

carbon source (16, 102),?

- catabolite repression (growth on glucose inhibits 

induction of lac (23)).

Makman and Sutherland (78) demonstrated the presence of 

cyclic 3', 5' adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) in E.coli. and 

showed that the level was raised by starvation and rapidly 

reduced by addition of glucose. Perlman and Paftan (112) 

demonstrated that cAI#P added to EDTA-treated eels (73), or 

higher levels of cAMP in untreated cells causes relief of 

transient and catabolite repression (146, 111). E. coli 

contains an enzyme, adenyl cyclase, that synthesise cAIiP 

from ATP (141). Mutants lacking this enzyme (cya ) were 

selected as Lac and Gal and then shown to require cAMP 

for induction of the lac operon (113) and to hrve n map 

position close to met E (150). Stimulation in vitro by 

cAMP of /i -galactosidase synthesis (21) supports the 

contention that cAKP is part of the activation system f o ~ 

lac expression.

Now, the kinetics of transient repression arc identical to 

those of repression (145). Hence, it is reasonable to presume 

that it is the initiation of transcription which is Lieeked. 

Deletions that enter the lac opcror at lac i shov c^tabolite 

repression for lac, but those that pass through lac i into 

lac p do not (134). Since this is a cis-specific effect (77)
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it would seem reasonable that the lac promoter is the 

target of catabolite repression. The residual 2% expression 

of the lac operon in lac p Ll is insensitive to catabolite 

repression (38, 134), though in L8 this is not the case. 

This would tend to confirm the lac promoter, or part of it, 

as the target of catabolite repression.

Can the absence of catabolite repression in Ll be reconciled

with the loss of lac expression in cyg strains? Schwartz

and Beckwith (129) used a similar method to Perlman and

Pastan (113) for the isolation of cya mutants. However,

they found two classes of pleiotropic sugar-negative mutants;

those in which added cAMP suppressed the phenotype, and

those in which added cAMP failed to suppress. The latter

class defines the crp locus, close to str A (132), which

produces a protein product (CAP) that stimulates, along

with cAMP the in vitro synthesis of fl -galactosidase (153, 35).

The protein has been partially purified and binds to l-<i>iA (118).

These observations are brought together by a model in itiich 

the absence of glucose leads to a rise in the level of cAMP, 

which binds to the CAP product. This complex firstly 

interacts with that part of the lrac promoter deleted by the 

Ll deletion and secondly interacts as a positive re gulf 'cor 

with RNA polymerase (perhaps causing ;i!j.A polyiueras.: to bind 

(144)). In the presence of inducer, lac transcript.ion can 

now be initiated. This model is re;jr.~seated in fig. .": and 

can be used to rationalise most of th* observations . :u- d j on 

regulation and catabolite repression in the lac op;.?.von. In 

the absence of CAP or c/U'IF, or in the deletion ^1, tn-j maximal
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rate of transcription is about 2% compared with wild type. 

This can be ascribed to weak initiation of transcription by 

RNA polymerase at the presumptive RNA polymerase binding site, 

This aspect of the model has the least supportive evidence;

the isolation of revertants like UV5, or the CAP-independent
P 

mutations lac p (l), in this region does not define this

region as necessarily part of the promoter, since the revert 

ants are essentially up promoter mutations (see p 2.-6 ). 

Moreover, as mentioned previously, the 5' sequence of lac 

mRNA from UV5 is different from that from lac p^ The 

isolation of more lac p mutations and the study of the 

interaction of cAMP, CAP and RNA polymerase should help to 

extend this model.

Aspects of the model have been tested. If L8 is a point 

mutation (2) in the CAP-binding site, then Lac revertants 

may result from a compensatory structural change in CAP. 

Such mutations have been identified and shown to be located 

at, or close to crp (124, 110). LAC transcription is 

activated both by cAMP and cyclic 3', 5' guanos ine mono- 

phosphate (cGMP), and, thus, this offers the possibility of 

determining the in vivo function of cGIiP.

A temperature-sensitive, suppressor mutation of the eye-. 

mutant has been isolated and shovm to render the cell Lac 

and Ara + (132). The mutation, alt-1 has a map position close 

to Q-r.9 <f , and one possibility is that it may involve an 

altered transcription factor now capable of positively 

regulating catabolite-sensitive operons.
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Summarising the results of studies on the lac promoter, we 

should primarily note that the isolation and characteris 

ation of mutants with a down-promoter phenotype, whose 

properties correspond approximately to those of mutants 

predicted by a simple model of the promoter, is an essential 

first step in the study of the initiation of transcription 

in vivo. In vitro transcription and translation studies can 

confirm inferences from genetic data. More general levels 

of control may act via the promoter.

Other Promoters

Knowledge of promoters other than the lac promoter in 

bacterial operons does not, at present go beyond the iso 

lation of up-promoter mutations in a small number of systems 

(e.g. the promoter controlling glucose-6-phosphate dehydro- 

genase (40a)). In the case of phage A , some points of 

interest emerge from studies on the operator/promoter regions 

adjacent to the c_I operon. The leftward transcription of 

the N_ operon is defined as being regulated at o_L and o_' (in 

v;hich region c_I represser and the cro product respectively 

,rre thought to effect negative regulation) and the adjacent 

promoter region, P T . The riqhtvard transcription of the
 * Xj

x-c_II-O-P_ operon is defined as being negatively regulated

by the c_I repressor at the operator o^, (composed of tv;o

regions called vs and vr) and the adjacent (or interpenetrating)

promoter region, rv,. Several othr-r sites of transcription

initiation are suggested by the isolation of mutations and

by experiments in v/hich different rnRMA molecules are isola.ted

and located by heteroduplex r.-ianpii-ig (se^ ref. 140n). A



Figure 3 The initiation of transcription in the immunity region
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of phage1 &\ : a summary _______________________

H H
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cIII N rex cl x cro y ell ori 0 P

r-strand

(vs&vr)

Notes

1. Transcription of the l~strand is leftwards and of the r-strand

rightwards. Terminator sites (t T , t,,., and tT(0 ) are omitted.
— L — itl — K—

2. p T , O T , o ' and s are described in the text. •^•Ij — '.L — ij — Li

3. £ and _OR (vs and vr) are described in the text.

4« £r ~ (possibly defined by the rim mutation (l39a) and _£„ control the 

rate of transcription of _cl in the prophage state. The _cl represser 

is thought to act at o p to regulate, at a low rate, its own
~"~0

synthesis. Early after infection there may be interaction between 

transcription from JD~ and _p_ to give "flip-flop" control to 

determine the relative rates of transcription of the cl~rex 

operon versus the cro~cII-j)~P operon. 

5. £' (possibly defined by the c42 mutation and others in the y_

region (see refs. 34a and 115b)) is activated transiently, early



Figure 3 (continued)

5.(contd.) after infection to give overlapping transcription with 

transcription from JJR . _cll and _cIII products are required in the 

synthesis of mRNA. corresponding to the x~cl~rex operon, and these 

act either by stimulating transcription from j>l or by counter 

acting transcription termination signals.

6. £p'is presumed to exist, since a short (81 nucleotide) mRNA

molecule ( 15a,4-6a), which is synthesised rapidly as replication 

starts, corresponds to a region at ori (the origin of bidirection 

al, transcription—linked /\DNA replication).
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summary is given in fig. 3.

i. Transcription from j^

In the prophage state, cl represser blocks transcription 

from £R by binding at the operator site Op. Hence cro is 

not expressed and there is no transcription past the (often 

leaky)terminator, t^-, into genes £ and P. (which are 

involved in A DMA replication). Relief of repression by 

induction of the lysogen leads to transcription of cro from

Then, in the presence of N. product, termination at 

is relieved giving expression of £ and P_. Mutations in 

can reduce the expression of cro so that, despite the 

presence of N. product, the phage is phenotypically cro, ell, 

£ and £.

The mutation in the x region, t^,^ was originally isolated by— 11
F. Jacob (see ref. 115a) as a defective lysogen which, on 

induction, kills the host cell but fails to give a plaque in 

an assay for infectious centres. In A t^^, expression of 

the N. operon is not arrested, and there is overproduction of 

exonuclease from gene exo . This is associated with a ten 

fold reduction in mRNA corresponding to the x-cro-Y region 

(143) as well as the entire x-cII-OrE. operon (70a). The 

other x_ mutations, x. 3 > 21 7 and 21 '13 were isolated from A N. 

among the class of mutants that do not kill the host cell 

since they are phenotypically £ and J?. They have been shown 

to block transcription of the x.-cII-^O-P. operon both in vivo 

(I15a) and in vitro (118a).
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The operator o^ is defined by two sets of constitutive muta 

tions, located adjacent to the x. mutations. They are iso 

lated as follows. When A infects a host cell lysogenic 

for A , it fails to lyse the host since the presence of 

the cl represser blocks transcription at On and OT • A 

mutation in o^ alone, does not allow lytic development, but

in a stock of A v2 (v2 is a mutation in o,_ ), 1 in 10 

phages will form a plaque (I09c) of \ vir. The low 

frequency of these virulent mutations indicates that two 

events have occurred. The original A vir (69a) was shown 

to involve three mutations, v2, vl and v3. Note that

A vlv2 gives rise to A vir at a normal frequency (I09a). 

The mutations vl and v3 are located close to each other. 

Ordal (109a) finds that 10/i of A vir mutations derived 

from A v2v3 are able to form plaques on a host carrying 

the Adv plasruid, but 90',o fail. Hence two classes of 

mutations located close to v3 give virulence: those forming 

plaques on a Adv carrier (supervirulent; vr ) and those 

failing on a A^v carrier (restricted virulence; vr ) . 

The mutation vl is a vr mutation. Supervirulence s shown 

to confer constitutivity to the ^-^I^-!±-E. operon during 

infection. Ordal and Kaiser (190c) and Ordal (109a) suggest 

that the gene order is v_3- (x3 , x7 )-vs_-x_13 on the basis of 

four-factor crosses, but the low frequencies of recombination 

observed and the possibility of interference render this 

method liable to error. The; order suggests, however, 

either that 0,3 contains p_r, (i.e. that the operator is 

"split" into two regions), or that p^ is part of o^ (i.e. 

that part of the operator sequence constitutes a promoter 

sequence). Ordal and Kaiser suggest that x_13 involves an
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insertion of genetic material containing a transcription 

stop. The former model implies naively that two independent 

(but identical or very similar) operators bind cl represser. 

However, X DNA/cI represser binding studies (I09c) indicate 

that v3 and the vs mutations are non-additive (and there 

fore the mutations are non-independent) in their effects in 

inhibiting the binding of represser to the appropriate phage 

DNA. The latter model implies, naively, that x. mutations 

give rise to constitutivity. Since the £ mutations are 

leaky, this model can be tested, but it seems unlikely that 

a c_I represser binding site contains (or partially contains) 

a promoter sequence. Further investigations of vr mutations, 

mutations in the v3 region are required.

Since j3r?/°-R ^ s very close to p/^/o^s or possibly overlapping, 

this region is clearly most complex in its mechanism of 

gene regulation. The region is not transcribed (15). The 

implications of this for the N. operon are discussed below.

ii. Transcription from

Infection of a sensitive host by A leads to expression of 

the N_ gene whose functionally unstable product is a positive 

regulatory element involved, inter alia, in the stimulation 

of transcription beyond the terminator t^ in the N_ operon to 

give expression of the other genes of the operon (sec ref.4l) 

About 10 mins. after infection, cro product represses tne N_ 

operon through an interaction in the operator region. This 

is defined by the v2 mutation which, although selectee for 

constitutivity with respect to cl represser, turns out to 

be more strongly constitutive for repression by cro product
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than cl represser (I36a). The reduced affinity of v2 for 

£l represser has been demonstrated in vivo (l!5b, Via) and 

in vitro (20a, 139b). The promoter £L is defined by the 

point mutation sex 1 (I36a) and t, 27. A sex 1 results 

in a substantial reduction in leftwards transcription both 

in vivo (108) and in vitro (I18a).

tohere does transcription of the N_ operon start with respect 

t° sex 1 and v2V To answer this question, Blattner et al. 

(14, 15) synthesised in vitro, purified and determined the 

sequence of P labeled mRNA from the 5' end of the N_ 

operon. The RNA has the same 5 1' sequence as N. operon mRNA 

isolated in vivo (75a) and the sequence is unaffected by the 

v2 mutation, indicating that the operator is not transcribed. 

The RNA is then used fo form hybrids with DNA from different 

A dbio phages which enter N_ froi.i att and terminate at
A 34 \different locations with respect to the hybrid phage i/ J 'b. 

DNA from this phage forms hybrids with all of the N_ operon 

mRNA, yet the phage has a distinct OT and o£ sequence (since 

the hybrid phage synthesises 434 represser and 434 cro 

product). The distance from the 5' end of the mKN/\ to the

A -434 boundary is shown to be 0 - 20 nucleotides. 

Results with the Adbio phage IJNA confirm this result. 

Hence the start point, s_L , defined by the 5' end of the- 

mRNA is distinct and separate from v2 and sex 1. how large 

is the sex 1-Sj interval. This question was approached1 by
^HBHgM* «OTj_j

a combination of physical and genetic mapping methods 

using a series of A dbio phages that leave intact in the 

N_ operon differing amounts of the jo^ proximal portion of the 

N gene only. The distance from the bio material to the nin 5
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deletion is measured by heteroduplex mapping, using the 

electron microscope. Recombinants between sex 1 (and v2; 

see ref 70b) and these A dbio phages are then sought and 

the ratios of recombinants in different crosses is related 

to the physical distance from the appropriate A dbio 

termini to nin 5, to give an estimate of the physical 

distance between sex 1 (and v2) and the ^ dbio termini. 

The method, clearly, relies on the proportionality of 

recombination frequencies. The results, and those of 

Kayajanian (70b) suggest that sex 1 is located within 75 

nucleotides of v2 and that the interval Sj to (sex 1, v2)"""ij ••—^—

is 195 ^ 80 nucleotides.

This could correspond to several diameters of RiJA poly- 

merase, if it is a globular protein. These results, given 

the limitations of the methodology raise the interesting 

question; xvhat is the structure and function of this 

interval- At present, its sequence is not known. There 

fore a symmetrical structure of base-paired, hairpin loops 

(42a) resulting in the approximation of £,_ and Sj cannot be 

excluded. Such a structure might only be stable in the 

presence of bound represser (c_3. represser and/or crp rroduct), 

in v/hich case transcription would initiate normally v.'hon _p_L 

was distance (680 + 270 A) from S T . This is tne basir; of*^~ "™Jj

the "drift model" of Blattr.er at ai. (li-) \--here 

RNA polymerasG first o-nteracts v;it;i c. polymeraso '-iit-.y site 

(or sites) (possibly defir;.-.d Ly 5-e;; l) and theri pa.;r.M-i: irom 

gj to a (hypothetical) start site (r/y an unKnova -/eeiianism, 

possible dif fusioaal, possibly wita nucj.eoside tripj;.osp.aate 

nydrolysis (pseudo-transcription), possibly ;;ith r 'oly. ...rj.sation
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followed by hydrolysis). At the start site, a sequence 

instructs RNA polymerase to initiate phosphodteter bond 

formation at the adjacent start point. The drift region 

might serve as a storage place for RNA polymerase molecules 

ready to start transcription. Upstream from sex 1 an 

"antenna" region might be an extended entry site for the 

collection of RNA polymerase molecules. Hence, sex 1 need 

not define an entry site but could define a block in the 

drift of RNA polymerase molecules from entry site(s) 

towards the start site.

Whilst the results of Blattner et al, do, indeed, provoke 

interesting speculation, data on DNA sequence, a more precise 

understanding of ^ and a detailed knowledge of cl represser

and cro product interaction v;ith OT ana c,1 remains essential —— c —.L —it

for the drift model to be tested.

Conclusion

The lac p mutations verify the predictions of the Jecob- 

honod model since they give rise to a ci_s-specific, non- 

fuppressible, pleiotropic, coordinate reduction in enzyiae and 

mRNA levels and are located adjacent to the operator. However 

since they turn out to be involved in the C-vP-cAhP activation 

of l&c, they need not define any one of the components of 

the promoter, the antenna region, entry oite, drift r^.jion 

or start site (to use the. terminology of Llattner ct c,.l.) of 

the lac operon. The model is also verified in the cdses of 

the A H operon and the A ^"^ i~—~— operon. In the 

former case there is sor.e understanding of the biochemical
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events occurring during initiation of transcription, but 

both in the former case (with sex 1 and v2) and in the latter 

case (with the v3, vs, vr and x. mutations) the order of the 

operator and promoter with respect to the structural genes 

is not conclusively demonstrated.

The establishment of the order lag p-o-z... led to the idea 

that the operator, in general, should be transcribed. How 

ever, if the order in the N_ operon is £j-°j.~Ii» tnen clearly 

it is neither prohibited nor necessary for the operator to 

be transcribed. That is, the location of the operator does 

not influence the location of the start site. Moreover there 

would seem to be no simple correction between the position 

of a promoter mutation and the position of the start site, 

Thus, UV5 is quite close to the lac start site, whereas sex 1 

may be up to about 200 nucleotides distant from the N. start 

site. In Chapter 1 we have seen that a region of about 150 

base pairs between trp E and trp C is transcribed. The 

significance of this transcription is not known, but it does 

point to the need for an elastic interpretetion of the 

Jeeob-i-onod model. The systems v;e have discussed suggest 

that a rigid interpretation oi the icU_as expressed by \ .citing 

"pror.-ioter-operator-structural genee" n en not cope witr. the 

complexities of the entire process of -;e-ne regulation.
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Chapter 3

THE TRP PROMOTER

A. Salmonella Typhimurium

The trp operons of the closely related coliforms, E.coli and 

£• typhimurium consist of a cluster of five structural 

genes, which are expressed co-ordinately and repressed by 

accumulation of the end-product of the pathway (58, 8). The 

order of the genes is the same in both organisms, but the 

nomenclature is different. As is the case in £. coli (99), 

the trp operon in S. typhimurium contains a low-level, 

constitutive internal promoter trp P2, prior to the third 

structural gene (8, 9, 5). In terms of gene function, a 

region extending for about 5% on either side of the trp 

operon on the S_. typhimurium chromosome is remarkably similar 

to that region on the E. coli chromosome, except that the 

order of markers is inverted (ref. 20t ). Despite these 

similarities, one cannot strictly draw conclusions regarding 

the functioning of the trp promoter in one organism from 

studies on this region in the other. Nonetheless, the 

similarities of the two operons in the two organisms render 

valuable the methodological considerations of such studies, 

and we present the approach adopted towards establishing 

the promoter-operator order in the trp operon of 

JL» tvphimurium.

Operator-constitutive mutations were obtained in the trp 

operon (6) by selecting for growth in the presence of 5-MT 

and 6-fluorotryptophan. Purified mutants contained
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mutations that were cis.-specific, showing semi-constitutive 

synthesis of enzymes of the trp operon. The recombination 

frequency with mutations in trp A, a delimiting structural 

gene of the operon determining the structure of anthranilate 

synthetase, was about 10%. Given evidence from studies on 

polarity and if these constitutive mutations are due to 

lesions in trp 0, then trp A is the first gene to be trans 

cribed and the gene order is trp O-A-B-E-D-C.

Now, Margolin and Bauerle (79) have isolated a series of 

deletions that enter the trp operon from the operator- 

proximal end. A locus, Sup X with a map position between 

cys and trp is responsible for the Leu~ phenotype of a 

strain carrying the leu 500 mutation in the leu operon, 

since mutations at Sup X result in the suppression of the 

Leu phenotype. One such mutation, sup X38 is a deletion 

that results in a Leu + but Trp~~ phenotype. The deletion 

does not, however extend into trp A. A simple explanation 

of the Trp phenotype is that the Sup X 38 deletion 

terminates shortly before trp A, but has removed all or 

part of the trp promoter region, as indicated in the diagram:

aup X tr£

P 0 A 3 E D C
I——————I I I I I I I I—————

Y/////A
322 X38

If v/e now assume that the structure of the trp operon is 

either trp Pl-O-A... or trp 0-P1-A... , then clearly, if
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trp °C mutation can recombine with Sup X38, then we can 

deduce the order trp Pl-O-A... Callahan et al (20) observed 

no recombination with 3 independent trp Oc mutations, but 

obtained a figure of 10% recombination with trp Oc 525, 

which was shown to have a map position on the Sup X proximal 

side of a strongly polar mutation in trp A. If the gene 

order trp Pl-O-A... is correct, then it should not be 

possible to obtain mutations that delete Sup X and enter the 

trp operator whilst leaving the cell Trp+ (unless a •foreign' 

functioning promoter is invoked). Callahan et al. (20) 

were indeed unable to isolate this class of deletions, and 

present this as further admittedly negative evidence for the 

promoter-operator order. However, another class of deletions 

entering trp 0 from within trp A should leave the promoter 

intact and therefore express the remaining genes of the 

operon. Since the operator has been (partially) deleted, 

ejapression should be constitutive. Such a class of deletions 

was isolated, and a simple interpretation of their properties 

confirms the gene order proposed. However, the deletions 

might involve the creation of a new promoter (by the fusion 

of two previously separated DNA sequences), thereby, in fact 

leaving trp O intact. This possibility could be tested by 

showing that some, but not all trp 0 mutations fail to 

recombine v/ith the trp OA deletions. Another possibility 

is that the deletions between trp 0 and trp A involve the 

insertion of foreign genetic material (70, 127), containing 

a functional promoter, and, thus, possibly, leaving trp PI 

and trp D intact. This is excluded (H. Aono, F. Angelsanto 

and E. Balbinder, pers. comm.) for large insertions by
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quantitative observations on the sedimentation values of 

trp mRNA, on the extent of hybridisation of full-length 

trp mRNA molecules, and on the transcription time for the 

operon in these trp 0 to trp A deletions. A third possibility 

is that the mutations extend beyond the trp operon, so as 

to fuse the operon to a foreign promoter, thereby deleting 

both trp PI and trp O entirely. This is excluded by the 

observation that the mutations recombine with a mutation 

thought to be located in trp PI (the recombination frequency 

is extremely low, however, and the P22 donor lysate is 

uv-irradiated prior to transduction). A further character 

isation of this latter mutation should establish the gene 

order definitively, if it is, indeed, a promoter mutation. 

The characterisation of recombinants between the trp O to 

trp A deletions and deletions of the same type as Sup X38 

could also strengthen the evidence obtained.

The principal conclusion is that the main requirement for 

establishing promoter-operator order is the isolation and 

full characterisation of mutations in the promoter region, 

but that strong evidence on the order may be obtained using 

deletions entering the operator region from each side of the 

region.

No further characterisation of transcription patterns of 

the trp operon in S_. tvphimurium has been possible, since no 

specialised transducing phages exist for this system. The 

recent observation (33) that heterologous hybridisation 

between jS. tvphimuirum trp mRNA and 080 p
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transducing phage is reasonably sensitive should permit some 
investigations of this topic.

B_. Escherichia co.li

Promoter-operator order

The interaction of the Sup X gene product with the leu 500 
mutation in S.. typhimurium provides a powerful means of 
isolating deletion mutants that suppress the Leu phenotype 
and that may, at the same time, delete some of the trp 
operon. No such mutation in the leu operon exists in E.co.li, 
although there is evidence that a trp-linked gene in E. coli 
has some of the properties of the Sup X gene in £. tvphimurium. 
Thus, if the Fredericq episome, F'trp is introduced into 
§.• typhimutjturn leu 500, Sup X, trp, the resulting sbrain is 
Leu"" (M. A. Rabstein, unpublished observations). Mutants 
that are Leu* and grow in the presence of 5-MT can be 
selected. When the episome is transferred back into E.coli 
cys B, trp, the heterogenote is found to be Trp 4" and grows 
in the presence of 5-MT. It is a reasonable conclusion that 
the mutants selected involve a deletion from a gene on the 
Fredericq episome analogous to Sup X into the trp operon 
operator/promoter region. Hence a locus in E.coli analogous 
to Sup X.should have a map position between Trp and cys B. 
Further investigation of this class of mutations could help 
confirm the results presented in this thesis on the promoter/ 
operator order in the trp operon and on other aspects of 

regulation of the trp operon.

Another approach for obtaining deletion mutations that enter
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the trp operon from the cvs B side is the isolation of 

specialised transducing phage carrying different segments 

of the trp operon. Commonly, X-080 hybrid phage 

(i h ) are used. A lysogen of i h80 has the genes of 

the N operon of ^ oriented in the same direction with 

respect to the direction of transcription as the trp operon.
on

The phage integrates into the host chromosome at att which 

is close to the trp A end of the trp operon. Hence, when 

the lysogen is induced, faulty excision can lead to the 

development of mutant phage in which part (or all) of the N_

operon is replaced by DNA from the host chromosome from the
80 region extending clockwise from att . This may include all

or part of the trp operon (41, 107). If the trp operon is 

intact, then expression of the operon can be apparently 

normally regulated when such a \ p trp infects any Trp~~ 

host in the presence and absence of tryptophan; if the trp 

promoter is deleted, then a lysogen of a Trp~~ host is Trp~~. 

This is the case in A ptrp BG2, a hybrid phage that 

carries all the structural genes of the trp operon (107, 

W. J. Brammar, M. G. Burdon and M. A. Rabstein unpublished 

results). Clearly, this provides a meais of establishing 

the order of trp PI and trp 0. Thus, if a ^ p trp phage 

cannot express the trp structural genes when lysogenised, 

but does express those genes on infection (as a consequence 

of transcription initiations from the N. promoter) and this 

expression is repressed by tryptophan, then trp 0 is 

presumably intact, but trp PI is absent. Marker rescue

experiments for trp Oc mutations by the phage would lead to
. doJtou u*f* 

the same conclusion. Juch/\ obtained using the phage

A ptrp BG2 (W. J. Brammar et al. unpublished results)
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supporting a gene order, trp Pl-O-E... On the other hand, 

if a lysogen of a \ ptrp phage expressed the trp structural 

genes constitutively, then the simplest interpretation would 

be that trp PI was intact, but that trp 0 was absent. This 

class of ^p trp phage has not been observed (41), providing 

negative evidence for the order mentioned. These methods 

for determining order may be criticised on the grounds that 

the ^ Ptrp phage arise through illegal recombination events 

during which insertion, deletion or transposition mutations 

may have occurred that also lead to the juxtaposition of 

previously separated DNA sequences which may thereby lead 

to the recreation of genetic elements such as the promoter 

and the operator.

Deletion mutations that pass from within trp E and pass into 

trp 0 can be selected in E.coli in the same way as in 

J3, typhimurium (20), by simultaneously demanding constitutive 

expression of the operon and the relief of the polarity of 

a strong polar mutation in trp E, in a strain carrying such 

a mutation. One such mutation, (trp) 0^L has been character 

ised (W. J. Brammar et al. unpublished results) and found 

to give completely constitutive expression of the rest of 

the trp operon at about 20% of the rate seen in a strain 

carrying a trp R mutation. The deletion OE1 fails to give 

recombination with the most trp 0 proximal mutation in trp E 

(named trp E9914) and no trp 0+ recombinates have been 

detected in genetic crosses using PI transduction with 

various trp 0° mutations. This latter observation makes it 

difficult to interpret the promoter/operator order from the 

properties of the deletion OE1 alone.
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Some properties of trp PI

i. The efficiency of trp PI. Denney and Yanofsky (33) 

report that 2.6% of the total 3H-Ur counts incorporated in 

2 rains, into RNA corresponds to trp mRNA in a culture 

induced with 1A. This is the highest reported estimate of 

the relative rate of transcription of the trp operon in 

E. coli. Szybalski (I40a) reports that shortly after 

induction of a lysogen of A 2^ (rendering the phage pheno- 

typically cro and therefore unable to repress transcription 

from p by the cro product), leftwards transcription from

Pr can constitute as much as 20% of the host plus viral

H-Ur pulse-labeled RNA. The interval g^ -aa' is fairly 

similar in length to the trp operon. Hence, comparing the 

two values of 2.6% and 20% one can infer that p^ is around 

7 times more efficient than trp Pi.

Another estimate of the relative efficiency of the two 

promoters is obtained (J. Davison and W. J. Brammar, 

unpublished results) when experimental conditions are arranged 

such that the trp operon can be expressed either from trp PI 

alone or from PT alone. A lysogen of /^ £1857 N^ ptrp-BG2 

integrated at an unusual site was obtained in a strain in 

which the trp operon was deleted. Heat-induction of this 

lysogen leads to lysis, but mutations arise that permit 

growth at the restrictive temperature. One such survivor 

involves a large deletion giving a cryptic lysogen and by 

removing at least the region d-cro-cII-O-P. but leaving p_L ,

N"~ and trp intact (i.e. all the structural genes are — am

present, but trp PI is deleted and trp O is not, apparently, 

functional). When trp is expressed in this strain (this
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expression is aided by the presence of an amber suppressor, 

since t£E. expression is independent), the specific activity 

of anthranilate synthetase is 19.5, compared with 1.6 for 

W3110 trp R. Hence the steady state level of enzyme derived 

from m RNA transcribed from p^ is about 12 times higher than 

from trp PI. It seems reasonable to conclude that both the 

rate of transcription and the rate of enxyme synthesis is 

about an order of magnitude greater in the case of the 

promoter p^ than from the E. coli promoter trp PI. Hence 

the isolation of up-promoter mutations in trp PI should be 

possible.

ii. Trp PI and translational-transcriptional coupling. 

Evidence has been presented by Imamoto and Tani (55) that 

the transcription of the immediate early genes of / , on 

infection, is not coupled to translation, whereas trans 

cription from the trp promoter in a A ptrp phage is coupled. 

This conclusion is based on the observation that transcription: 

of the immediate early genes (including the N_ operon (140)) 

principally from p,. and p^ is not inhibited by chloramphenicol, 

wftich blocks translation (135, 136, 143). However, the 

transcription of the trp genes present in the A ptrp 

carrying the entire operon including the promoter, is sensitive 

to chloramphenicol when transcription of trp is initiated 

at trp PI, but not when initiated at the N. promoter, p^. 

The conclusion follows that the N_ promoter and trp PI are 

promoters of different types, the latter being in the class 

of promoters requiring translation to proceed for trans 

cription to occur, and the former not having this requirement. 

The experimental design consists of absorbing A ptrp E-A, 

in the presence of chloramphenicol to a (trp) host (which
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is lysogenic for /\ when measuring trp transcription from 

tro PI). After absorption, growth is restarted in the 

presence of excess tryptophan (when measuring trp trans 

cription from JD^) or of a very low level of tryptophan, 

and in the continued presence of chloramphenicol. A 3H-Ur 

pulse is given from 10 rains, to 12 mins. after infection 

and the labeled trp mRNA and ^ early mRNA at this time 

is assayed. At concentrations of 20 to 100 ug/ml of 

chloramphenicol, the same amount of trp mRNA is observed 

when transcription can initiate from p^ or from both Pr 

and trp PI. The workers conclude that this transcription 

must derive from £,. : transcription at trp PI does not 

initiate in the presence of chloramphenicol. However, this 

experiment is open to the same criticism as most of the 

experiments on translational-transcriptional coupling 

reported by Imamoto. That is, the H-Ur pulse period is 

too long. Hence, the measurement of trp mRNA is of residual 

trp mRNA remaining after extensive degradation of untrans 

lated trp mRNA (92). The absolute difference in the per 

centage counts in trp mRNA hybridised that Imamoto et al. 

(55) can observe between trp PI and both trp PI and p^ 

is so small as not to be detectable.

Isolating: promoter mutations in the trp promoter 

If the efficiency of a promoter is determined by variations 

in a base sequence in the promoter region, it should be 

possible to isolate both up- and down-mutations of trp PI. 

Moreover, it should be expected, in general, that a single 

base change at trp PI would not result in a Trp"" phenotype, 

since even an extremely low level of trp expression is
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sufficient to render cells Trp*. It is, therefore, reason 

able to avoid Trp~" mutants during an initial search for 

down-promoter mutations. What approaches can be adopted 

for the isolation of mutations in trp PI?

.!«...._ 5~methvl~DL~tryptophan

The principal property of promoter mutations is that down- 

promoter mutations should reduce, and up-promoter mutations 

increase the maximal level of expression of the operon. This 

should render the mutants more sensitive and more resistant 

respectively to 5-MT. Can one make use of this prediction 

in order to select for promoter mutations? Clearly, one 

can only screen for sensitivity to 5-MT: selection is not 

possible. Such a study has been performed (71) and amongst 

18 mutations described that were located in the trp operon, 

all showed reduced specific activity of one of the enzymes 

of the operon or enhanced sensitivity to feedback inhibition 

by tryptophan. None had pleiotropic effects on enzyme levels.

Increased resistance to 5-MT can be selected to obtain trp P 

mutations. However, in a trp R strain, such a selection 

would, in general result in the selection of constitutive 

mutants, which if the mutations are lockted at the trp E 

proximal end of the operon are operationally defining the 

operator. If a trp Oc strain were used as a starting strain, 

selecting for resistance to high concentrations of 5-MT, 

trp Oc double mutations would probably be a common class 

(the majority of high-level constitutive lac oc mutations 

isolated have been double mutations (123)). A trp R strain 

cannot be used, since it is of course resistant to very high
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concentrations of 5-MT. Since operator-constitutive 

mutations may have altered maximal levels of gene expression 

(138), i.e. operationally, they affect the function of the 

promoter, one must allow the possibility that promoter 

mutations have operator effects. This is observed for lac p 

mutations (126).

Given these considerations it is clearly difficult to 

distinguish readily between trp Oc and trp P3 mutations 

using 5-MT.

ii. Leaky trp mutations

One method available for selecting up-promoter mutations is 

to use a strain that is Trp as a consequence of one leaky 

mutation in each of two of the genes of the trp operon, 

resulting in the specific activities of the two gene products 

being sufficiently low to prevent prototrophic growth. An 

up-promoter mutation might be expected to restore prototrophy. 

However, revertants at one of the loci, or intragenic 

suppression would also restore prototrophy and the screening 

of Trp mutations derived in such system would involve 3. 

laborious process of eliminating all revertants due to 

mutation within the structural genes.

iii. Trp/lac fusion mutations

The transposition of the lac, operon to a region close to the 

trp operon has resulted in the isolation of mutations in 

which the trp and lac operons are fused. Techniques 

developed in studying the lac operon can therefore be applied 

to studying the regulation of the trp_ operon.
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Beckwith isolated a strain in which, by chance, the lac 

operon had been inverted and transposed to a site within 

the ton B locus. This permitted the isolation of a 080 

dlae transducing phage (131) arising from the induction of 

a 080 lysogen of this strain. A general method for isolating 

such phages in which the lac genes are oriented in either 

direction on the 080 linkage map was described by Beckwith 

et al. (13) wherein the first step in the integration of F£g 

lac at ton B using a selection for temperature resistant, 

Lac+ colonies resistant to Tl phage. This can bring the 

lac operon close to att 80 and, hence, allows isolation of 

a large number of different 080 dlac phages. These will

give lysogens of two types (88)
trp Joa B s£t 80 lao 080 jonea att 80

i z y a 
type I lyaosen — | ——— | ———— (| ————— I I I I |

trp ton B att 80 lao 080 senea att 30

type II lyaosen ——|———|————|j——————H—|——h+

In 080 dlac type I, the lac region replaces late genes of 

080 and in the lysogenic state, the lac. operon is oriented 

in the same direction as the trp operon. In 080 dl^c type II, 

the lac region replaces early genes of 080 and in the 

lysogenic state, the lac operon is oriented in the opposite 

direction to the trp operon.

Since the ton B locus is situated between att 80 and trp.
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the selection of ton B mutations (45) in a080 dlac type I 

lysogen (which is deleted in the normal lac region) can 

result in the growth of deletion mutants that involve the 

removal of the entire region between trp and lac, so that up 

to and including the most distal genetic elements from ton 

B of the trp operon, of the lac operon and of the lac i 

region may be deleted. Since there are 9 transcriptional 

and translational punctuation signals in the trp operon and 

10 in the lac region, it follows that there are (at least) 

90 classes of deletion fusing the two operons derived from 

type I lysogens,and the different classes allow different 

aspects of models describing the transcription and trans 

lation of the two regions to be tested. It has been shown 

(39) that in a trp/lac fusion strain the trp mRNA is covalently 

bound to lac mRNA.

To study the trp promoter, the trp/lac fusion strains offer 

the possibility of applying selections for or against the 

expression of lac z or lac y which result in the growth of 

mutations that affect expression from the trp promoter. The 

properties of trp/lac 287 and trp/lac W205 have been useful 

in the work reported here and a description of their properties 

will demonstrate their use and give some idea of the 

properties one might expect from other classes of trp/lac 

fusions.
trp ton B attBO lao 0*0 ^̂enea

POEDCBA ipozya 

I I I I I I I I —— I ———— II I I I I I I I

Y//////// /A
\/ / / /—/ / I trs/lao W205
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111 trp/lac 287, lac z is fused to trp E removing much of 

the latter gene. Therefore the strain is Trp~ and Lac". 

In a trp R strain, lac y is expressed at 5% of the level 

observed in a fully induced Lac* strain. This expression 

is regulated by the trp R gene product (88). It would seem 

reasonable to assume that the low level of lac y expression 

results from the deletion altering the reading frame of 

lac z with respect to the translational start for the poly- 

peptide initiated at trp E. Alteration in reading frame 

would then generate frameshift polar effects on lac y and 

lac a. It should be possible to select for an improved 

rate of transcription of lac y. using melibiose (6-0-0(-D- 

galactopyrdnosyl-D-glucose) which is a poor carbon source 

that can only enter the cell at 42°C via the lac y galactoside 

permease system (9a, 115a).

With the fusion trp/lac W205, on the other hand, the structural 

genes of the lac operon are intact and expressed co-ordinately 

in a trp R strain at a rate similar to a fully induced lac 

wild type strain (W. S. Reznikoff, personal communication). 

The I>fe6 promoter is completely deleted. The trp operon is 

intact, except probably for the last few codons of trp A. 

Hence trp R, trp/lac W205 is Trp + and Lac' and it is there 

fore possible to select for leaky Lac~ mutations.

The usefulness to the study of trp regulation of trp/lac 

fusion strains by selecting mutations affecting lac expression 

has been demonstrated (117) by the isolation of tr_p_ R 

mutations in a strain carrying the fusion trp/lac Wl, which
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expresses /? -galactosidase at about the same level as 
wild type uninduced strains (116), but is Lac when a 
trp R mutations is introduced. Thus selecting Lac* results 
in the growth of trp R mutants. Trp Oc mutations would 
also be expected, but are not reported.
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Chapter 4

Materials and methods

!• Bacterial strains and bacteriophages. Bacterial 

strains used in this study are listed in table 1. Stocks 

of the bacteriophage 080, 080 ptrp 190, 080 ptrp EDC and 

080 ptrp CBA were obtained from Dr. N. E. Murray; Pike, 

pi vir, As.1 2^ and ^80 vir. PI from Dr. W. J. Brammar; 

colVB from Mrs Anne Moir.

ii. Media and solutions

Phage buffer

KH2PC>4. 3 gms 

NajHPO, 7 gms 

Na Cl 5 gms 

MgS04 0.1W 10 mis 

Ca C1 2 0.01M 10 mis 

1% gelatin soln. 1 nil 

Water 1 ml

M9 salt mixture (4x)

Na 2HP04 28 gr" S 

KH1?04 12 gms

Na Cl 2 fJ' a£

NH4C1 4 9"1S

'water ^ L *

10" 3H MgS04 is added prior to 
pouring plates



Strain 
number

MR Other Genotype

8

16 YS57

20

22

38

39

47

48

63 CA7033

72

73

79

80

85

90 

9G

97

98 C.A77 

114 W205

X5131 ££E/lac_ 594. (lac-pro) 

thi. str-r 

his. pro/F'trp*

W3110, wild type 

W3110(trp.)J|J (note 6) 

W3110 trp R, cys B

W3110 trp £9829r' am

W3110 cys B,(trp)?gg

fc3110 trp R

HfrH ara f (1 ac - p c o ),;'.,, -, thi

«3110 trp >--. (tro)',',:',-, str-r

ift.3110 trp (lac-pro)

Tv/3110 trp '< t cys B, (1 a c—pr o) .^ ~... T t 

str-r

,.5131 trp. R, trp/lcc ?o7, (1 ac-

W311C1 __ 

..'3110 cys E, 

W3110 ti-'P B.

Hfr-H (_1_2£L^7^» tnj^ (coe note 7) 

X5131 trp U, trp/j_?c_ V^Oj, (l_ac-

Sgurce

AES 1

WJB2 

WJB 

WJB 

WJB

VvJB 

WJB

WJB 

JG5"

7?x63

ro . • • jjj • ,i, str-r



Strain 
number

118

119

120

121 CA8000

122 CA8001

123 CA8003

124 CA8005 

13 7a

149

150

WB517

161

Gebotvoe

W3110 tr£ R, cjrs B, del

str-r

X5131 trp R, trp/lac 287, 

thi, str-r /F'( trp igg* 

W3110 trp. R, trp/l£C W205, (lac 

Hf rH thi

HfrH lac LI, this 

HfrH lac L8, thi 

HfrH lac L37, thi 

W3110 (trp_)jj|g 2 (see note 8)

W3110 trp E9914 , E9829— fc- oc' arn
W3110 cy_s B, trp E9914oc 
X5131 trp/lac 594, (lac)^, thi,""^™^"" "—"—~ ""———— A / <-i

str-r

X5131 (trp)d|jr/lac W205, (lac)" 

thi, str-r

Source 

97x98

117x90

118x114

JGS

JGS

JGS

JGS

CY4

96x WB 389' 

47x WB 389 

8x98

172x WB249'

172

173

DM2034

DM2054

174

175

196

X5131 trp/Lac W205, (lac)".^

X5131 cys B, trp_/lac W205 U

thi, str-r

W3110 leu , (trp_) del
riol W3110 leu m , (trp_) a ', Su.A

W3110 leu . cys B

W3110 leu , cys B SuA

W3110 cys B, (trjD)^:, no

, str-r lj'B517x 120

ac)^J 161x38

r

DEK

Dri?0?.4x38

DM2 05 4x38

CY



Table 1 continued 3

jjotes;

1. Strain obtained from ur. A. E. Silverstone

2. Strain obtained from Dr. U. J. Brarnmar

3. Strain obtained from Dr. J. G. Seaife

4. Strain obtained froni Profesfsor C. Yenofslcy

5. Strain obtained fron Dr. D. L. iiorse

f- 0. 
6. (trp) *"~n is a deletion extending from the ton B locus

into the trp operon, reiuovinq all knovn marker? therein.

7. (lac )°'4^ is a deletion that r^noA/os ?11 of the l£c_ operon 

including 1 ac I.

_ is - del^tlor ^y.t.t-nd.i'••--. rro: - tne ton_ B incu 

into the trp ^ gene (see rer. 'J /•- ),

Only the principal strain- n*r~<;' -.n t-ir r.tudy -.rt- •. 

above.
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L-broth

Difco tryptone 10 gms 

Yeast Extract 5 gms 

NaCl 10 gms 

Water \ L.

Spizizen's minimal salts (4x)

(NH4 > 2S04 10 gms

K2H P04 70 gms

KH2P04 30 gms

sodium citrate, 2H 0 0 5 gms

MgS04 7H20 1 gm

Water 1 L.

Vogel-Bonner minimal medium (5Ox) (VB)

MgS04 7H20 10 gms

Citric Acid H 2 0 100 gras

K2HP04 4H 20 500 gms

Na NH4 HP04 4H 2 0 175 gms

Water 670 mis

CHC1, (as preservative) 2 mis

Cell washing buffer:

0.1M tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethan@ 
HC1 pK7.8

Cell sonication buffer:

5.10~ 3M tris. HC1 pH7.3 (Sigma Chemicsl Co.) 

10" M EDTA (Fisons Scientific Apparatus

Ltd., Loughborough.) 

10~ 3I'l A -mercaptoethanol
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Anthranllate synthetase reaction mixture:

Chorismic acid (lrog./4.4mls of H.O, stored 

at ~20°C) 1 mi 

(Prepared by the method of Glbson 

(42b))

0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.6 1 ml 

0.1 M glutamine 1 ml 

0.01 M magnesium sulphate 4 rnls 

0.02 M 0 -mercaptoethanol 1 ml 

deionised water 2.0 mis

Phosphoribosyl transf erase reaction mixture:
— 4

10 anthranilic acid 1.0 ml

(Mg2 + saltHPRPP)

5-phosphoribosyl-l-pyrophosphate

1 rng

(P-L Biochemical s Inc.,

Milwaukee Wis., USA)

0.1 M magnesium acetate 0.4 rn] s 

0.02 M p -mercaptoethanol ? n?_ s 

0.1 M tris HC1, pH 7.8 5.0 mis 

deionised water 1.6 rnls

Tryptophan synthetase ( °l//$ ) reaction mixture:

L-ser ine ( 2 1 rags . /ml . 3.0 raJ s 

pyr idoxal- 5-phosphate

(0.1 mgs./ml. )(P-L Biochemical s 

Inc., Milwaukee Wis., USA) 1 . n n ,i 

saturated sodium chloride solution 0.^ rn] s 

indole (0.59 mgs./ml. ) 0.8 ;^ s 

1.0 M tris HC1, pH7,8 l. r' nl 

deionised water 2.0 K -1 s
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Indole reagents stock solution contains 45 mis. of

concentrated HC1 mixed with 9 gms. 

para - dimenthylbenzoate dissolved in 

sufficient ethanol to give a final volume 

of 250 mis.

PM2 buffer (for A -galactosidase assay)

(ref. Revel, Luria and Rotman, PNAS 47, 1965, 1961)

Na 2HP04 5.1 gms 

NaH2P04 16.8 gms 

0.1 M MgS04 10 mis 

0.01 M MnS04 2 mis 

ft - mercaptoethanol 6.8 mis 

Make up to l.L with deionised water

Minimal agar plates

Davis N.Z. agar 20 gms 

distilled water 1 L. 

Spizizen's minimal salts fx

carbon source (except melibiose) 0.2/' w/v 

These plates may be supplemented with 

Difco casamino acids (ACH) at 

0.05% w/v.

Individual amino acids are generally 

added at 20 jag/ml; thiamine. 

HC1 at 5 jug/ml.

When melibiose is the carbon source it 

is present at 1% w/v. Difco agar is 

used and VB minimal medium replaces 

Spizizen's salts.
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BCIG Indiator plates

Minimal Difco agar plates are 

supplemented with 5-bromo-4-chloro-3- 

indolyl- ft -D-galactosidase (Cyclo 

Chemical corp), dissolved in dimethyl 

formamide (at 20mgs/ml) and added to give 

a final concentration of 20 ug/ml.

tONPG selective plates

Difco agar 11 gms 

sodium succinate 2 gms 

orthonitrophenyl-thio- P> -D-

galactoside (to NPG (Cyclo

Chemical Corp) 320 rags 

VB minimal medium <X 

Final volume 1 L.

5-MT plates

5-methyl-DL-tryptophan (Koch Light 

Labs.) is added as a solid prior 

to sterilisation of agar, for high 

concentrations, but is added 

after sterilisation of the agar as 

a sterile solution (0.5 rags/ml.) 

for low concentrations of 5-MT
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Lactose McConkey plates

McConkey Agar No. 3 51.5 gms 

distilled water 1 L. 

Supplemented with tryptophan (20 pg/ml) 

or cysteine (30 ug/ml) as required. To 

detect melibiose fermentation of a Lac"" 

strain, melibiose is added at 1% w/v.

LT plates

2, 3, 5 triphenyl-tetrazolium

chloride 50 mgs 

20% w/v lactose 50 mis 

Difco Bacto Antibiotic medium No.2 25.5 gms 

distilled water 1 L.

L-agar plates

Difco Tryptone 10 gms 

Yeast Extract 5 gms 

NaCl 10 gms 

Difco Agar 15 gms 

Water 1 L.

PI agar plates

Difco Bacto tryptone 10 gms 

Difco Yeast Extract 5 gms 

NaCl 5 gms 

D-glucose 1 (Jm 

Difco agar 10 

distilled water 1 

Adjust to pH7.2. Prior to pouring 

plates, add 5.0 mis 0.511 CaCl •
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BBL agar plates

Baltimore Biological Laboratories

trypticase 10 gms 

NaCI 5 gn^ 

Difco agar 10 gms 

distilled water 1 L.

iil. Growth of cells and preparation and assay of enzymes 

A single colony is used to inoculate 5 mis of L-broth. 

The resulting culture is used to inoculate 20 mis of growth 

medium, which contains, in general,

D-glucose final cone. 0.1.w/v 

ACH » " 0.05% 

L-tryptophan " " 0.1 ings./ml 

L-tyrosine " " 0.1 mgs/ml 

L-phenylalanine ." " 0.1 mgs/ml 

VB minimal medium 1 x. 

This is shaken overnight and the resulting culture used to 

inoculate fresh medium with 1.0% w/v D-glucose so that the 

initial turbidity (OD ), as measured in the Unicam f;P5.00 

spectrophotometer is between 0.05 and 0.1. After vigorous 

aeration at 37°C on a MKV shaker (L. H. Engineering Co., 

Stoke Poges, England), when the turbidity has increased to 

the desired value the cells are chilled on ice and harvested 

The culture is centrifuged in the M.S.E. HS 18 at 23,000 g 

for 10 mins. at 4°C. The supernatant is discarded and 

the pellet resuspended at 4°C in cell washing buffer, using 

a volume that is at least l/6th of the original volume of 

the culture. The suspension is centrifuged again. Unless
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the cells are washed again, the pellet from this second 

centrifugation is resuspended in either 1 ml. or 5 mis. of 

cell sonication buffer. This suspension is sonicated for 

20 sees, or 40 sees, at 4°C in the M.S.E. sonifier to disrupt 

the cells. The cell debris is subsequently removed by 

centrifugation as before, and the supernatant fluid is used 

directly for enzyme assays.

Anthranilate synthetase 10 mis of reaction mixture is prepared 

immediately before use and kept on ice. For each assay, 

1.5 mis. of the mixture in a quartz cuvette is warmed in a 

water bath at 37°C. The cuvette is then wiped dry and an 

appropriate volume of the enzyme extract is added (from 

0.005 mis. to 0.2 mis.). The contents of the cuvette are 

thoroughly mixed. Anthranilate synthetase converts chorismate 

to anthranilic acid, which when irradiated at 313 nm, 

fluoresces at 386 nm. This is measured using a recording 

Locatte fluorimeter MK4, fitted with a water jacket for the 

cuvette so that the reaction mixture is kept at a constant 

temperature of 37°C. The fluorimeter is calibrated with 

standard solutions of anthranilic acid. One unit of 

anthranilate synthetase activity results in the synthesis 

of 10" 5 moles of anthranilic acid in 20 mins. Specific 

activities for ell enzymes are normally ejqpressed in units/mg. 

protein, measured by the Lowry method (Lowry 0. H., 

Rosebrough N. J., Farr A. L., Randall R. J., JBC 193 265, 1951),

Phosporibosyl transferase 1.5 rnls of reaction mixture is 

prepared in the same way as for anthranilate synthetase assay.
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The deflection due to anthranilate is measured in the 

fluorimeter over a period of time and this measurement is 

used to adjust the measured initial rate of disappearance 

of anthranilate when an appropriate volume of the enzyme 

extract is added to and mixed in the cuvette. One unit of 

phosphoribosyl transferase activity results in the dis 

appearance of 10~ moles in 20 mins.

Trvptophan svnthetase ( %/ ft ) 9.0 mis. of reaction mixture 

is prepared immediately before use and kept on ice. 0.9 mis. 

of reaction mixture is mixed at 4°C with 0.1 mis. of enzyme 

extract diluted appropriately. The enzymic reaction (the 

conversion of indole to tryptophan) is started by raising 

the temperature to 37 C. After an appropriate period of 

time (usually 20 mins.), the reaction is stopped by chilling, 

and adding 0.1 mis. of 1.0 M NaOH. Indole remaining is 

extracted into 4 mis. of toluene and subsequently 1.0 mis. 

of this is mixed v/ith 4 mis. of ethanol and 2 mis. of indole 

reagent. The ensuing colour reaction with residual indole 

is allowed to go to completion and the optical density at 

540 nm. is measured in a Unicam SP 500 spectrophotometer. 

Suitable controls allow the number of units of tryptophan 

synthetase activity to be calculated. Four units of 

activity result in the disappearance of all the indole in 

the reaction mixture in 20 mins. at 37 C.

The whole cell assay involves minor modifications. The 

volume of cells (about 10 mis.) of known turbidity, in which 

tryptophan synthetase 's to be assayed, is centrifuged and 

washed with cell washing buffer and resuspended in 1.0 mis. 

of cell sonication buffer. This is then incubated for
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10 wins. at 37°C in the presence of a drop of toluene, 

after vigorous mixing. The toluene is blown off and, 

usually, 0,5 mis. of toluenised cells is assayed in the 

normal wpy. Enzyme activity may then be related to cell 

number. These assays are based on those of Smith 0. H., 

Yanofsky C., Methods in Entymology (ed. S.P. Colowick and 

N. 0. Kaplan) 5., 794 (Academic Press, N.Y., 1962).

-qalactosidase An appropriate volume of enzyme extract 

(or of toluenised cells taken directly from a growing culture 

and incubated for 10 mins. at 37°C in the presence of a drop 

of toluene, when a whole cell assay is being performed) is 

mixed with 2.0 mis. of Ix PM2 buffer and equilibrated at 

28 C. The reaction is started at zero time by the addition 

of 0.4 mis. of pre-warmed M/75 orthonitrophenyl- P-D-galacto- 

side (ONPG, obtained from Sigma Chemical Co.), dissolved 

in 1 x VB minimal medium. When a visible yellow colour is 

apparent, the hydrolysis reaction is stopped by the 

addition at a noted time, of 2.0 mis. of 8M urea dissolved 

in 0.5 M Na~CO,-. The mixture is shaken vigorously and the 

OD at 420 nm. is measured in a Unicara SP500 spectrophotometer. 

A unit of activity is defined by a change of our OD unit 

at 420 nm. in one minute.

ivy Preparatioji of phage 080 DMa's

Phage DNA was prepared by a method described by Dr. K. hurray, 

Large Petri dishes containing 500 mis. of Plagar (without 

added CaCl^) were pre-warmed to 37°C before the addition to 

each plate of 25 mis. of BBL top layer agar (0.7% w/v ac^ar) 

containing 2 mis. of plating strain (strain W 1485 v;as used)
•7

and about 10 phage particles. After 6 ~ 8 hours incubation, 

the top }ayer is removed from each plate (in general 10
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plates were used for preparation of each phage DNA) and each 

plate Is washed with 25 mis. of phage buffer. Top layer and 

phage buffer are mixed with 0.5 mis. of chloroform and 

centrifuged at 23,000 g in the M.S.E. HS 18 at 4°C for 2| 

hours at 21,000 rpm in the M.S.E. SS 50 centrifuge using a 

10 x 100 rotor. A pellet containing phage is obtained and 

resuspended overnight in 5 - 20 mis. of phage buffer, until 

the pellet has completely dissolved.

The phage suspension is made up to 41.5% w/w with solid 

caesium chloride, briefly centrifuged (l hour) at 15,000 rpm 

(removing scum from the top of each tube) and then centrifuged 

at 4°C for 24 hours in the M.S.E. 55 65 using a 4 x 23 

rotor (swing-arm) at 27,000 rpm. This density equilibrium 

centrifugation results in the formation of a band of phage 

particles which is removed and re— centrifuged in CsCl. The 

band is rescued by drop- col lection from each tube which is 

punctured. The band is dialysed against 500 mis. of a solution 

containing 0.01 M tris. HC1 (pH 8.0) and 0.001 MEDIA at 4°C 

for 18 - 24 hours with several buffer solution changes. The 

phage are then removed from the dialysis tubing and the volume 

is adjusted to 3 mis. with the tris/EDTA solution. The DNA 

is extracted using an equal volume of freshly distil lee1 

phenol, to remove all protein, and the aqueous phase is again 

dialysed as before, to remove all phenol, resulting in a 

solution of DNA whose purity is estimated spectrophotor.^trically 

If the ratio OD 2 59 nm has a value in the r&nge 1.6 to 2.0,

the purification of the DNA is sufficient for use in 

hybridisation. In this way preparations of DNA from 080,
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080 ptrp 190, 080 ptrp EDC and 080 ptrp CBA were obtained.

The specific absorbancy of non-glucosylated DNA at 260 run.
2 is 0.02/cm /pg.

V. Preparation of H-Ur trp mRNA

Cultures are grown to log phase in glucose minimal medium 

as for the preparation of enzyme extracts. 10 mis. samples 

in 100 mis. Erlenmayer flasks are shaken on the MKV shaker

at 37°C. At zero time, 0.5 mis. of 3H-5-uridine (29 curies/ 
mmol; 1.0 mCi/ml, from the Radi©chemical Centre, Amersham,

England) is added using a modified Eppendorf pipette. After 

2 mins., the labeled culture is poured onto an equal volume 

of frozen crushed TM buffer (0.01 M tris. HC1 (pH7.3); 

0.005 M MgCl ) containing chloramphenicol (0.2 mgs./ml); 

0.01 M NaH« and sucrose (5% w/v). This almost immediately 

prevents any further metabolism. The mixture is centrifuged 

and washed in the same medium at 25,000$ in the M.S.E. HS 18 

centrifuge at 4°C. The washed pellet is resuspended in 

1 ml. of TM buffer and to this is added 0.05 nils, of a 10% 

w/v solution of recrystallised sodium dodecyl sulphate and 

0.04 mis. of 1.0 M sodium acetate (pH 5.2). The mixture 

is then frozen and thawed 3 times using a dry ice/acetone 

mixture. This procedure results in lysis of the cells. The 

RNA is extracted two times at 4°C using redistilled phenol 

(2 mis.) saturated with TM buffer. The aqueous layer is then 

left overnight with 4 mis. of eth«nol at -20°C. This 

results in the precipitation of RNA and DNA. The solution 

is centrifuged in the bench top centrifuge at 4 C, the 

supernantant discarded and 2 mis. of TK buffer added to 

redissolve the RNA and DNA. The DMA is degraded by treatment
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with deoxyribonuclease I (ribonuclease-free) (Worthington 

Chemicals) present at 20 ug/ml for 30 rains, at room 

temperature. Two phenol extractions are performed to remove 

all protein and the hydrolysed DNA and RNA is precipitated 

as before by addition of ethanol and storing overnight at 

-20°C. The RNA, after centrifugation is redissolved in 

2 ml. of 2 x SSC (SSC contains 0.9% w/v NaCl and 0.15 M 

sodium citrate).

This method is a modification of those described by Denney 

and Yanofsky (33) and Imamoto and Yanofsky (56).

vl. Detection of 3H-Ur trp mRNA

Sterile, acid-washed, screw-cap tubes are used for the 

hybridisation of trp mRNA from 8 - 14 pg of RNA (in about 

0.06 - 0.07 mis of the RNA preparation) with heat denatured 

phage DNA (3 ug of DNA is used). The RNA and DNA solutions 

are mixed with an SSC solution of a concentration that gives 

a final concentration of 3 x SSC, in a final volume of 0.4 

mis. The mixtures, with appropriate controls are incubated 

overnight in a Gallenkarnp thermostatically-controlled water 

bath at 66°C. DNA-RNA hybrids are collected on Schllecher 

and Schuell (B6) filters which are then washed with 100 

mis. of 2 x SCC in a manifold filter apparatus fitted with 

sintered glass filter holders and attached to a water v-cuum, 

adjusted to a flow rate of 50 mls./min. The washed filter 

is then incubated ifc 2 mis. of 2 x SSC containing 40 pg/ml 

of ribonuclease (deoxyribonuclease free)(Worthington Chemicals) 

for 1 hour at room temperature. The filter is washed after 

this incubation on each side with 100 rnls. of 2 x SSC, dried 

under a heat lamp, and immersed in 5 .nls. of scintillation
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fluid (toluene containing 0.5* w/v Butyl BPD (5-(4-biphenyl)- 

2-<4-tertiarybutylph«nyl>-l-.oxa-3,4 diaaole). (from S. Ciba 

Ltd., Duxford, Catnbs.)). 3H counts are estimated in the 

Beckman LS-230 liquid scinti. llation spectrometer, using 

the tritium channel selector.

vii. Genetic procedures

PI Ivsate 0.1 to 0.2 mis. of an overnight bacterial culture 

in L-broth of the required strain, and 0.1 mis. of 5.10~?M 

CaCl 2 is mixed with 106 or 10 7 pi vir or Pike phage particles 

(strictly, plaque forming units) respectively in a small 

sterile tube. After a period of adsorption (20 mins. at 

room temperature), 2.5 mis. of BBL top layer at 45°C is 

added, mixed and poured onto a thick PI agar plate. When 

the top layer agar has set, the plate is incubated at 37 C 

for 6 hours. The lysate is harvested by scraping off all 

the BBL top layer, adding two drops of chloroform and about 

1.5 mis. per plate of L-broth, centrifuging in the bench top 

centrifuge for 10 rnins. and collecting the supernatant fluid. 

This lysate is titred and then stored at 4°C in an acid- 

washed, sterile bottle.

080 lysate This is prepared in an identical way to a <'l
MM^WIMIMIMMMHM^MMHI ^_ ^_

lysate, except that lO"" to 10° phage particles per plate are 

used, CaCl2 is ommitted and BBL plates are used.

PI cross 0.1 to 0.2 mis. of an overnight culture of the

recipient strain, 1.0 mis. of L-broth and 0.1 mis. of b.10" M
o i~ 

CaCl2 is mixed in a small sterile tube with 10' to 10 pi

phage prepared on the donor strain. The mixture is incubated
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for 20 mins. at 37°C, centrifuged in the bench top centrifuge 

for 10 mins. and resuspended in 1.0 ml si, of 0.1 M sodium 

citrate (pH 7.0). This suspension may be washed and then 

spread onto the selective plates, the PI phage preparation 

may be uv-irradiated, using a Hanovia ultra-violet lamp
9

(dose of 2250 ergs/ram ) prior to adsorption. This treatment 

disrupts linkage but increases the transduction frequency 

for a single marker and reduces the proportion of trans- 

ductants that are lysogenic for PI, if a Pike lysate has 

been employed.

A simple method for detecting PI lysogens is to streak the
<-j 

transductant (suspended in a drop of 10~ M MgSo, with

appropriate controls, across a fairly dry BBL plate and 

placing a drop of a suspension of X £.1 phage (at a concen 

tration of 10 phage/ml.) onto the streak. After incubation 

at 37°C, a PI lysogen will restrict the infecting phage, 

and give no clearing in the streak, unlike a non-lysogen.

Selection for ton B in a PI cross After PI adsorption, the 

transduction mixture in 0.1 M citrate (pH 7.0) is used to 

inoculate 5 mis. of L-broth which is grown for at least 4 

hours (to allow phenotypic lag for the manifestation of the

ton B phenotype). The resulting culture is centrifuged r.nd
_2 the pellet is resuspended in 0.1 nils, of 10 " h IigS©4 ,
10 0.2 mis. of colVB preparation and about 10 ' 080 vir. II

particles. The mixture is incubated for 30 rains, at 37 C. 

the ton B colonies that grow are carefully checked (to avoid 

spontaneous mutations). This maybe done using 080 vir. PI 

in the same way as the test described to detect PI lysogens,
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or by streaking on a minimal plate made with M9 salt mixture. 

This mixture contains no citrate, a chelating agent that 

probably enhances the uptake in ton B cells of otherwise 

less readily available metallic ions (e.g. Fe3+ ). Hence, 

ton B cells grow much more slowly when citrate is absent 

from a minimal medium.

Conjugation by cross-streaking (plate mating) The donor 

and recipient strains are prepared in liquid culture (not 

necessarily in the log phase of growth) or by suspension of 

a single colony in a drop of 1 x VB minimal medium. The 

donor is streaked onto the selective plate and the streak 

is allowed to dry. The recipient is cross-streaked using a 

sterile loop. The method is most successful for the 

selection of amino acid markers, but can also be used for 

different sugars and for resistance markers like ton B.

Nitrosoquanidine mutagenesis 1.0 mis. of a log phase culture 

of the strain to be mutagenised is added to 1.0 mis. of L- 

broth and 0.2 mis. of NG (N-methyl-N'-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine,

obtained from Kodak Research Chemicals Sales, Liverpool,
(5<tfcx«-&W 5<5^~rV^vv. (^ U"Mrwj Q 

England)^ and the mixture is incubated for 30 mins. at 37 C.

After centrifugation and resuspension of the pellet in L— 

broth, an aliquot is grown.

A modification involves starving the cells prior to mutagents

in 0.05M sodium citrate (pH 5.5). This procedure increases

the rate of mutagenesis and decreases the rate of cell death.
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Uv mutaqanesis Cells are grown to log phase in L-broth, 
centrifuged and then resuspended in Ix VB minimal medium. 
Uv irradiation is delivered from a Hanovia ultra violet lamp
(7.5 ergs/mm /sec*) for the required time (a usual dose

2 would be 100 er*js/mm ). An aliquot of the irradiated culture
is grown up in L-broth.
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Chapter 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Section 1. Isolation of down-promoter (trp P") mutations

The strain W3110 trp H. trp/lac W205, (lac.)^* , str-r/ 

(MR 120), was used for the selection of mutations with a 

down-promoter phenotype. The history of this strain is as 

follows. The E.co.li K12 strain W3110 trp R,

str-r. (MR 72) was obtained from Dr. W. J. Brammar, the trp R

and (trp) mutations being derived from the collection of
AE8 d , 

C. Yanofsky. CA7033(HfrH ara (lac-pro)XIIj» thi) was used

as a donor to introducethe deletion, XIII, into MR72, 

screening for white colonies on lactose McConkey indicator 

plates containing streptomycin. Transduction of W3110 

trp R, (trp_>^g, (lac-joro^|jlf str-r. by a PI lysate, prepared

on appropriate hosts/. The resulting strain, W3110 trp R, 

cys B. (trp_)j!g, (lac ̂ 74, str-r, (HR 113) was the recipient 

for a Pike lysate prepared on a strain carrying the fusion 

trp/lac W205. Cys'' was selected, and transductants were

screened for growth in the absence of tryptophan with lactose 

as the sole carbon source, giving the strain MR120. The 

purpose of these manipulations was to introduce the tr_o/iac_ 

fusion into a W3110 strain, avoidiivi any pro^ mutation , since 

this interferes with some selections on certain carbon .-sources.

MR120 grows in the presence of a high concentration (1'">"> pg/ml ) 

of 5-MT, gives red colonies on lactose HcConkey indie- L̂ r 

plates, gives blue colonies on 30 IG olates and fails to grow 

on tONPG-succinate plates at 30°C (since t-'-'NPG =t ?. 

concentration of 10~ 3M (43) selects against lac, pen-ea^e <i; ,
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function, presumably through the waste of metabolic energy 

on its transport (138)s the effect is most apparent with 

succinate (or acetate) as sole carbon source). This latter 

property is the basis of the selection for mutations with 

the trp Pr phenotype.

Nitrosoguanidine (NG) mutageneses were performed on cultures 

derived from single colonies of Hiil20. The NG treatment 

resulted in the death of between 70% and 90v> of the cells, 

with auxotrophs appearing amongst about 10% of the survivors

(measured by replica-plating to minimal glucose plates).
7 After mutagenesis, the cells were washed and about 2.10

cells were spread on succinate plates containing 10~ h tONPG, 

BCIG (Bug/ml) and 5-MT(lO jug/ml) (for the isolation of 

MR120-P32 only) and incubated for one week. Only nutants 

that have o reduced expression of jlac y will grow. Those 

colonies are picked which are pale blue, since this indicates 

that there is also a reduced rate of expression of lac r,, 

and therefore the mutation has pleiotropic effects on, <^t 

least, two gene products. I hite colonies are rejected; 

they are probably lac z polar mutants. Blue colonies c re 

rejected; they are probably lac, y mutants. The selective 

plates, containing no tryptophan, prevent the growth of any 

mutant carrying a polar mutation in the trp yenrs, siuoa 

such a mutation would render the cr;ll Trp . Also, ti^ 

fairly low concentration of 5-MT tends to prevent the growth 

of trp R* revertants (which would also have ploiotropir: 

effects in reducing lac expression). Since there is a 

selection for tryptophan-prototrophy, total abolition of t,rp
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promoter function is avoided. Promoter mutations that 

result in lac z expression being so low as to result in 

white colonies on the BCIG plate are screened out by this 

method. However, BCIG is an extremely sensitive indicator 

which results in the ready detection of levels of

-galactosidase down to, at least 2% of the induced lac* 

level.

The majority of colonies that formed after a week were blue 

or white. Colonies of intermediate colours were purified on 

similar plates and then checked for poor lactose fermentation 

on lactose McConkey indicator plates containing streptomycin 

(in order to prevent the growth of inadvertantly chosen con 

taminants). The parent gives red colonies on this medium;

MR118 (which carries (lac) e ) gies white colonies. Those
X74 

isolates which gave pink colonies were grov ;n and Pike lysates

were prepared on them. These were us-xJ to transduce U3110 

cys B trio E 9829 (constructed from W3110 by Pike transactions), 

selecting Cys + transductants and screening for Trp' and 

sensitivity to 080 vir. The nutation £9329 is located at 

the trp 0 proximal end of trp E, and therefore thr: vast 

majority of Trp transductants should also have been involved 

in a genetic exchange of the t.rp_ promoter/operator region. 

The test for sensitivity to 080 vir is necessary in order to 

ensure that transductants are ton. B *" and that therefore- a 

single crossing-over has occurred betv/oen S9329 and the ooint 

of the fusion between the trp and lac operon on
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Thus;

POEDCBA ay*
I j I I I I I Si I I I

————i I 11 I I I I I——————I———————
B9829

ton B

Transductants that were Cys , Trp and sensitive to 080vir 

were tested, after a period of starvation in a drop of VB 

medium, for growth on plates containing a low level of 5-1 IT 

(1.5ug/ml). Since trp P~ mutations should have a reduced 

maximal level of expression, the growth of trp R, trp ? 

strains should be more str-oixcjly inhibited by 5-MT. At the 

concentration of 5-MT used, W3110 grows slowly. In one 

mutagenesis, 40 isolates were derived from MR120 and the 

derivatives of two of these showed very poor growth on 5-MT 

after 36 hours. One of these isolates, ?32 was investigated 

further. In a second rautagenesis, 32 isolates were derived 

from MR120 and the derivative of one of these showed very 

poor growth under the same conditions. This isolate, called 

P18 was also investigated further.
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F'(trp) (MR 119), was used for the selection of mutations
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2. Isolation of up-promoter (trp Ps ) mutations

The strain X 5131, trp R, trp/la£ 287, (lac_) del , thi. str-r/ 
|del
OE1 

with an up-promoter phenotype (trp Ps ) . The history of this

strain is as follows. The strain X5131 trp R, trp/lac 287,

(lac- pro) , str-r was obtained from Dr. A. E. Silverstone. XIII ———

Tne laF. deletion X74 was introduced by PI transduction. The 

deletion OE1 was isolated in W3110 trp E9829. The Fredericq 

episome, F * trp was introduced into W3110 trp A33 and the 

homogenote trp A33/F' trp A33 was selected and subsequently

used as donor to rf3110 cys B, (trp) d , selecting the
, , AE8 

heterogenote cys B (trp) /F'trp A33. The deletion OE1
AE8 

was introduced by PI transduction into the latter strain,

selecting for growth on plates supplemented with anthranilic 

acid, and screening among these for Trp", thereby identifying 

recombinants in which the deletion OE1 had been introduced

/Into the strain X5131 trp R, trp /lac 287, (lac) , thi_, sUb-r, 
K X74 
resulting in the heterogenote P:R119.

This strain fails to grow at 42 "C on nelibiose c.s sole cerbon 

source, since lac y is expressed at only about 5,< of the 

induced lac + level (88), and at least 10'v. expression is 

required for growth (ll). Recombination betv/een chromosome 

and episorae can occur in this strain to give a. Trp' phenotype. 

These properties form the basis of the selection for r.utations 

with the trjo P phenotype.

Uv rnutageneses were performed on five cultures from single 

colonies of MR 119. About T/> of the cells survived uv irradiation
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and aliquots of these were grown overnight in L-broth. 

This culture was centrifuged and then washed and resuspended 

in 4.X VB minimal medium, prior to 0.02 mis being spread on 

a plate containing 1% w/v melibiose in <tX VB minimal medium, 

supplemented with 0.025% w/v casamino acids, thiamine (2/ig/ml) 

and anthranilic acid (10 ug/ml). These plates were sealed 

in plastic bags and incubated for four days at 42°C.

The low level of constitutive lac y expression in trp/j^ac^ 207 

is probably due to a polar effect resulting from out of 

frame fusion of trp E to 1ac z. One may therefore predict 

the following classes of mutations of MR119 to grow on 

melibiose as sole carbon source. Polar expression of lac y 

could be relieved by a frameshift mutation in trp E or lac z, 

by a deletion (or insertion) in trp, E or lacz involving a 

frameshift, a deletion between trp £ and lac, z or by a 

mutation giving generalised relief of polarity. The 

galactosicle permease function might be made more efficient 

with respect to raelibiose. The expression of lac y might be 

increased by an up-promoter mutc-.tion in trp ^1. It is ti'iis 

latter class which we wish to detect.

Colonies were purified on lactoso I'lacConkey agar plates, 

supplemented with l'/Cw/v melibiose (t.uc presence of lactose 

is not relevant since IiK II 1" is Lac~), and the colour oi: 

single colonies compared with tnat of the almost white parent 

MR 119. The vast majority of the isolates from the fivo 

mutageneses (73 out of 80) v;ere redder than the parent.
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A pure single colony of each isolate was then streaked on 

a minimal glucose plate supplemented with thiamine. As 

mentioned, MR 119 fails to grow in the absence of tryptophan, 

but recombination between chromosome and episome can allow 

the growth of trp E + recombinants. The vast majority of 

melibiose-fermenting isolates (74 out of 80) yielded Trp"1" 

recombinants, which were then purified. Those which failed 

to yield such recombinants might involve deletions of all 

(or most) of the trp E gene between the trp 0 distal end of 

the deletion OE1 and the trp_ 0 proximal end of the fusion 

trp/lac 287, or they might involve the creation of promoter- 

like elements within the region deleted by OE1 that would 

lead to the synthesis of a defective anthranilate synthetase 

molecxile.

A recombination event that might bo expected to occur in an 

isolate with a rv-utation in trp PI is shown;

trp/lao

FOE
—— ' — W//////A — — i—

/r —— H#-H — i ———— £ ——
FOE >

D C
————————— i ————————— 1 ————

—— I ————————— | ———————— i ———
y a

trp lao

It should be noted that another class of recombination events 

also results in a Trp"1" phenotypo (resulting in an intact tro
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operon in the chromosomal DNA). However, the next step in 

the identification of the trp PS phenotype among the isolates 

ensures that it is the episome which contains all the 

structural genes of the trp operon intact.

The purified Trp recornbinants of the melibiose-fermenting 

isolates of MR 119 were cross-streaked in a plate-mating

experiment with W3110 (trp) del on a minimal plate with
AE8 

lactose as sole carbon source. This selects for the transfer

of the episome, and counter selects the Lac"* donor. Several 

progeny derived from each isolate were purified and then 

tested for growth on plates consisting 1.5 pg/ml 5-I'IT. 

Five isolates derived from three of the mutageneses grew 

more rapidly than W3110 (trp_)^|g/F' trp + . Two independent 

isolates were studied further; MR 119 trp P112 and hH 119 

trp 312.

Section 3. Expression of the trp operon in trp PI? ,xnd trjp_ P32

A. Phenotype

In table la the phenotypes of trp P1B and trp P32 introduced 

into MR 120 are shown, compared with the parent strain iIR 120. 

Growth on BC1G plates in the absence of tryptophan is poor 

and the colour differences are more readily apparent in the 

presence of tryptophan. The colour is estimated visually 

after incubation at 37°C for 40 hours. On lactose LacO-jnkey 

agar and lactose-tetrazoliura agar plates, incubation is 

allowed for 24 to 36 hours. On both BCIG (supplemented with 

tryptophan and IPTG) and lactose KacConkey plates a io\ level



Table 2 Phenotvoe of P18 and P32

a. Phenotype in trp/lac W20.5. on various indicator plates

BCIG1 LMcC 2 LT3

trp R, trp P* blue red white

trp R, trp P18 pale blue pale red red

trp R, trp P32 pale blue pale red red

b. Phenotype on glucose, minimal agar plates containing 

different concentrations of 5—methyl-PL--try ptophan

pg/ml of 5-MT

0.5 1.5 3.0 10 1000

trp R, trp P+ nd + + + +

trp R, trp PIS nd + - -

trp R, trp P32 nd + + -

trp P + + -<• - - nd

trp P18 nd

trp P32 - - nd

1. BCIG: BCIG plates were supplemented with tryptophan 

(20 pg/ml)

2. LMcC: lactose (1% w/v) McConkey agar plates

3. LT: lactose tetrazolium plates
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of expression of lac z was indicated, comparable to that 

observed for the lac promoter mutation L£. Interestingly, 

on 1 actose-tetrazol ium agar plates, the phenotype was 

apparently Lac" for both trp PIS and trp P32, giving the 

clearest indication of the phenotype compared with the parent 

MR 120.

In table Zb the phermtypes of trp P18 (and P32), introduced 

by PI transduction into W3110 cys B trp E9829 and W3110 

trp R, cys B, trp E9829 (selecting Cys + and screening for 

Trp in each case) are shown. In the presence of trp R 

product, both trp P18 and trp P32 have a distinguishable 

phenotype after 36 hours incubation at concentrations of 1.5 

jug/ml and below of 5-MT. This suggests that the concerted 

effects of partial repression of the trp operon and 

inhibition of anthranilate synthetase activity by 5-1 -T are 

such as to make the expression of the trp operon the rate- 

limiting factor for the growth of trp P18 and trp P32 a:; 

compared with wild type. Hence one can infer that both 

mutations result in a lower rate of synthesis of ar.thrnnilate 

synthetase than the- vil.J type. In the absence of _t£2. ~L 

product, after 24 hours incubation, at d concentration ef 

10 jug/nl and rjoove of 5-1 'T, th3- rrowth of both nutent strains

is inhibited. On plates contaiiln.j 3 \:_i/nl of 5-1 'T, tr^ P18 ,

but not trp P32 ia inarlcGdly ...ore eloe- grov..'ing than thr ':.rp 

control. Since the strains are trp_ :i~ , this experi/.ient 

effectively assays the naxirnuoi specific activity of antbranilate 

synthetase (assuming that the tr : :- K mutation ro^u? te ie 

totally non- functioning reprecsor .lolecule). The si.np 1 est
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conclusion from the different sensitivities to 5-MT of trp

P18 and trp P32 is that the reduction in the rate of expression

of the trp operon is greater in the case of the former mutation,

The strains X5131 trp P18/lac W205, (lac), thi. str-r,

(MR172 t££ P18), and X5131 trp P32/la£ W205, (lac)del , thi,
X74 

str-r (MR172, trp P32) synthesize functional trp R product,

and although they are more strongly inhibited than X 5131 

tr£/lac_ W205, <lac_)^, thi, str-r, (MR172), by low concen 

trations of 5-MT, it was not possible to detect phenotypic 

differences on the various lactose Indicator plates. This 

is, presumably, a consequence of the low level constitutive 

expression in trp /lac w205 of lac z owing to transcription 

initiations at trp P2 within the trp operon. Since this 

expression is at a rate comparable with the basal rat-- of 

expression from trp PI, the effects of tjrp_ P18 or of trp_ P32 

will be swamped out by expression from trp P2. The con 

struction of these strains is discussed in Section n .

The strain i,-3110 trr_ >:, trr_ F° 2/l££ '. : ?05, <la<c>.^,. , £i£-:" 

(KR 120 trp P32) was compared <,ith the oarent strain lifc. 120 

for its growth on different carbon sources in the presence of 

0 to 100 pg/rnl of 5-i'JT. ^affinose fr-ilo-d to support the 

growth of the mutant strain at all concentrations of S-iT, 

whereas MR 120 grew- slov ly with the appearance of i.iany /r ast 

growers (after 14 days incubrtion at ,-. 7°C). Phony 1- 

galactoside supported slight, slow r-.:0wth in both 31 

all concentrations of 5-MT after 7 days. Melibios- and lactose 

favoured the grox-.-th of MR 120 after 6'" hours. The larn-ist 

relative difference in growth "as nonar-nt on plates containing
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melibiose with 25 jug/ml of 5-MT and on those containing 

lactose and 50 pg/ml of 5-MT. The results with raffinose 

and melibiose indicate a reduced rate of expression of lac y.

In conclusion, the two mutations are shown pheontypically to 

result in a reduced rate of expression of the trp operon when 

it is genetically derepressed and probably also when it is 

repressed. The derepressed rate of lac z expression is also 

reduced, and the original selection is for a reduced rate of 

expression of lac y. These properties are consistent with 

trp P18 and trp P32 involving mutations in trp PI.

B. Translation of the trp_ operon

The trp R + and trp_ R~ derivatives of trp_ PIS and trp P32, 

together with trp"* controls were grown with vigorous aeration 

as described in Chapter 4 in the presence of 100 jug/rnl of 

each of tryptophan, tyrosine and phenylelanine. The cells 

v/ere harvested in log phase. The doubling time v/as 45 .'li

The results are presented in table 3 a. '''ith regard to basal 

levels of enzyme activity, pleiotropy con probably <>." inferred 

for both trp Plo and trjo r"32, on the b.^sir- of the specific 

activities of anthrnnilato synthetas^ and of phor>nhorih'->syl 

transferase. The v?luo of theso activities i :i nev r-- > 'old 

beneath that observed in ttv i/ild fcvp- control, "it- t^_;^ P32 

having a somewhat lov.-er basal I^v-cl ^f bro opercn ~/':" r :;:-s 

than trp P18. The activity of onthrra-iilabe synth.-i:- ;>'_ in 

the two genetically derepressed ''Mutations is ~lco r .. •••''. ^jr ->d end 

regulation is undoubtedly retained for rnthivn.il^t v • •• -:thet.?se,



Table 3 Translation of the trp operon in trp P18 and trp P32

a« Steady state levels of enzvme

Data

condition

i 
i

repression i
i
i

i
i

derepression i
i
i

genotype

( wild

j trp.

(trp.

| trp.

I trp

I trp

type

P18

P32

R.trpP*

R,trp_Pl8

R.trpP32

Asase

0.

0.

0.

1.

0.

0.

03

01

003

7

15

12

PRTase 2

0.

0.

0.

1.

0.

0.

03

008

005 5

7

8

5

TSase 3
nd4

nd

nd

13.

8.

5.

0

0

7

ii. Calculations

derepression 
ratio

'promoter effect'% 8
discoordinacy

ASase PRTase

trjoP* 57 57

trpPIS 15 100

trpP32 40 100

ASase

100
100

8 O if- ,c> r

10 <
7. I/

PRTase TSase

100 100
100
27 -K 62 
47*

17ft 44
29*

ASase

1.0
1.0
1.0 

1.0

1.0
1.0

PRTase

1.0
1.0
5.3.
o.e/
4.2K

Tfiase

0.76

5.3

4.8

R

R

R

b. Derepression of trp P18 and trp P32 in trpR\ trp/lac W205,

trp P"1"

trp P18

trp P32

ASase

0.29

0.07

0.01

B^z 10

1.6

1.4

1.2

1. Specific activity of anthranilate synthetase expressed 

in units/mg protein.



Table 3 Notea (continued)

2. Specific activity of phosphor ibosyl transf erase 

expressed in units/mg protein.

3. Specific activity of tryptophan synthetase expressed 

in units/mg protein.

4. nd:not done

5. This value is an upper limit set by the sensitivity 

of the assay method.

6. Derepression ratio is the specific activity in trp R~ 

divided by the specific activity in trp R~ .

7. 'Promoter effect'% is the specific activity of enzyme 

normalised to the specific activity of the same enzyme from 

trp P* set at 100%.

8. Discoordinacy is the ratio of phosphoribosyl transferase 

(or tryptophan synthetase) to anthranilate synthetase, set to 

1.0 in a given strain. 'R' indicates pleiotropy and promoter 

effect in the trp R~ strain.

9. Following centrif ugation , cultures were derepressed at 

30°C by addition of IP, to give a concentration of 30 ug/ml, 

for 8 mins., at which time tryptophan was added to ••djive a 

concentration of 100 ug/ml. Cultures were harvested 20 mins. later,

10. Specific activity of p -galactosidase, expressed as 

units/mg. protein.
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although the derepression ratio of 15 observed for trp P18 

is only a third of that seen for wild type. Thus, so far, 

the properties of trp P18 and trp P32 are consistent with 

the mutations having the trp P~ phenotype, displaying almost 

normally regulated pleiotropic reduction in basal levels, 

for anthranilate synthetase and phosphoribosyl transferax 

and a similar reduction in maximal levels of anthranilate 

synthetase. However, the reduction in maximal levels of 

phosphoribosyl transferase and tryptophan synthetase is 

variable in different experiments in liquid culture, does 

not suggest coordinacy and is inconsistent with the observed 

phenotype of the mutations.

The rate of lac z expression in trp/lac W205 fusion strains 

carrying trp P18 and trp P32 was also investigated. Th:
j.

strains used were trp R' and thus levels of enzymes i;erc 

estimated after derepression of the fused operon by IP for

eight minutes, as described in Section 9 and Chapter -". The 

results presented (Table 3b ) indicate that the- rate of 

synthesis of anthranilete synthetase and [* -galcctosid^i v is 

reduced by the mutations tro. MC- nnu t^_£_ ^'32. *>ut tii-.-; 

reduction is far larger on snthranilatc synthotaso thr.:; 

-galactosidase synthesis^ consista:it .-ith results si;•-;•. ••->. in 

^J^.. This diGCooroi •--•frj •.'.••G f^rtii^j: invecti ._;;• t;.." (see 

Section 9).

C. Transcription of the trp operon

W3110 trp R strains carrying trn. t'l'" - r -'d tj"j3_ P32 v
j_

together with a trp_ P control to early log phase -.



Table 4 Transcription of the trp operon in trp P18 and trp P32: 

RNA-DNA hybridisation_____________________________

3 1 TOTAL H cpm incorporated corrected %age counts
-3 source of DNA hybridising (2) 

cpm x 10 pt!90 ptEDC pt CBA pt!90 pt EDC ptCBA

trp P+ 189 620 367 299 0.283 0.190 0.114

100 100 100

trp P18 157 323 261 201 0.157 0.117 0.079

55 78 70

trp P32 226 632 315 235 0.240 0.099 0.064

85 66 56

Results are averages from hybridisations in duplicate using 

two RNA preparations.

1. Counts per minute (cpm) are corrected for non-specific 

binding to 080 DNA (0.007% to 0.02%; av. 0.013%) and to the 

filters (0.01% to 0.03%; av. 0.02%).

2. Results are also presented normalised to 100 for 

trp P + .
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vigorous aeration in the presence of 100 ug/ral.of each of 

tryptophan, tyrosine and phenylalanine. Two 10 ml. samples 

were dispensed into 100 ml. Erlenmeyer flasks and vigorous 

aeration was continued. Incorporation of 3H-Ur was permitted 

for 2 minutes and RNA was extracted, purified and hybridised 

as described in Chapter 4. During the period of labelling 

there is little or no degradation of newly synthesised labellee 

wild type trp mRNA and thus the measured incorporation of 

counts into trp mRNA is proportional to its rate of synthesis. 

The results are presented in table 4. and are not entirely 

satisfactory since the absolute number of counts detected is 

fairly low. Phage 080 pt 190 carries all the structural 

genes of the trp operonj 080pt EDC carries the structural 

genes trp E, trp D and trp C only; 080pt CBA carries trp C, 

trp B and trp A only (32). Comparing the percentage counts 

incorporated into trp mRNA from trp_ PIS and trp P32 with that 

from trp P + hybridising to 080pt SDC and 080 CBA, it would 

seem reasonable to conclude that the mutations have resulted 

in a pleiotropic reduction in the rate of trp mRNA synthesis. 

The extent of the reduction v/ould. seen: to reflect tho .'Is- 

coordinacy seen in the translation of the t_rp_ oporori. it. 

would, clearly, be valuable to measure the rate of synthesis 

of trp E mRNA alon ? in tn.--. mutations« The signif ic^nc of 

this result is discussed, in Cha;

Sect ion 4. Expression of the trp oporon in trn !""! 1 ''. ml trp

P312 

A. Phenotype

The isolation of trp P112 and trn ^?-12 partially :x-li : on a



Table 5 Phenotvpe of trp P112 and trp P312

Pertinent 

characteristics 

of. strains used

trp/la£ W205 

trp P312/lacW205 
trp P + 

trp P112 

trp P312 

trp R, trp. P + 

trp R, trp P112 

trp R, trp P312

LMcC

Concentration of 

5-MT (ug/ml)

LT 1.5 3.0

white red 

pale red pale red

10 100
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te«t for growth in th« presence of 5-MT. This is reflected 

in table 5 where it is notdd that in the presence of functional 

trp R product, the mutations trp P112 and trp P312 allow 

growth at a concentration of 5-MT at least up to 10 119 /ml. 

The strains i££ R*, £££ P112 and trp R '; trp P312 are constructed 

using W3110 cys B trp E9829 as a recipient for PI lysates pre 

pared on W3110 <i£2>)dJg/F » trp P112 (or P312). The mutations 

were introduced into a trp R strain in the same way and here 

the imitations result in more rapid growth than the control 

in the presence of 100 jug/ml of 5-MT.

The mutation tro P312 was introduced into AS 131 

W205, (lac)..!^. thi. str-r by PI transduction, selecting 

Trp* and screening for poor growth on a plate containing M9 

salts (indicating ton B). When streaked on indicator plates 

with the appropriate trp f control strain, it was observed 

that lactose fermentation was positive, but low. It there 

fore follows that the effects of tprp P312 are pleiotropic 

affecting l&c z expression as well as ^rp expression.

Thus the phenotypes associated with trp_ P312 and, almost 

undoubtedly, trp £112 also, arc consistent with a raised 

maximal and basal 1rv--l of ' :-:;>r -ssion of the fcru operon.

B. Translation of the trp operon

Pata are presented in table 6 for the specific activities 

of anthranilate synthetaoe aoid pl.osphoribosyl transfer a o >.; 

in repressed and genetically dereprt sseu cultures cu tlv.i



Translation of the trp operon in trp P112 and trp P312

a. Steady state levels of enzyme

Condition

repression

genotype 

(wild type

(trp PH2
(
(trp P312

ASase

0.034
0

0.^35 

0.11

PRTase

0.035

0.078

0.13

derepression

fcrp R 1.41 1.34

trp R, trp P112 2.21 2.70

trp R, trp P312 2.48 2.80

b. Calculations

derepression
ratio

'promoter effect 'A. discoordinacy

ASase PRTase

trp P + 41 38

trp P112 63 35

trp P312 23 22

Asase

100

100

157

103

176

324

PRTase

100

100

201

223

209

371

ASase

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

0

0

0

fi

0

0

PRTase

0.

1.

1.

2.

1.

1.

95

03

22

23

13

18

R

R

R

1. See notes to Table 3.
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mutations trp P112 and trp P312 In the W3110 strain, grown 

under conditions of vigorous aeration at 37°C in the presence 

of lOOjig/ml of each of tryptophan, tyrosine and pjnylalanine, 

and harvested in the mid log phase of growth. The data clearly 

indicate that the two mutations each cause about a two-fold 

increase in the genetically derepressed levels of activity 

of both enzymes, consistent with the phenotype describee above 

and with the hypothesis that these are trp P s mutations.

The values of the specific activities in repressed cultures 

of the mutations suggest that whereas in trp P312 the basal 

rate of expression of the trp operon is about 3 fold hic;her 

than wild type, in trp t-112 this is not the case, although 

the lov; levels of activity in represseu cultures (and the 

consequently greater experimental error) and the observed 

value of the specific activity of ohosphoribosyl tranc.ferase 

in trP pH2 make this conclusion tentative. It is discussed 

in Chapter 6. We may note that regulation of the operon is, 

by and large, maintained in the presence of the mutr Lioi.s and 

we may conclude that trp £112 .?nd trp £312 give rise to a 

regulated, pleiotropic increase in trie steady state I^vl 

of expression of the tr^_ cne.ron, consistent ivith t:,e 

designation of trie:;:; .•

Section 5. cis — opecificit•/ 

A. trp PIS and tr£ P32

The reduced expression of the. genes of the trp/lac fusion 

in MR120 trp PIC and MR 120 trp. P32 results in the rt:;-> i/i



Table 7 eifi-~»pecificity in trp P18 and trp P32

Strain1

MR120

MR120/F ftr£*

MR120 trp P18

MR120 trp PlS/F'trp*

MR120 trp P32

MR120 trp P32/F'trp.+

white

white

red

red

red

red

1. MR120 is the strain W3110 trp R, trp/lac W205. (lac ) 

str-r.

2. See table 2.

3. 5-MT is present in minimal plates at a concentration of 

100 ug/ml. Growth (+) is scored after 48 hours 

incubation at 37 C.
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being phenotypically Lac" and inhibited in their growth in 

the presence of 5-MT (at a concentration of 100 jig/ml) - 

despite the presence of the trp R mutation in the strains. 

The Fredericq epis ome is introduced into these strains from 

the auxotropic donor YS57, selecting ton B+ (on glucose- 

minimal plates prepared with M9 salt mixture). If the 

mutations trp P18 and trp P32 are cis-specific. then the 

heterogenote constructed for the trp operon should retain 

the Lac~ phenotype, but become resistant to the presence of 

5-MT. If the mutations were traps-acting and dominant, the 

phenotype would be Lac~, 5-MT sensitive, whereas if they 

were trans-actinq and recessive, the phenotype would be 

Lac and 5-MT resistant.

The results shown in plate 1 for l;R 120 trp P32 demonstrate 

that the mutation is cis-specif ic, follov/ing the rationale 

outlined above. The response of the lactose McConkey agar 

plates is altered by the ton B marker; ton B strains grow 

more rapidly and hence it v:i!3 be observed that the coloration 

is slightly different in the pair of strains MK120/P 'trp*a** 

This difficulty is avoided, by using LT plates.

Similar results (not ,s!yy n) were obtained with the trp. -'18 

mutation. In this case, since the original MR 120 trjD i'1 :.'> 

was poor-grov.'ing on rich plates, the strain MR12C trp J^l.'J 

was reconstructed by PI transduction of the recipient 1^120

p,:, selecting Trp' on plates containing casa.iiiio :~.cids, 

after adsorption of a lysate preporecl on vj'3110 _tr.j.j. i-'!3.



Plate 1 cis-specificity of trp P32

Keys

1. MR120/F ' trp_+

2. MR120

3. MR120 trp P32

4. MR120 trp P32/F't.rp +

5. W3110

6. W3110 trp R, (lac-pro ,del

a. lactose KcConkey agar 

b. lactose-tetrazolium agar 

c. minimal agar, containing 

100 tig/ml 5-1VI.

str-r.



Th« resulting strain is poor-growing on minimal plates in 

the absence of tryptophan, compared with W3110 tro 18, 

presumably as a consequence of the cumulative effects of the 

trp P18 mutation and the altered trp A product synthesised 

in the trp/lac fusion.

It is concluded that both trp P18 and trp P32 are cis-specific 

in their effects.

B. trp P112 and trp P312

The isolation of the two mutations involves the testing for 

growth in the presence of 5-MT of W3110 (trp_)^|g/F' trp Ps . 

This step ensures that all mutations isolated are genetically 

linked to a region, including trp which extends at least 

from cys B to gal U in the Fredericq episome. Moreover, any 

mutations resulting in the trp P phenotype recessive to the 

wild type allele and located in this region but outside the 

deletion AES are discarded. Thereby, cis-specific ;.:iut.-'.tions 

are retained. A more rigorous phenotypic test involved the 

introduction of the Fredericq episoivio into W3110 cys B, trp 

P112 (and P312) (by selecting Cys h and counter-selecting the 

donor strain, Y£ 57 by its histidine and proline auxotrophy). 

The resulting heterogenotc grov;s readily in the presence of 

10 ug/ml of 5-MT, unlike the control strain W3110 cy_s_ E/

F 1 cys B . Hence the mutations are I trans-acting /rathe-:: then

cis-specific). This may be tested phonotypically by shoi/ing 

that the introduction of trp PI'12 and trp P312 on ,\n or.-isome 

into a strain such as W3110 trp R, (trp)^^Xlac --J205,
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str~r *>«» not affect the lactose fermentation of 

the recipient (compared with the suitable control). This 

demonstrated, it would follow that trp P112 and trp P312 were 

cis-specific.

Section 6 The effect of SuA on trp P18, trp P32 and trp P312

The strains DM2034 (leu . (trp)del . thi) and DM2054 (leu 

(trp) e , thi. SuA) were obtained from Dr. D. E. Morse. 

The presence of the mutant SuA allele in DM2054 was checked 

by constructing DM2054 trp E9914. The mutation trp E9914 

is a strong polar ochre mutation. This polarity should be 

relieved by the SuA mutation so that the double mutant is no 

longer inhibited in its growth by the presence of a high 

concentration of anthranilic acid (the low level of expression 

of trp C due to the polar mutation alone renders the inhibition 

of indole glycerol phosphate synthetase by anthranilic acid 

rate limiting to growth). This was observed.

Derivatives of DM2034 and JJM2054 were constructed, by 

transduction which were cys B trp', and these were then 

crossed, again by PI transduction vith Tl lysates prepared, on 

trp PIS, trp P32 arid t_rp .'. J 31.7, together <-<ith appronrieto 

controls, selecting Cys"". .r.t the sane tine, growth in the 

presence of 1.5 pg/ivil or 3.0 pg/;nl of "-MT v/as s?lecte;', the 

transduction raixture having been incubated for 3^ t.'ins et 

37°C in order to deplete the recipient cells of rl'i ^nr'.--.genous 

tryptophan. After 38 hours incubation of the sel' ; c:tive plates, 

scoring allowed a rapid determination of the- effect;- •'- 3uA 

on the mutations. Thus (table 8), all -'-ys"1" trnnsdnctri.es



Table 8

a. Effect of SuA on trp P18, trp P32 and trp P312

Recipient Pi lysate selection . 
Cys 1.5 1

(trp P+ 298 211 

DM 2034 (trp P18 111 51 

cvs B, trp* (trp P32 110 59 

(trp P312 379 nd

r -t

DM 2054

cys B, trp

trp F 498 454

trp PIS 64 17

trp P32 281 129

Ltrp P312 1472 nd

3.0 1 R.F. 2

1 87%

nd 46% 

nd 54% 

204 53%

27 90%

nd 27%

nd 46%

830 57%

1. This is the concentration Aag/ralj of 5-MT in minimal 

glucose plates.

2, Recombination frequency is calculated as

number of 5-MTr x 100 ;<>. 
number of Cys



Table 8 (continued)

b. Effect of Su A on enzyme expression in trp P18 and trp P32

Condition genotype ASase Asase
_______ ______ ____ synthesised

(su" trp P* 0.03 0.51

repression (su~ trp P18 0.005 0.165

(su~ trp P32 n/d 2 0.06

(su" trp P + 0.54

derepression (su" trp P18 0.17

(su" trp P32 0.06

repression (SuA trp P + 0.02 1.15

(SuA trp P18 0.01 0.20

(SuA trp P32 n/d 0.09

(SuA trp P* 1.17

derepression (SuA trp P13 0.21

(SuA trp P32 0.09

1. Anthranilate synthetase synthesised is the difference 

in specific activities in inducted (with IP) to repressed 

(with tryptophan) cultures.

2. n/d; not detectable.
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of the sy? and Jg& attains by a PI lysate prepared on a trp* 

host grow in the presence of 1.5 ug/ml of 5-MT. Were the 

SyA mutation to suppress trp P18 or trp P32, then all Cys* 

transductants of the SuA strain by PI lysates prepared on 

the mutations should grow in the presence of 1.5 ug/ml of 

5-MT. This is not the case, since only 30 - 50% of the Cys*
e

transductants grow in the presence of 5-MT. This figure 

represents the linkage between cys B and trp P18 (or P32), 

as is confirmed by the crosses using the isogenic su~ strain 

as a recipient. Trp* transductants of the su~ and SuA 

strains fail to grow in the presence of 3 pg/ml of 5-MT.

If the SuA mutation were to suppress trp P312 (thereby 

reducing the rate of expression of the trp operon by a 

mechanism which is, admittedly, obscure), then no Cys 

transductants of the cys B, SuA strain by a PI lysate prepared 

on trp P312 should grow in the presence of 3 ug/ml of 5-MT. 

In fact about 50% of the transductants do grow, as could be 

predicted from the same cross performed in a su~ host. Thus 

trp P312 is not suppressed by SuA and is about 50% linked to 

cys B by PI transduction.

Among the Cys + transductants, colonies were purified and 

tested for growth on 1.5 ug/ml of 5-i>T. In this v/ay, the 

different strains jndicated in table Ob could be chosen.

Anthranilate synthetase was determined in these strains as 

follows. Cultures (GO mis) were grovm in minimal rnediuia
j*™j

(containing 100 pg/ml of tryptophan) overnight at 37 C with 

a growth limiting concentration of glucose (0.1A-//v).
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After centrifugation and washing, at zero time, half the cells 

were resuspended in 30 mis of minimal medium containing 100 

^ig/ml of tryptophan and the other half of the cells in medium 

containing 10 fug/ml of tryptophan. The former cultures were 

shaken at 37°C for one hour and then the cells collected for 

enzyme assays. The latter cultures were grown for 20 minutes, 

at which time IP was added to give a final concentration of 

30 pg/ml of IP. Then at 40 minutes, excess tryptophan was 

added (to a final concentration of 110 pg/ml of tryptophan) 

and after one hour (from the tive of resuspension), the cells 

were collected for enzyme assays. Thus derepression of the 

strains was achieved by 5 20 minute pulse with IP. The 

specific activities of anthranilate synthetase in the different 

cultures is pr.-sented in table £b.

The presence of the Sua mutation has no significant effect 

on the basal 1 -.3v? 1 or dr-rej;.ros:-. ed 1 ̂ vc-1 of anthran i 131e 

::.ynthetas<3 in trp P18 or trn P3T'. Th^ small differc.nceG 

thr t are appoint arc best ascribed hr experinerit?! error as 

well as the variability fro : fj^l to v"1 .- .3); i.i tn^ M>--y--,; o- 

loc/ical state of the Cf-lls c<nd i,li: '.>- r j^ r-'-njenl. r..;"'^r.r^ to 

treatment vith 1^'. Ir the ca.sf of ? rtrong polar r-,utatior, 

t£o_ L-'914, derepressod uiid^r th^re --ov; Mtbns Horsf. --.nc1 i riradkof i 

(•:3) observe a 20 foJu dif, •:•:- • >:<..> •>• :: ; ' 1-V^l of -. • - - :-;:-. ion 

of t!,c trp op,"ror, b;.-L-;.-/.. :, t:.c- .J_T" .-:.. '->

Thus, the niutatiorc U^ Pi."; xix 1 _HJ^__ .'?•? ^o not i.nvr._v.- 

vcntional polarity as thr- bc...i. of tf^ tr^ i" pt^-notyrv
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P32, trp P112 and trp 

P 312 on E.coli linkage map

and trp P32

The initial screening procedures for the mutations ensure 

that they are linked by Pi transduction to the trp operon. 

The main intention in determining map position was therefore 

to locate the mutations with respect to trp 0 and trp E. 

The simplest method is to prepare Pl.lysates on W3110 

trp P18 and W3110 trp P32 and to use these lysates as donors 

to different trp" recipient strains, selecting Trp on 

minimal glucose plates and at the same time selecting for 

growth on glucose minimal plates containing a low concentration 

of 5-MT (using Davis water agar, a concentration of 1.5 

pg/rnl of 5-MT was found to be suitable; using Difco agar, a 

concentration of 0.5 jug/ml of 5-MT was found to be suitable). 

Two classes of recombinants are expected; one class in which 

a genetic exchange has introduced trp PIS or trp P32 into 

the t-rpj" recipient and another class in which this has not 

occurred. The latter, with the v-ild type trp_ P rhenotype, 

but not the former, should grov in tr>e presence of a lor 

concentration of 5-MT. Hence a recombination frequency can 

be calculated by scoring the number of recombinants that grow 

on the two types of plates.

However, two difficulties arise. Adsorption of PI piiage is 

performed in L-broth. Hence despite ccntrifugation one: .'ashing 

of the transduction mixture, a small amount of L-broth aay 

be spread on the plates. Even if this is not the case, 

endogenous tryptophan is probably at a fairly high concentration



Table 9 Recombination by PI transduction of trp P18 and 

trp P32 with various trp mutations

Recipient

(trp)g^

!._„ E9914.
£»• E9829

'^57

del
( t rp ) . P n T

Donor

trp P18

trp P32
trp P18

trp P32

trp P18

trp P32

trp P18

trp P32

5_MTs(l)

454

1340

387

1010

196

4939

83

528

5-MTr(2)

11

9

6

11

12

230

7

10

R.F. (3)

2.4%

0.7%

1.6%

1.0%

6. 1%

4.6%

8.4%

2.0%

aver« 
R.F. '

1.1%

1.2%

4.7%

2.8%

(4)

cys B.trp E9829 trp P32 798 27 3.5%

1. 5-MT ; Trp + is selected by PI transduction on minimal 

glucose agar plates, and, therefore all trp P and trp P~ 

transductants grow.

2. 5-KTr ; Trp + is selected on minimal glucose agsr plates

(Davis N.Z. Agar) in the presence of 1.5 ug/rnl of 5-MT. Only

trp P* transductants grow.

3. R.F. is calculated as the ratio of 5-MTr to 5-MTs .

4. Average R.F. is an average for trp PIS and trp i'3;
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in the recipient cells. This allows the inhibitory effect 

due to 5-MT on the growth of all Trp* transductants to be 

overcome, thus giving a falsely high value to the recombin 

ation frequency. To help overcome this, the transduction 

mixture, prior to spreading on the plates is starved at 37°C 

for at least 30 minutes. Despite this procedure, another 

problem is that wild type recombinants may give rise to a 

small degree of feeding, permitting the growth on the plates 

containing 5-MT of trp P13 (or P32) recombinants. These 

recombinants, having started to grow due to feeding then 

supply sufficient tryptophan to overcome much of the inhibitory 

effect of 5-MT. At the same time, not all wild type 

recombinants will have grown at the time of scoring due to 

the initial inhibitory effects of ~- iiT on their growth. 

Nonetheless, the data presented in table 9 indicate that the 

reap location of the 5-1 iT sensitivity phototype of trp PIS 

c.na trp P32 is on the tr_,:.' •.. distal si do of trp 0. Jinct 

i ^combination v.as observed to occur eith the deletion e^l, 

which is the ir b reel deletion of the: t±_£. operon ti.u>t extends 

furthest from t r p J into ^£±_. -, -i-t ::..::. ...i ^..\: Li;rt j^^i • ^*- 

anc trr> P32 ip.ust be iocatoo :.n t .•;•. '_' fc.~ cJ ~'c i./ro:c.ot. :>' ~ -:.- L ion. 

oomc trp recombinant:-. fro;.', i;hr.sc c;. o£.,•..•:-;:• v-irc LJUJ .'.v i'.r'., 

cl^rclced for wild pheuotypf' rnd -.'..^••n ir: i J.- :uic : culture. 

After induction of the b--^ oeciu'i; (^^ tue ouo^tion •.-, ....• }^ 

tiie recombinants t/erc.- 3i:L>i'j; to ^.yiiLi--^-L:./:.: vilcl ty\". Lr•-,•-. 1;= 

of enzyiiies, thereby e-^j, fij •. ,in' : c. .:••'. t''iei eer(_ inee.., ',:en": 

wild type r jcor.ibinants (sec ^cet.' •••• . ). - T- '. .L.L! ! ?. .. ^ e 

that whereat: recoi,';bir;rition i;itn c'e'.: •. 1-lon^ •..ecerj.ee ^i-^ - 

v/as sought, no tttoript V»O.G IT:arc to s«..• !. rcc(-;nbinr.nt.- eith 

trp ^ mutations.
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Table 10 Recombination of trp P18 and trp P32

P.! donor

trp P18

trp P32

Table 11

PI donor

trp P112

trp P312

trp P312

recipient

c^g. B trp P32

cys B trp P18

RecontLnation of
<trp.> del

recipient

ED102

ED102

OE1

5-MTr 5-MTS R.F.

2 1353 0.16%

3 1479 0.2%

trp P112 and trp P312 with W3110

5-MTr 5-MTS R.F. 1

224 1 0.5%

318 2 0.6%

173 4 2.3%

1. The recombination frequency is calculated from the ratio

number of 5-MT5 
number of 5-MTr

derived from the screening procedure.
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two wieatidM? 'jffiL P18 and trp P32 were found to recombine 

with each dtttaMf* ? The strains cvs B trp P18 and cva B trp 

P32 wer« constructed (W3110 cys B, trp E9829 was the recipient 

for a PI lysate prepared on the mutations and Trp* 

recorafoinants were selected, amongst which Cys~ transductants 

were detected and retrieved. These two strains were crossed 

with lysates on the mutations and selections made for Cys + 

and for Cys + Trp + (using plates containing 1.5 jug/ml 5-MT). 

A low number of trp recombinants were detected as shown in 

table 10, giving a recombination frequency between the 

mutations of about 0.2%. Therefore trp P18 and trp P32 are 

located very close to each other, and the two mutations are 

not a pair of overlapping deletions. The method used does 

not permit the order of trp P18 and trp P32 v;ith respect to 

trp 0 to be determined. The data in tab.le 9 are consistent 

with the order trp P18 - trp P32 - trp 0, and the data in 

table 10 are in approximate quantitative agreement with 

this, but since only a small number of trp recombinants 

have been examined and since this mapping method is not very 

sensitive, this conclusion is, at least, premature.

B. Trp. P112 and trp P312

The selection and method of screening for trp P mutations 

ensure that the mutations, if they lie within the tr£ operon, 

are at the trp E proximal end of the operon, proxiuvl to 

trp 0 from the end of trp L in trp/lac. fusion 2C7. iin , 

whereas the trp P~ phenotypc is associated with hypersensit 

ivity to 5-KT, the trp Ps phenotype is associated with 

resistance to 5-MT. Hence in a genetic, cross it is not
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l/'f«i select trp P* recomblnantf amongst 

those with th« jygji P8phenotype. Consequently a screening 

method w«» developed. A trp" recipient is transduced to Ti*p* 

and single colonies that develop are patched with a sterile 

toothpick onto an agar plate lacking any carbon source. The 

plate is incubated overnight at 37°C. This procedure causes 

depletion of endogenous tryptophan and other metabolites 

allowing a more sensitive test for patches that are unable 

to grow when replicated to a plate containing 20 ug/ml 5-MT.
^Patches from transductants that were trp P are able to grow 

in th« presence of this concentration of 5-MT under these 

conditions. Replica plates can therefore be scored. 

Putative trp •-' recombinants are checked by streaking (after 

starvation) from a control replica plate to a plate con 

taining 10 ug/ml 5-MT with appropriate controls. This is a 

somewhat lengthy procedure.

The recipient W3110 (tgp.n was used - A low rate of

recombination between this strain and the two mutations was 

observed (table 11). The deletion ED102 overlaps the- fusion 

trp/lac 287 and passes a short distance out of trp E. There 

fore this recombination data suggests that trp P112 and 

trp P312 lie in the promoter-operator region of the tr_o 

operon. Moreover, since trp P312 recombines with OE1, it 

must be located either in trp PI or in the region of trp 0 

not deleted by OEl.
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Th« discoordinacy of trpPIS and trp P32 

If £r£:£MRli§£)|£:»32 are mutations affecting the function

of tn® **# promoter then coordinate reduction in measured
# 

enzyme leVfcla is predicted. However, it is observed that

relative to the specific activity of anthranilate synthetase 

in the mutations, the rate of trp mRNA synthesis and of 

phosphoribosyl transferase and tryptophan synthetase synthesis 

in lio^iid culture is too high. Thus,trp P18 and trjp P32 

are discoordinate. At the same time, it is clear (see 

tables 1 and 2) that in trp/lac W205 there is a disparity 

between enzyme levels measured in liquid cultures and those 

estimated from the response of the mutations to indicator 

plates.

Two experimental approaches were adopted in order to resolve 

this difficulty. Attempts were made to abolish discoordinacy 

by variation of the gronti'iJh conditions and attempts were made 

to separate genetically discoordinacy from the trp P~ 

phenntype. This led on to a study of the properties of 

anthranilate synthetase from the mutants.

A. Growth conditions

It seemed reasonable that conditions of growth might be 

responsible for discoordinacy. The vigour of aeration ^f the 

cultures was varied (using a rotary shaker at different speed 

settings), phenylalanine and tyrosine were omitted from 

growth media (data not shown) and the cell density ,?t b'i • 

time of harvest of the cultures was varied (see table 12a); 

in this latter experiment trp R~~ strains were used. -'nail



Pisco~ordinacy and c*ll density

generation ASase PRTase PRTase/Asase

(0.16

+ (0.20 
trp P 64 mins. (

(0.29

(0.39

(0.16

(0.21
trp P18 41 mins. ( 

(0.31

(0.39

(0.19

(0.23
trp P32 54 mins. / Q 32

(0.45

B. Disco-ordinancy : qrov/th on

ASase

trp R, trp/lac W205 0.19

trp R, trp PIS/lac W205 0.002

trp R, trp P32/lac W205 0.015

0.72 0.

0.65 0.

0.95 0.

1.09 1.

0.13 0.

0.09 0.

0.09 0.

0.15 0.

0.08 0.

0.04 0.

0.09 0.

0.12 0.

LT plates

PRTase

n/d

0.054

n/d

69

76

8

05

35

40

29

91

36

09

22

38

Bgz 

2.51

0.31

0.33

1.0

1.2

0.85

1.0

2.7

4.4

3.2

6.0

4.4

2.3

2.3

3.2

normal
ised
Asase

100

1

o
O

Wormal
ised
Bqz 

100

12

13

For abbreviations, see Table 3.
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inocula from ovsrnfght cultures were added to medium con 

taining 0.05* AtfH with 100 ug/ml of each of tryptophan, 

tyrosine and phenylalanine and the cultures were vigorously 

aerated at 37 C. The growth of each culture was measured 

fry the Increase In turbidity <°»D- 670nm >. All three 

cultures had very similar generation times (about 45 minutes). 

At different times, samples were removed from each flask 

and chilled in the presence of sodium azide (0.02M) and 

chloramphenicol (Img/ml) (final concentrations), thereby, 

immediately preventing any further metabolism. The turbidity 

at the time of sampling was measured. Anthranilate synthetase 

and phosphoribosyl transferase were assayed in extracts 

prepared from each sample and no variation in discoordinacy 

can be observed wi h increase in cell density. None of 

these treatments affected discoordinacy.

Since on lactose indicator plates, the two mutations (in 

thte fusion trp/lac W205) were clearly observed to give a 

substantially reduced fermentation of lactose, it seemed 

reasonable to determine the specific activities of the 

enzymes of the fused operon in colonies growing on such 

plates. Preliminary results are presented in table 12b. 

The three strains used were MR 120, ,e reconstructed version 

Of MR 120 trp P18 (from T1R 120 (trp) 01-?',;, and the oriqiiKl•™—"«U- ...^nudu-- \j£i ^

(mutagenised) MR 120 trp P32. Each was streaked on lactose- 

tetrazolium L-agar for single colonies and incubated for 

18 hours at 37°C. The colours of the colonies corr^rvied 

that j.ac z expression is substantially reduced by the 

mutations. Colonies were scraped from the plates (two • lates 

were used for each strain) and suspended ir; 20 rols, of . Olh
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HC1 (pH 7.3) and then prepared in the normal way for 

assaying enzymes. The observed specific activities suggest 

that the discoordinacy of lac z expression in the mutants 

had been substantially reduced, when the contribution of 

trp_ P2 is taken into account. This contribution is not known 

for these conditions of growth, but in liquid culture the 

specific activity of ^ -galactosidase due to expression from 

trp_ P2 alone is about 0.4 units (see section 9). The failure 

to detect phosporibosyl transferase activity in two of the 

extracts is difficult to explain, but this failure was 

repeated in other experiments using cells grown on plates. 

The absolute values of the specific activity of anthranilate 

synthetase in the strains was considerably lower than those 

observed in liquid culture, but it is not known whether this 

reflects a reduced rate of transcription and translation of 

the fused operon during growth on plates. However, clearly, 

the re-establishment of coordinacy of levels of anthranilate 

synthetase and /? -galactosidase strongly suggests that a 

regulatory element is involved in the establishment of 

coordinacy and that this element is resoonsive to the con 

ditions of growth. This preliminary result is discussed in 

Chapter 6.

B. Separation of discoordinacy and thf trjo r 'ilie:': r'tyr> '-

i. RecOfiyb.inati on If discoordinacy in a direct rv: indirect 

consequence of a mutation in the trp promoter eegior c'.ep it 

should not be possible to separate- the trp P~ phen^tyY'e frora 

the phenomenon of discoordinacy. Therefore, wben jzrj^ ; -' is



Table 13 Discoordina cy: PI transductants of W3110

Geno ty - ̂  AS ' a s e PRT ' a s r* T " ' n P •-

I 5 wild type 0.18 0.5-

2 trp P32 0.03 0.003

3 tr_p_ '^2 x OEl 1 0.12 O.l r

4. " " 2 0 . pP O^ ;>!:•

5 " "3 O.o-i r-.0;:;

6 trr> P 0.32 0. r,

7 tr^PW 0.0* 1.2

88 trp ri° x OEl 1 0.2 r 2.0

9 " " 2 0.20 -[.-

10 " " : o.oo^. 0.07

11 tr_p_ " : ":x -'/..I 2.0 l.:>

12 trp^ P32 x OEl 9 1.4 0.92

13 " " 10 1.56 1.3-'

14 " " 12 0.28 0.92

15 " " 15 0.12^ 0.04

16 trp /-IB x GS1 1 1.44 l.?l

17 " " 3 1.4 1.58

18 " " 5 0.-3 3.74

Disc cord- 5-MT AS'ase inhib- 
ina cy it ion by 

Tryptophan

1.1 r;

2.1 .rJ

1 . 2

0 . q R

r . o :.;

0 . 8 R

2.0 .:

i.i o

l.o ;;

12 S

(1.0) , "«

(1.03) K 2y%

(o.srJ ii 30%

(5.2) o 75,,

(0,1) S 71%

(0.^1) R 30%

(1.1) R 43%

(6.4) 15 100%

1. .'-II strains used are trp R

2. ..-'iscoordina cy is expressed as the ratio of specific activities 

of phosphoribosyl transferase to anthraniiate synthetase, or as 

the ratio of one tenth of the specific activity of tryotoplian 

synthetase activity to anthraniiate synthetase. Values for cultures 

12 to 18 are normalised to that for Culture 11.
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selected in a PI cross of the type trp P~ x trp*. then none 

of the tr£. P + transductants should exhibit discoordinacy, 

unlike all the trja, P~ tr ansductants. These predictions do 

not hold if discoordinacy in trp P18 and trp P32 result from 

a second separate mutation. This second mutation responsible 

for discoordinacy would have to be located quite close to the 

mutation responsible for the trp P~" phenotype since dis 

coordinacy is observed in all the strains constructed with 

the trp P~ phenotype.

In taM e 13 are presented the specific activities of 

anthranilate synthetase and phosphoribosyl transferase in
•4- /"1o 1

trp P and trp P~" transductants of W3110 (trj^oEl* The cross 

was performed in the normal way (but using plates containing 

Difco agar and 0.5 jug/ml 5-MT) and colonies were picked, 

purified and checked against appropriate controls. Since 

the transductants are trp R (and since discoordinacy is not 

observed in repressed cultures of the mutations), cultures 

uere derepresscd using IP. Overnight repressed cultures in 

minimal medium were used to inoo-iiatc 100 mis of fresh atediurt 

(containing 0.05,1 ^CH end 100 ij<:j/u 1 of tryptophan) and 

grown until the measured turbidity was 0.3 ( at 670nm). The 

cultures were centrifuged and resuspended in 1, mis of 4~* V3 

rainimal medium at 4°C. AL r_;v_ro tlrv.o this was used to inoculate 

100 rnls of the same medium, but containing 30 lag/ml of IP 

rather than any tryptophan. after l r. .r.ins., 100 ^igAal (final 

concentration) of tryptophan w,~s added and after 30 rains., 

the culture was harvested and prepared for enzyme assays. 

Discoordinacy is measured as tr,c. ratio of phosphoribosyl
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transferase (or tryptophan synthetase) to anthranilate 

synthetase activity. The data (table 13) indicate that 

discoordinacy co-transduces with the trip P~ phenotype both 

for trpr p!8 and trp P32. If discoordinacy results from an 

independent second mutation within the t^rp operon, then the 

location of this mutation cannot be within the region deleted 

by OEl. Prom the consideration of the genetic cross yielding 

trp P or P~ recornbinants, it is clear that there is only a 

small chance that the second mutation is located within the 

trp operon;

P

.

0

H ——

S

-4H ——

D

-H ——

C

— 1 —
B A

— 1 ——— | ——— I —————

reoipi«t—————I———K//////J-

About 75% of the Trp 4" transductants would be discoordinate 

if the hypothetical second mutation wee located v;ithin the 

trp operon. Since trp D is affected by discoordinacy, the 

most reasonable location for a second notation i.» t;ithir trp_ 

E. This is rigorously excluded by demonstrating recombination 

between trp P13 (ana P32) and a deletion that ovti .^±. .:, ith 

the trp C distal end of the deletion ^1, enteriny the trp 

operon at tr^ A (e.g. <t£E^82. ^'is clii.ii^tcr. i:oco..ibinatio 

at any second mutation site in trp and, tnu:;, uouic ,,n:-/er 

the objection that in selecting trp !•'' in LI ;e cross witn el.1, 

one is selecting against discoordinate tr;o ;- r^cor.ibiuaiits.
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The objection is not very strong since it would require that 

a raised level of trp operon enzymes (due to discoordinacy) 

hinders the cell in overcoming inhibition of growth by 5-MT. 

If the second mutation were located outside the trp operon, 

one would predict some trans effect for the discoordinacy.

ii. Reversion If trp P18 and trp P32 each involve two 

mutations, then reversion of the trp P~ phenotype should not 

affect the phenomenon of discoordinacy. However, if trp PIS 

and trp P32 are single mutations, then true revertants of 

the trg P~ phenotype should also be reverted for the phenomenon 

of discoordinacy, whereas second site revertants need not 

be. A study along these lines was initiated with a view to 

not only investigating discoordinacy, but also to further 

characterising the original mutations themselves.

Spontaneous revertants of liR 120 trp P32 were selected on 

rnirinal glucose plates contaiing 200 Ltg/rnl 5-MT. After 43

hours incubation there was little back. ground grov/th of ; -A 

trp P32 and revertants vere picked and :;>urif i-c'i. ;- f .." J 

revertants isolated, 17 had a raised level of lta_c_ e expression 

compared with the trp P32 parent, ae estiaateu by colour on 

lactose iicConkey indicator platos. el those, '- ; rover tci:ts 

had levels of lac z expression approach ;'.;ig tliot <•'-•.: t 1 .• 

parent i-iK 120. Pi lys^tes were prcpnrL-'.d on i-::-p.tc?;o:.Lc t Lves 

of each class of rever taat ,_mc'. tii-s-: lysct,.^ •,.-.-•• IL :.: cs
j,

donors to ^3110 c^s. E, tr^:/^2'>, ooleccir^ ' './... ' '--" : -- reeling 

for Trp arid ton B'. Such recouibincuite .;.:•;-••.' L'T . .'• r.r;t ".i for 

growth on plates containing 1. ^ ^Lj/ml 5-.0 1 . ,.„.. ;.er«; , : /urd



Table Revertants of trp R~ trp P18 and trp R~ P32

PI cross with cys B 
trp E9914 3 ; number 
of transductants

Genotype 5-MT*

trp P + +

trp P18

trp P32

trp PISrlO +

trp P32rl5 +

r- •*C*g.

1000

760

843

256

48

Cyst 5-MTr

580

5

7

62

25

AS'ase

100

17

9

40

42

PRT'ase

100

35

29

113

41

Discoord- 
ina cy

1.0

2.0

3.2

2.8

1.0

1. All strains are trp_ R.

2. Growth in the presence of 100 ug/ml 5-MT in minimal 

glucose plates.

3. Minimal glucose, Difco agar plates contained 0.

5-MT; growth indicates the absence of the trp P~ phenotype.

small number of Cys + 5-MTr transductants seen with trp P18 and

he

trp P32 reflects recombination between the two mutations and trp E9914,

4. The specific activities of these enzymes are normalised 

since Na PRPP (rather than Kg PRPP) was used in the preparation of 

the reaction mixture for phosphoribosyl transferase: MaPKP^ 

results in a 10% loss in sensitivity of the assay.
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to grow more readily than trg_ P32. Hence the reversion event 

is linked to jferg. 1^ Pl transduction, and hence, also, more 

than one type of reversion event is possible, ad indicated by 

the degree of lactose fermentation.

A washed and starved culture of MR 120 trp P32 was spread on 

plates containing 1% w/v melibiose and 100 pg/rnl 5-MT. 

Spontaneous revertants and mutagen-induced revertants were 

sought after incubation at 42°C. Nitrosoguanidine was 

applied as a drop of a saturated solution and amino-purine 

was applied as solid crystals to plates. After 7 days 

incubation, colonies were picked and then purified on 

similar plates. Expression of lac z was then tested on 

lactose McConkey agar indicator plates and it appeared that 

all treatments had given rise to revertants expressing lac z 

at a high rate, similar to MR 120. The original selection 

demanded an increase in the rate of expression of lac y and 

of the trp operon. The test on indicator plates suggests a 

raised level of expression of lac z. Hence, these results 

suggest that revertants of trp P32 are pleiotropic in their 

effects.

The coordinacy of revertants of W3110 trj? P18 (and P32) 

was examined. They were selected on minimal glucose plates 

containing 100 ug/inl 5-f'T (using Difco agar) and then purified 

on similar plates. There was little background growth. 

Revertants were then characterised as follows. PI lysates 

were prepared and used as donors to W3110 cvs_ B trjo E9<M4
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(a strongly polar ochre mutation). In each cross Cys + was 

selected. At the same time, on other plates (using the same 

number of cells? about 10 ) growth in the presence of 0.5 ug/ml 

of 5-MT was selected, as well as Cj?s + . Thus, revertants of 

the mutations mapping close to trp E9914 should be about 50% 

linked to cys B (i.e. the vast majority of Trp+ colonies 

should also grow in the presence of a low concentration of 

5-MT Jr and anthranilate synthetase and phosporibosyl transfer-
fa***A Xxvi4l 6rV /-MH-l. TL<r>if

ase/were estimated in extracts prepared from overnight 

cultures grown in minimal medium containing 100 ug/ml of 

tryptophan. The results for a revertant of trp P18 

(trp PISrlO) and of trp P32 (trp P32rl5) are presented in 

table 14. The revertant trp P32rl5 has a four fold increase 

in the specific activity of anthranilate synthetase, but 

still displays discoordinacy» whereas the revertant trp PlOrlO 

has a two fold increase in specific activity of anthranilate 

synthetase and is coordinate. This result favours the 

hypothesis that there is no second mutation associated with 

trp P18, but neither proves nor disproves this hypothesis with 

respect to trjj F32.

jii^ The properties of anthranilate synthetase. from trp P18

and trp_ _P_3_2 In the course of the investigation of 

the properties of the re\rertants resistant to the presence 

of 5-MT, a check WPS made on the property of feedback 

inhibition by tryptophan of anthrr.nilste synthetase. Neither 

Of the revertants trp_ PlBrlO or trr^ P32rl5 qave an.thrar.ilate 

svnthetase (in crude extracts) that was resistant to feedback 

inhibition, and they showed the sane deqree of sensitivity 

to tryptoohan as anthranilate synthetase from crude extracts 

of wild type enzyme. However, whereas anthranilate synthetaseo



Table 15 Properties of anthranilate synthetase from trp P18 

and trp P32

a) Inhibition of anthranilate synthetase by -L-tryptophan 

Source of enzyme % inhibition by

trp Pi 44

trp P18 100

trp P32 88

trp PISrlO 40

trp P32rl5 51

b) Inhibition of anthranilate synthetase by

tryptophan

Source of enzyme Cone. 5-MT (M)

0

trp P+ 10~ 6

0
trp P18 ,.
— ̂ io- 6

5-rnethyl-DL-

AS'ase

1.55

1.04

0.21

0

1* This concentration is only approximate. 0.05 mis. of 

5-MT (dissolved at a concentration of 500 ug/ml.) was added 

to the cuvette containing approximately 1.5 mis of reaction 

mixture + enzyme crude extract.

c) Inhibition of anthranilate synthetase by -L-tryptophar.
r~\

in a mixture of extracts from trp P"" and trp P18

5 fleet



Table 15 - continued

Pre-incubation 
,3

AS'ase Cone, of AS'ase gd.predicted"

period gradient

3 mins. ,

r 25.8

9.0

2.5

( 26.5
15 mins. /

I 8.8

Trp added (M) trp P18 + trp P

0
io- 5

5.10" 5

0
io- 5

12.7

0

0

12.7

0

11.7

10.5

4.7

11.7

10.5

= total

24.4

10.5

4.7

24.4

10.5

2. 0.04 mis. of trp P18 extract and 0.005 mis. of trp P + 

extract were added to 0.2 mis. of cell sonication buffer. 

0.1 mis of this mixture was used in the assays.

3. Preincubation of the mixture was at 37°C for the period 

stated.

4. AS'ase gradient is an arbitrary measure of anthranilate 

synthetase activity.

5. Predictions are based on the assumption that neither 

extract contains any substance that affects the activity of 

anthranilate synthetase in the other extract. The extent of 

inhibition is calculated from fig. 5.
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from tgp *32 was not significantly abnormal, that from trp 

* 18 was observed to be hypersensitive to feedback inhibition 

<see table 15a). This clearly raises a number of problems 

about the nature of the trp P18 mutation, as discussed in 

Chapter 6. A number of questions were investigated, using 

crude enzyme extracts:

1. How sensitive to feedback inhibition by tryptophan is 

anthranilate synthetase from trp P18? Increasing volumes 

of a solution of tryptophan were added to a cuvette containing 

crude enzyme extract plus anthranilate synthetase assay mixture, 

and the resulting inhibition of enzymic activity was observed. 

Similar results were obtained in extracts from cultures grown 

in liquid medium OL on solid medium. Almost 100% inhibition 

of activity was seen for enzyme from trp P18 at a concentration 

of tryptophan (3.10~ M) which inhibited enzyme from trp P32 

and from wild type by less than 10% (see fig. 5).

2. Is anthranilate synthetase from trp P18 sensitive to

feedback inhibition by 5-MT? A concentration of about

10 M 5-MT gave lOO^inhibition of enzyme activity from tr^

P18, compared with 33% inhibition for wild type (see table 15b).

3. Does trp P18 crude extract contain a substance that 

induces increased sensitivity to feedback inhibition Ex 

tracts from trp P 18 and trp P + (of knov.-n specific activity) 

were mixed and incubated for 3 mins., and for 15 mins., end 

then assayed in the absence and presence of different
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Determination of Michaelis constant for anthranilate 

synthetase

AS'ase 2

JL.

18

32

+

18

32

+

18

32

+

18

32

+

18

32

+

18

4-

32

+

18

32

18

32

anth 3 
m uM/min

1.43

0.81

1.18

0.86

0.089

0.285

0.805

0.295

0.617

1.52

0.368

0.650

0.648

0.114

0.171

0.405

0.089

0.74

1.128

0.132

0.417

0.216

0.584

1/V

0.699

1.234

0.848

1.162

11.24

3.51

1.242

3.396

1.62

0.658

2.63

1.538

1.544

8.78

5.84

2.47

11.24

1.35

0.887

7,57

2.40

4.63

1.714

chor4

70.4

70.4

70.4

3.52

3.52

3.52

7.04

7.04

10.57

17.6

17.6

17.6

1.76

1.76

1.76

0.70

0.70

0.70

4.22

4.22

4.22

8.8

8.8

1/dJVjS.

0.0142

0.0142

0.142

0.284

0.284

0.284

0.142

0.142

0.0945

0.0569

0.0569

0.0569

0.569

0.569

0.569

1.42

1.42

1.42

0.237

0.237

0.237

0.114

0.114



Table 16 continued

1- The data in this table are plotted in figure 6. From 

this, the following Km values are obtained for anthranilate 

synthetase;

K"1 (trP P + ) » 3.3 10~6 M

Km (trp P18) = 2.5 1(T 5 1*1

Km (trp P32) = 4.4 10~ 6 M

2. A crude extract of anthranilate synthetase from wild 

type (+), trp P18 (18) and .trp P32 (32) was used.

3. Anthranilate concentrations are estimated in a calibrated 

MK4 Locarte fluorimeter. The reaction mixture (1.5 mis) and 

enzyme extract (+:0.0l mis., 18:0.02 mis.,32:0.1 mis.) were 

preincubated in a cuvette for 2 mins. at 37 C before the 

addition of substrate. The reaction is started through 

mixing in the substrate^, in the cuvette.

4. Chorismic acid (chor) is prepared in water at two concen 

trations so as to prevent large final volume differences 

when different concentrations of chorismic acid are used.
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concentrations of tryptophan (table 15c). The activities 

observed are consistent with the trp P18 extract not 

containing any substance that induces increased feedback 

inhibition of wild type anthranilate synthetase by tryptophan. 

The experiment also demonstrates that wild type extract 

contains no substance that can relieve the increased feed 

back inhibition of enzyme from trp P18 by tryptophan.

4. What is the Michaelis constant of anthranilate 

synthetase in crude extracts of trp P18 and trp P32? 

Chorismate was omitted from the usual assay mixture for 

anthranilate synthetase and enzyme extract was added. Hence 

it was possible to estimate enzyme activity in the extracts, 

the reaction being started (to allow initial rates of 

anthranilate synthesis to be measured) by adding different 

amounts of chorismate. The dataare presented in table 16 

and fig. 6. It is clear that the Michaelis constants for 

anthranilate synthetase from trp P and trp P32 are the same 

within experimental error, whereas the mutation trp P18 

results in a more than ten-fold increase in the constant. 

The Krn with respect to chorismate for purified anthranilate 

synthetase can be inferred from reported data (110) as about 

5.10 M. However, since anthranilate synthetase alone was 

present (no phosphoribosyl transferase) in the experiment, 

ammonium sulphate was used as the source of ammonia for the 

reaction. In the experiments reported in table 16, qlutamine 

was used. Moreover, the activity of pure anthranilate 

synthetase using pure ammonium sulphate is only 20% of that 

observed in an equimolar mixture of anthranilate synthetase
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and phosphoribosyl transf erase using glutaraine. Consequently, 

any comparison o* values of Km with published data is 

difficult.

In fcrp P recombinants between trp P18 and OE1, anthranilate 

synthetase is not hypersensitive to inhibition by tryptophan 

(see table 13). Hence discoordinacy and hyper sensitivity 

.co-transduce, consistent with these properties arising from 

the same mutational event.

Section 9. Rounds of translation

In Chapter 1 results were discussed which suggest that on 

derepression, the initiation of transcription and translation 

is periodic. It was suggested that different mutations in

the promoter region might have different effects on this 

periodicity, as v/ell as on the number of RNA polymerase 

molecules transcribing the operon during the cycle.

Experiments have been performed (the general raethod is 

described in Chapter 4) to confirm these results and to 

initiate a study of the effects of the mutations trp PIC, 

trp P32 and trp P312 on periodicity.

Similar results to those of Morse et.al. (94) were obtained 

for the strain W3110 trp A33/F'tr£ A33 (Morse et al. employed 

another trp A diploid), using 30 pg/ml of IP to cause 

derepression. A periodicity of about 3-| rains., is observed, 

with an increase in anthranilate synthetase specific activity 

of about 0.15 units (compared with 4 mins., and 0.14 units
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lntarpr«*«t *r«B«tlM-data of Mor*« efc al*>. Th«a« results 

are presented in fig. 7.

Can rounds of translation be observed in a haploid, trp'*' 

strain? The wild type strain W3110 was derepressed in separate 

experiments with 40 jug/ml IA and 30 pg/ml IP, and the 

anthranilate synthetase synthesised was measured. In both 

cases a periodicity of 3 mins., was observed, with each 

round of translation increasing the specific activity of 

anthranilate synthetase by about 0.06 units. These pre 

liminary experiments allow an investigation of the properties 

of trp P312, trp P18 and trp P32.

A. trp P312

A pilot experiment was conducted in which derepression of 

W3110 trp P312 by different concentrations of IP was allowed 

for 15 mins. Tryptophari synthetase was estimated by the 

toluenised whole cell assay method. The usual concentration 

of IP (30 ug/ml) failed to give derepression, and a two fold 

increase in tryptophan synthetase activity was observed with 

a concentration of IP of 200 ugAnl. (It should be recoiled 

that the basal level of trp expression in trp P312 is three 

times higher than wild type - hence the failure of 30 jug/ml 

of IP to give a tryptophan starvation condition - and th.-.t 

j- rp n an<j trp B are also expressed coiistitutively from tro P2 - 

hence a two fold increase in tryptophan synthetase activity 

represents a reasonable amount of enzyme synthesised).
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The result* ar« presented in fig. 8 for an experiment to 

determine the periodicity of trp expression in trp P312 using 

200 ̂ g/ml of IP, and measuring tryptophan synthetase by the 

whole cell assay. On the same figure are presented results 

using the same system for W3110 (but using 30 ug/ml of IP). 

The data suggest that the periodicity of trp expression is 

about 3 - 3| mins., for both strains, and thereby indicate 

that the tro P312 mutation does not result in a two fold 

increase in maximal level of jbrp operon enzymes by a large 

increase alone in the frequency of initiation of transcription 

of the trp operon. Two aspects of the data are worthy of 

comment. First, the presence of 200 ug/ml of IP for a very 

short period of time (the zero time sample) initiates one 

round of transcription, whereas 30 ug/ml of IP fails, at 

zero time to derepress the wild type trp operon. This might 

be explained by the more rapid uptake of IP present at a 

higher concentration, or by some feature of promoter-operator 

interaction in trp P312. Second, the shape of the curve 

for trp P312 in the figure suggests that trp mRNA degradation 

(or inactivation) is interfering quite rapidly with the 

translation of that ra.RNA. This is the simplest explanation 

of the wave form observed. In the wild type control this 

phenomenon is not observed: presumably the tryptophan 

starvation imposed by II- is sufficient to prevent any trp 

mRWA degradation for probably as much as 7 minutes (see r^f. 95). 

One may postulate that in trp_ P312 the concentration of IP 

is sufficient to give derepression, but that the endogenous 

concentration of tryptophan is high enough to prevent general 

inhibition of mRNA degradation. If trp F312 does not sub 

stantially affect periodicity, then the /nutation may either
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delay the time of onset of trp rnRNA degradation (or reduce 

the overall rate of trp raRNA degradation) or increase the 

number of RNA polymerase molecules involved in a round of 

transcription.

B trp P18 and .trp P32

To investigate rounds of translation in trp P18 and trp P32, 

the trp /lac fusion W205 was used. The strains were con 

structed as follows. :.5131 t££/l££ 594 (lac-pro) <?|^A « 

thi« str—r was obtained from DC A. £. Silverstone and used 

as a recipient for a PI lysate prepared on CAA77 (HfrH 

(lac),,^^« thi). In this cross Pro was selected thereby 

replacing the deletion Xlil with X74. Transductants were 

then crossed with a PI lysate prepared on a strain carrying 

the fusion W205 and Trp" Lac' recombinants wr-re selected. 

This results in the replacement of trp/lac 594 by trpy.lac ^205;

donor _j|__ W205

recipient
4- 594

P 0 E

trp

This is strain t'n 17?.

y

lac 080 *enes attSO 

rp riC one trp i'3«

were constructed by introducing t-" deletion GUI into ,"R 172, 

then this strain I ^ !7?<trn.)^ i/r=r. urod an a recipient for 

PI lysates on tho :;iut?tions. Trp' v^s selected (on plntoc 

supplemented with 0.05>: ACK and 10 ug/wl of thiarr.ine. HC1),
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followed by purification and screening on plates containing 

M9 salts mixture to test for ton B transductants (diagnostic 

of the trp/lac fusion). The vast majority of the transduct 

ants have co-inherited trp P18 or trp P32, and this was 

checked (by growth inhibition on plates containing 5-MT), 

giving, finally MR 172 trp P18 and MR 172 trp P32.

A slight modification was introduced into the standard pro 

cedure for the determination of periodicity. Cells were 

harvested at a lower cell density (0.3 - 0.4 O.D. units at 

670 nm) and the growth medium included 0.05% ACH and 

5 ug/ml thiamine. HC1. Anthranilate synthetase and 

/J-galactosidase were both estimated in each different cell 

extract from each sample taken. The results are presented 

in figs. 9, 10, 11 and 12.

A number of points may be made. Firstly, synchrony is seen 

in MR 172 between the expression of anthranilate synthetase 

and ft-galactosidase. Therefore it follows that;

a) the periodicity of translation observed for the trp

operon is not a special property of the genes of that 

operon: it is a feature of the initiation of trans 

cription from trp. PI, and thus lac z expression in 

MR 172 has the same periodicity as trp E expression;

b) this identical periodicity of lac z expression is 

further biochemical verification of the genetic 

inference that all expression of lac z on
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derepression of a trp/lac fusion is initiated at 

trp PI (a less rigorous verification, based on 

the integrity of trp/lac mRNA is reported by Eron 

et al. (39))

c) the periodicity of anthranilate synthetase synthesis 

is the same in MR 172 as in W3110 (3 to 3. mins. at 

30 C) and thus is independent of operon length. 

Imamoto (52) came to this conclusion using trp- 

ton B deletions. However, whereas the precise trans 

cription terminus in such deletions is unknown, and 

thus may only be presumed to be at a different distance 

from trp Pi, in trp/lac VJ205 it is defined by lac a.

It is difficult to infer periodicity of lac z expression in 

trp IS. The increase in anthranilate synthetase activity is 

GO sraall that experimental error prevents any precise con 

clusion about the periodicity of expression of trp E. 

However, trp P32 would seem to give the same periodicity as 

wild type. The amplitude of oach round of translation of 

tr_o_ ^ rnRNA is much reduced and there r??y also be "i ~>r '-'nature 

onset of degradation for both trp i] and IJT.C z rnRNA (unlilce 

in trp, P312, this is More likely not tr. be" caused by th-r- 

nrosr-nce of tryptophar counter-ctinc th<- effect of IF since 

the basal level of trp oporon en-yrn •--? is Much reduced in trp P32 

compared with MR 172, vhore -r,-"ua !:ur--- d'-aradation of mrlliA is 

certainly not observed). Th- discoordiru-icy of l_ac z

is not explained, by tl,c-i^ results, but i

non etheless a useful pheno^no -j ia that it permits a nor
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accurate estimate of lac z expression. Since; for both 
trp P18 and trp P32, lac z expression has the same overall 
kinetics as trp E expression, the hypothesis that clis- 
coordinacy arises from an alteration in an interaction in 
the promoter region alone is not excluded.
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ajfAl. Discussion

How firm is the evidence that the four mutations described 
alter the function of trp PI? What do the particular 

properties of the mutations imply for the mechanism of trans 
cription initiation in the trp operon and what are the 

implications of this for the Jacob-Monod operon model?

A. trp P112 and trp P312

The properties of trp P112 and trp P312 are fairly straight 

forward. In both cases the mutations give a co-ordinate 

pleiotropic increase in the maximal level of expression of 

the genes of the trp operon. Expression of trp E and trp D 

in a repressed culture is elevated for trp P312: for trp P112 

this is true for trp D expression, but apparently not for 

trp_ E. The map location of the mutations is, unambiguously, 

outside of (trp_)^^Q2 and thus, considering the method 

whereby the mutations are selected from X5131 trp /lac 287, 

(lac)^, thi. str-r/F ' (trp)^|^, the mutations are located 

either in trp G or trp PI. Since regulation is maintained, 

it is unlikely that the mutations are located in trp 0 (where 

this is defined as being the entire region in which represser 

plus tryptophan (119 a, 139 c) interacts with the trp operon); 

the mutations cannot alter directly or significantly the 

repocssor /operator interaction without eliminating, or 

partially eliminating regulation of the operon. The de- 

repression ratio is the same as in wild type for trp P112, 

but may be slightly reduced Sr trp_ P312 (table 6).
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The recombination data for the PI crosses between trp P112 

and t"? P3*2 with the deletion ED 102 as recipient are worth 

comment. The observed recombination frequencies are 0.5% 

and 0.6% respectively (table 11). Now, the deletion ED 102 

extends past the beginning of the trp E gene to a point very 

close to the start site of the trp operon, to within no more 

than 100 nucleotides (and more probably about 30 nucleotides) 

from the start point. A recombination frequency of 0.6% 

corresponds to about 120 nucejlotides and therefore it follov/s 

that the distance from trp P312 to the startpoint is not 

less than 20 base pairs (i.e. (120 - 100) base pairs)) 

Within this region is the trp operator. Therefore the trp 

operator is between about 20 and 90 base pairs in length, 

assuming that the recombination frequency observed is not 

biassed in any way. This estimate is about 2 orders of 

magnitude less than that of Hirage (47) and indicates that 

trp 0 is about the same size as lac o.

No rigorous proof of ci3-specif!city • ith the exclusion of 

all trans effects is presented. No evidence is presented 

that the rate of synthesis of .Lc^ ,aKN.'-> is increased nro- 

portionately with enzyrn e levels in these strains, or that 

the rate of degradation is unaltered. There is no investi 

gation of the nature of the lesions in trp P112 and trp ^312. 

Thus, for example, do the mutations recombine with each other' 

Do they give rise to wild type revertarts, and if so, it this 

stimulated by particular niutagens uo the mutations affect 

the sequence at the 5' terminus o± trjo n.ittJA. Since these 

questions remain unanswered at present, it is possible only 

to state probabilities as to the mechanism of action of the



** fchenotype due to a lesion in the trp 

'&a4il|4aM*e as a Consequence of one of many events, 

which the principal types aret
>..<* <3. :

i. A deletion that fuses trp PI to a foreign constitutive 

operon possessing a more efficient promoter. Constitutivity 

may be required for such a foreign operon since expression 

of the trp operon is elevated both on minimal and on nutrient 

agar plates. This type of mutation is unlikely since 

regulation is usually substantially diminished in fused 

operons even when the operator, distant from the promoter 

for the fused operon, is completely intact (116). Moreover, 

the maintenance of the same periodicity between rounds of 

translation (fig. /) in trp P312 is unlikely if expression is 

derived from a foreign promoter.

11. An insertion of foreign genetic material containing a 

promoter sequence. If a two- or three-fold increase in 

maximal levels of expression is to be observed, an inserted 

foreign promoter should be more efficient than trp PI (if 

trp PI were no longer functional as a consequence of the 

insertion) or, at least, as efficient as trp PI (if trp PI 

were still functional). The insertion of foreign genetic 

material containing a transcription termination signal into 

an operon is described (31 a). It is not easy to exclude 

the possibility that some insertion event has occurred in trp 

P312 and trp_ P112 (though it would seem improbable that this 

has occurred in both cases). However, a large insertion could
c*

be detected by the construction of a 080pj£rp_ P phage and 

measurement of its buoyant density against appropriate controls.
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could be altered in tro M12. Since 

*hifi-Jlf?£iSf 4* o^cure, there is little point in speculation.

Xt wl! Pointed out in Chapter 2 that up~promoter mutations, 

although they may be located close to the promoter, need not 

map to one s±fe or the other of the determinant of trans 

cription initiation most distal to the first structural gene. 

Hence, the map position of trp P312 and trp P112 does not, 

by itself, prove the gene order, trp Pl-Q-E.... However, 

taken with other evidence, the mutations provide strong 

confirmation of the gene order and suggest that alterations 

in the trp promoter do not necessarily lead to loss of 

coordinacy or alteration in the properties of any of the enzymes 

of the operon.

B. trp P18 and trp P32

Are the mutations trp PIS and trp P32 located in the promoter 

region? Are they down-promoter mutations'.' The evidence 

that they are such mutations is strongest from results of 

experiments in which the mutants were gcjrwn on solid media. 

They are of course selected from the parental strain, IIR 120 

for a leaky lac y~ phenotype and screened for reduced 

expression of lac z and of the trp operon (principally the 

trp. E gene product). The response of indicator plates 

suggests, by eye, about a tenfold reduction in lac z 

expression. Both mutations are unambiguously cis-specific 

and regulated by the trp R product. The mutations are 

located by deletion mapping on either side of the deletion 

OE1. One side, the trp A proximal side of OE1, is eliminated
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toy th« observation of recombination with the deletion AE82. 

It should b« pointed out that tro P* recombinants with the 

AE82 deletion were obtained at a stage in this study where 

th« difficulties of using this method of mapping were not 

fully appreciated} hence the trp P* recombinants were scored 

but not checked and re-checked - unlike the trp PJ recombin 

ants with the OE1 deletion. However, a mapping experiment 

was performed early in the investigation using 2 strains at 

the same time; one containing the QB1 flelebiou and the 

other the AE57 deletion (which extends from ton B to within 

the region deleted by OEl - thus these two deletions also 

overlap (see ref 107)).

The recombination frequency with the deletion OEl was in good 

agreement with the later results obtained (table 9), and the 

recombination frequency with AE57 was consistent with the 

known terminus of AE57 in trp H (I47a). wince this experi 

ment is internally consistent, the evidence that trjg P18 

and trja P32 are located on the trp A 'istal aide of OEl is 

strong.

Thus, the genetic evidence that trp PIS and trp P32 a 

nromoter mutations is good. Hrn'ovor, the biochemical evidence 

is less convincing. Growth in liquid medium and preparation 

of enzyme extracts indicate that basal levels of enzyme arc 

pleiotropically threefold reduced by trjo ri8 and tenfold 

reduced by trp P32. Hov-.-rver, dir,c^ordinacy is seen in the 

maximal levels, so that phosphor Iboc.y I transf erase and trypt- 

ophan synthetase are only two fold reduced, whereas anthrani-

late synthetase is about tenfold reduced by both nutations.

^ The rate of incorporation of * B-Ur counts into trp mRNA in
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with the high activities of phos- 

and tryptophan synthetase, and since 

i* labelled for two minutes this incorporation 

relfccts the rate of synthesis of ^rg mRNA, assuming that 

the mutations do not affect the time of onset of trp mRNA 

degradation. Consequently, discoordinacy is not a trans- 

lational phenomenon. It has not been shown that trp E mRNA 

synthesis is discoordinate with synthesis of mRNA from the 

rest of the operon.

It is significant that discoordinacy is diminished, if not 

abolished, by harvesting cells, not from liquid growth media, 

but from plates (table 12b). If this preliminary result is 

strengthened by estimating the activities of more than just 

two gene products, then a good case can be made out that the 

mutations affect rot only the rate of initiation of trans 

cription but also some regulatoty feature of the trp operon 

that normally acts to maintain coordinacy. Another aspect of 

discocrainacy that is significant is that in experiments on 

the periodicity of expression from trrn t'1, discoordinate 

expression of lac z is synchronous -./ith the increase in 

translational potential of trr>_ £ niKUA for both mutctions. 

Hence discoordinacy is stiraul?ted by the initiation of traris- 

crintion and rsust involve either some 'drift' through trp & } 

or transcription-stimulated RNA ^olyrnerase binding and 

transcription initiation at a point or points either -..'ithin 

E or, at least, prior to the first codon of tr^L 0.

In the case of trp_ P18 (but not trp P32), the Km of anth 

late synthetase is increased by an order of magnitude and the 

feedback inhibition characteristics of the enzyme have been
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enzyme, in a crude extract, i* 

* f ar lower concentration of tryptophan or 

«n*yiae prepared similarly from a wild type 
strain. This raises the problem that trp P18 may involve 
two mutational events (especially since trp P18 was obtained 
after NG mutagenesis); one in trp PI, which reduces rate of 
initiation of transcription, and the other in trp E which 

raises the Km and simultaneously increases the sensitivity 
to inhibition by tryptophan of anthranilate synthetase. If 

there are two mutations in trp P18, then they should be 

separable. This has not proved possible. Thus, trp P* 

recombinants in a PI cross of trp P18 as donor with the OE1 

deletion are wild type (table 13). However, if the second 
mutation is located proximal to trp A from the deletion OE1, 
then the selection for trp P might at the same time, 

inadvertently, select against recombinants involving the 

second mutation. This has been discussed (Chapter 5, Section 
S.b.i.). The phenotype of trp P18 cannot arise from a single 
deletion, since it would have to pass from trp PI into 

trp E, thereby deleting trp 0 (given the gene order trp Pl-G-E...) 
and regulation would be abolished, moreover, recombination 

with the OE1 deletion would not be possible.

If trp P 18 involves a single mutational event in trp_ PI,
+ then one class of revertants should restore the wild, trp P

phenotype. The trp-. linked, spontaneous revertant tro_ PISrlO 

shows raised enzyme levels for anythranilate syntuetcvse and 

>phosphoribosyl transf erase together with abolition of hyper- 

sensititrity to tryptophan inhibition of anthranilate synthetase. 

Thus two of the three specific properties of trp P18 can be
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in one at«p. A spontaneous revertant
la inSSI -'iilffcefy to Involve two separate lesions, one 

(partially) suppressing a mutfction in trp PI and the other 

suppressing a mutation in trp E. It is much more probable 

that trp PISrlO involves a secondary mutation that suppresses 
a single mutation in trp PI.

A trp P phenotype due to a lesion in the trp promoter region 

could arise as a consequence of one of many events. The 

fusion of trp PI with a nearby operon possessing a weaker 

promoter than trp PI is unlikely in view of the maintenance 

of regulation in trp P18 and trp P32. The insertion of a 

foreign weaker promoter is difficult to rule out, though the 

maintenance of periodicity in trp P32 expression makes such 

an explanation less likely. A mechanism directly or 

indirectly involving an enhanced rate of trp mRNA degradation 

is readily tested, as described above. Such a mechanism 

would be consistent with the observed incorporation of

H-Ur into trp mRNA during a two minute pulse if, at most, 

50% of labelled trn mRNA we~e degraded within two ninutes of 

synthesis (see table 3). If oeriodicity is a function of 

transcription initiation, the apparent absence of periodicity 

in trp P18 makes it less likely that this mutation "" -?ds to 

the trp_ P~ phenotype by increasing the rate of try , pRNA 

degradation. A point mutation (or small deletion) within 

Pi could also be consistent with these results.

However, the main problem is; can a single mutation in trp 

PI lead to a coordinate pleiotropic reduction in enzyme levels 

during growth on solid media, to a discoordinate reduction
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during growth i« liquid culture and to an enzyme with altered 
properties ttwder both seta of conditions? This is the problem 
set lay the observed phenotype of trp P18, its recombination 
data and a revertant of the mutation.

A reasonable hypothesis (of which trp P32 is a special case) 
is as follows. In the wild type, coordinacy of trp expression
is observed in liquid culture and also during growth on 

plates (data not shown). But in trp P18 and trp P32, coordinacy 

is apparent only when cells are harvested from plates. If 

the cells are in a different physiological state under these 

different growth conditions, then it is reasonable to assume 

that the mutations fail to prevent some physiological signal 

from operating to maintain coordinacy in both states (see 

footnote- 1). This implies that coordinacy arises not auto 

matically, but by a regulated process involving an ur.kno'.--r 

mechanism and that the promoter region has a role in this 

mechanism which is interfered with by tro P18 (and f32). j>Jow, 

at the same time:, the pro:!'Ot-^r mutation (at least ui th" cr-.se 

of trp .- 13) car D' uodr.Ic t •-.(.' ro .;':.<: ;•*•.: t. •- ^ositio-i o:' tho 

start point for tran^criptio.- fro,., : ,j'~int :>utsicif- ( .u/), to a

r'ootnote 1. ^ ur^ii: .J, iarv re;^or-U ('.,.,:.•, ^2'^j o ^v-:'o. suitable 

candidates ior sucn < paysicjlo-jical signal: some- '.ov./ i:;olecular 

weight components ox tne ^30 extract u^ad in the -tujay system 

(151) and a ribosoraal fraction specif ioally sti; nvl^t'-. "xx 

fold in vitro trp niKWA syntiieuis.
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n«t*»y*ifc*»f»«i*M* the Jjaj E gen«u Hence translation a* 

Ja3» « mHIA ia net initiated at the normal site and the poly- 

peptido synthesised has altered properties. In the ease of 

jyE& »18 t this could then mean that the Km for anthranilate 

synthetase activity of the polypeptide is increased 10 fold 

and that an altered subunit structure renders the activity 

hypersensitive to inhibition by tryptophan.

If a regulatory system exists to ensure coordinacy, then 

processes tending to give discoordinacy must already exist 

for the trp operon. In Chapter 2, experiments on the 

degradation of trp mRNA were described (40) which indicated 

that the degradation of a segment of the trp operon was 

inversely proportional to the distance of that segment from 

trp PI. The mechanistic basis of this phenomenon is unknown 

but it would not seem impossible that some structure in 

trp PI is involved in the phenomenon. In this connection, 

a recent report (50a) indicates that abortive transcription 

(i.e. premature termination of transcription) can occur in 

the trp operon on adding an amino acid of which the culture 

has been previously starved. Thus, it would seem that the 

addition of tryptophan (to a trp~ strain) or histidine (to 

a his~ strain) allows completion of a round of transcription 

by an RNA polymerase molecule in trp A more often than the 

completion of a round of transcription by an RNA polymerase 

molecule in trp E. Hence, underlying the normal observed 

coordinacy of trp expression, two mechanisms are t-en to 

operate in a discoo£dinate fashion on the yield on trjo inKNA 

under certain circumstances.
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to postulate «n «it«**tf tr»ns«rlptional 
gfc F32 if th« properties of anthranilate

*ynth*ta*e from the mutant are identical to wild typ«. Such
* postulate is, however, not unreasonable. In the case of 

the A N operon, the operator is not transcribed, whereas 

in the 3-a.fe operon, the op«rator is transcribed. Thus between 

the two operons the atartpoint has changed from one end of 

the operator to the other. It follows that the length of 
untranscribed DNA between promoter and startpoint is variable 

from operon to operon. An unpublished report from W. Gilbert 
suggests that the UV5 mutation in the lac promoter region in 

fact alters the position of the startpoint relative to the 
wild type operon.

C. The operon model

Summarising the properties of the four mutations we observe
0- 

that mutation located in trp PI can cause coordinate

pleiotropic alterations in basal levels of trp expression 

(trp P13, trp P32 and trp P312), discoo.' dinate pl<" iotropic 

alterations in basal levels (t_rg_ i'112), coordinate alterations 

in maximal levels (trp P!'J2 and trp P312) and discoorc'Iii.-te 

pleiotropic alterations in maximal levels in liquid <j,rcvth 

media (trp Plb and trp P32). The frequency of initiation 

of transcription of the operon can remain unaffected by 

mutations in trp PI (trp P32 and tr£ P312) and thus, by 

inference, the number of RNA polyruerase molecules Ir/olved 

in a single round of transcription can be altered (from 5 to 

0.5 for trp P32 or to 10 for trp P312), or the periodicity 

of transcription initiation can be abolished so that initiation
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Is pr«sunabljr' ritMStem with respect to time (trp P18). A 
mutation In the trp promoter is capable of altering the 

properties of the gene product of the first structural gene 
of the operon (trp P18).

In the original Jacob-Monod operon model (66), the region 

responsible for controlling the expression of an operon was 

defined as the 'operator 1 . Since then this region has been 

dissected into numerous sites responsible for specific 

functions associated with the initiation and regulation of 

transcription of an operon. Such dissections have then been 

modified to allow for observed overlap of functions (e.g. 

'promoter-operator interactions'; startpoints within the 

operator). Moreover, as was pointed out in Chapter 2 the 

promoter and operator regulate processes, unlike structural 

genes which specify structures. Hence, 'whereas a :;.utation 

in a structural gene has a unique effect on a sigle component 

of a structure, a mutation in the operator or promoter will 

in some way interfere with ai integrated process. Thus it 

seems unlikely that these regions can be dissected in the 

same way as a structural gene. If the trp. promoter-operator 

region is responsible for regulation of the expression of the 

operon (47), for the initiation of transcription, for a 

represser-independent, metabolic regulation of expression 

(119, 121), as well as some other type of regulation (64, 65), 

for a definite periodicity of expression (3, 59) and for the 

maintenance of coordinacy of expression of the genes of the 

trp operon (40, 50a), then it need not follow that the region 

can be precisely dissected in terms of separate DNA sequences 

responsible for each step of each one of these processes.
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This is not to deny that one part of the promoter-operator 
region may play a more important role for, say, trans- 
criptional initiation as against regulation by represser. 
However, the original name for this region as just the 
'operator' may turn out to be a more satisfactory term. 
The regulation of gene expression can then be more easily 
described as a single, complex, integrated process.
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